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Zusammenfassung

Um übermäßigen Blutverlust im Wundfall zu vermeiden, müssen verletzte Blutgefäße schnell

und effektiv wieder verschlossen werden. Ein erster Wundverschluss wird dadurch erreicht,

dass sich Blutplättchen an die verletzte Gefäßwand anheften und untereinander zu einem

hämostatischen Pfropf verkleben. Bemerkenswerterweise setzen diese Prozesse in Folge lokal

veränderter hydrodynamischer Bedingungen im Blut ein, und zwar gekoppelt an die Funktion

des Blutproteins von Willebrand Faktor (VWF), welches in Form linearer Multimere im Plas-

ma zirkuliert. Durch seine außerordentliche Länge ist der VWF insbesondere auf erhöhten

Elongationsfluss, eine Teilkomponente von hydrodynamischem Scherfluss, sensitiv. Auf lokal

erhöhten Elongationsfluss, wie zum Beispiel im Bereich einer Wundstelle, reagiert der VWF

mit Konformationsänderungen, die mit einer erhöhten Bindungsaffinität zu Blutplättchen und

Kollagen einhergehen. Der VWF vermittelt so die Bildung eines Blutplättchenpfropfs an einer

Wundstelle und darüber hinaus das Anheften dieses Pfropfs an die verletzte Gefäßwand, an

welcher typischerweise Kollagen aus dem Subendothel freigelegt ist. Ein Mangel an VWF im

Blutplasma kann, ebenso wie eine gestörte Funktion des VWF, Ursache des von-Willebrand-

Syndroms sein, der häufigsten angeborenen Krankheit mit erhöhter Blutungsneigung. Darüber

hinaus gibt es Evidenz, dass der VWF entscheidend zu Thrombose, Arteriosklerose, Herzin-

farkt, und anderen weit verbreiteten Krankheiten beiträgt. Der VWF stellt demzufolge nicht

nur ein außergewöhnliches biophysikalisches System dar, sondern ist auch medizinisch von

höchster Relevanz. Es ist deshalb von großem Interesse, die molekularen Mechanismen zu

verstehen, die dem VWF seine Funktion als Sensor hydrodynamischer Kräfte verleihen.

Im Rahmen dieser Dissertation wurde der VWF hinsichtlich solcher molekularer Mechanis-

men untersucht. Von besonderem Interesse waren dabei große, kraftinduzierte Konformati-

onsänderungen des Proteins, da davon auszugehen ist, dass diese das Verhalten des VWF

im Blutfluss entscheidend beeinflussen und somit von herausragender Bedeutung für die

Kraftaktivierung des VWF sind. Mittels Rasterkraftmikroskopie (AFM)-basierter Einzelmo-

lekülkraftspektroskopie, welche eine Kraftauflösung von circa 10 pN bietet, wurden einzelne

VWF Dimere, die kleinsten sich wiederholenden Untereinheiten von VWF Multimeren, auf

ihre Kraftantwort untersucht. Neben dem bereits bekannten Entfaltungssignal der VWF A2

Domäne, zeigten die gemessenen Kraft–Ausdehnungskurven ein zusätzliches Signal, welches

auf eine starke intermonomere Interaktion in Dimeren zurückgeführt werden konnte. Die

Dissoziation dieser starken Interaktion wurde bei Kräften über 50 pN beobachtet, einherge-

hend mit einem Längenzuwachs eines einzelnen Dimers von etwa 80 nm. Es wurde gezeigt,
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dass die starke intermonomere Interaktion entscheidend von divalenten Ionen abhängt und

höchstwahrscheinlich von der VWF D4 Domäne vermittelt wird, da die Interaktion in Di-

meren mit einer Deletion der D4 Domäne nicht beobachtet wurde. Darüber hinaus wurde

mittels AFM-basierter Bildgebung die Konformation von VWF Dimeren und Multimeren

mit einer lateralen Auflösung unter 10 nm visualisiert. Basierend auf Kraft- und Bildgebungs-

daten wurde abgeschätzt, dass in VWF Multimeren unter physiologischen Pufferbedingungen

etwa die Hälfte aller Dimere durch die starke intermonomere Interaktion geschlossen sind.

Dieser Befund impliziert, dass die effektive Länge des VWF, d.h. die Länge, die im Blutfluss

entscheidend zum Aufbau hydrodynamischer Kräfte beiträgt, durch fest geschlossene Dimere

deutlich verkürzt wird. Es ist deshalb davon auszugehen, dass die Elongation eines Multimers

mit fest geschlossenen Dimeren wesentlich höhere Raten von Elongationsfluss erfordert als die

Elongation eines Multimers, das nur aus flexiblen Dimeren besteht.

Zudem wurde entdeckt, dass der Anteil fest geschlossener VWF Dimere auf unterschiedliche

Weise reguliert werden kann, z.B. über den pH-Wert. So wurde die starke intermonomere

Interaktion beispielsweise bei einem physiologischen pH-Wert von 7,4 mit größter Häufigkeit

beobachtet, jedoch quasi gar nicht mehr unterhalb eines pH-Wertes von 6,8. Unterhalb dieses

Wertes nahm jedoch der Anteil kompakter Dimere mit sinkendem pH-Wert zu, im Einklang

mit Ergebnissen einer vorherigen Studie, welche die Konformation des VWF mittels Trans-

missionselektronenmikroskopie (TEM) untersucht hatte. Die der vorliegenden Dissertation

zugrundeliegenden Daten zeigen, dass die Kompaktheit von Dimeren unter pH 6,8 von ande-

ren Interaktionen vermittelt wird, die im Vergleich zur starken intermonomeren Interaktion

eine geringe mechanische Stärke aufweisen. Aufgrund eines wesentlich verringerten mechani-

schen Widerstands des VWF unter leicht sauren Bedingungen darf spekuliert werden, dass

lokale Azidose, beispielsweise im Bereich einer Wundstelle, eine Möglichkeit darstellen könnte

die hämostatische Aktivität des VWF zu erhöhen.

Da die Kräfte, die im Blutfluss auf den VWF wirken und ihn zur Hämostase aktivieren, ent-

scheidend von der Länge des VWF abhängen, wurde auch die Größenverteilung von VWF

Multimeren im Rahmen dieser Arbeit untersucht. Hierzu wurden sowohl AFM-basierte Bild-

gebungsexperimente als auch Photobleichungsexperimente durchgeführt, wobei letztere auf

interner Totalreflexionsfluoreszenzmikroskopie (TIRF-Mikroskopie) basierten. Ergebnisse bei-

der Ansätze untermauern eine exponentielle Größenverteilung des VWF nach seiner Multi-

merisierung, welche von Kollaborationspartnern im Vorfeld aus Geldaten und Fluoreszenz-

korrelationsspektroskopie (FCS)-daten gefolgert worden war.

Zusammenfassend sei festgehalten, dass die Daten dieser Doktorarbeit eine exponentielle

Größenverteilung des VWF bestätigen und darüber hinaus wichtige Mechanismen beleuchten,

die dem VWF seine Funktion als Sensor hydrodynamischer Kräfte verleihen. Diese Doktorar-

beit stellt deshalb einen wichtigen Beitrag dar, die Kraftaktivierung des VWF zur Hämostase

und die Rolle des VWF bei Thrombose auf Einzelmolekülebene zu verstehen.



Abstract

In order to prevent excessive blood loss at sites of vascular injury, damaged vessel walls need

to be sealed rapidly and effectively by a hemostatic plug. Remarkably, initiation of hemostasis

is triggered by increased elongational blood flow at sites of vascular injury, and for this cru-

cially relies on the multimeric vascular protein von Willebrand factor (VWF). Enabled by its

extraordinary length, VWF responds to elongational flow with force-induced conformational

changes that increase VWF’s binding affinity to platelets and collagen. This ability allows

VWF to promote the formation of platelet plugs exactly where needed and to recruit such

plugs to injured vessel walls, at which subendothelial collagen is typically exposed. While de-

ficiency or dysfunction of VWF causes the common bleeding disorder von Willebrand disease,

an increased activity of VWF has been recognized to contribute to thrombosis, arterioscle-

rosis, myocardial infarction, and further widespread diseases. Hence, VWF is not only an

extraordinary system from a biophysical point of view, but also highly relevant from a medi-

cal perspective. It is therefore of outstanding interest to elucidate the molecular mechanisms

that are responsible for VWF’s unique force-sensing ability.

Within the framework of this thesis, important force-sensing mechanisms of VWF were dis-

sected at the single-molecule level. Of special interest were large-scale conformational changes

of VWF induced by force, as such changes can be assumed to decisively influence the inter-

play between VWF and hydrodynamic flow, which in turn regulates VWF’s activation for

hemostasis. Using atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based single-molecule force spectroscopy,

which provides a force resolution as low as ∼ 10 pN, the force response of individual VWF

dimers – the smallest repeating subunits of VWF multimers – was probed. Characteristic

force–extension traces revealed, in addition to the well-characterized unfolding of VWF’s A2

domain, a strong intermonomer interaction, which was found to crucially involve VWF’s D4

domain and to critically depend on divalent ions. Dissociation of this strong interaction oc-

curred at forces above ∼ 50 pN and provided ∼ 80 nm of additional length to the elongation

of a dimer. Corroborated by the conformation of VWF, which was visualized by AFM imag-

ing with a lateral resolution below 10 nm, it was estimated that, under near-physiological

conditions, approximately one-half of the dimers within a VWF multimer are firmly closed

via the strong intermonomer interaction. Importantly, hidden length in firmly closed dimers

implies a reduced length of VWF contributing to force sensing. Therefore, elongation of a

VWF multimer with firmly closed dimers can be expected to require significantly higher rates
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of elongational flow than elongation of a fully flexible multimer with the same number of

dimers.

Notably, it was found that the ratio of firmly closed dimers in VWF can be tuned in different

ways, e.g., by varying the pH. While the strong intermonomer interaction was observed with

highest frequency at pH 7.4, it was essentially absent at pH values below 6.8. However, below

the latter value, the ratio of compact dimers, as observed by AFM imaging, increased with

decreasing pH, in line with a previous transmission electron microscopy (TEM) study. These

findings indicate compactness of dimers below pH 6.8 to be promoted by other interactions

that possess low mechanical resistance compared to the strong intermonomer interaction.

Owing to a markedly decreased mechanical resistance of VWF under acidic pH conditions, it

may be speculated that local acidosis, e.g., at sites of vascular injury, represents a means to

enhance VWF’s hemostatic activity where needed.

As force sensing by VWF critically depends on VWF’s multimer size, the size distribution

of VWF was also addressed in this thesis. Both AFM imaging and photobleaching exper-

iments employing total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy corroborated an

exponentially decaying size distribution of VWF, which had previously been inferred from a

quantitative analysis of gel data and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) data.

To summarize, in conjunction with underlining an exponential size distribution of VWF, the

data presented in this thesis elucidate important force-sensing mechanisms of VWF, which

are the key to its function in hemostasis and its role in thrombosis.
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1 Introduction

Nature has developed a complex yet very effective way of sealing damaged blood vessels. The

combination of processes that stanch a wound is called hemostasis and is typically subdi-

vided into the steps of vasoconstriction, platelet plug formation (primary hemostasis), and

fibrin clot formation (blood coagulation, secondary hemostasis) [1–3]. From a biophysical

point of view, primary hemostasis is particularly interesting, as different underlying adhesion

mechanisms have evolved in response to the wide spectrum of shear rates in our circulatory

system, ranging from 1 to 105 s−1 [4–6]. In general, the formation of a platelet plug and its

recruitment to an injured vessel wall, at which subendothelial collagen is commonly exposed,

provides a first wound closure and prevents excessive blood loss [5, 7]. Although the forma-

tion of a platelet plug and the adhesion of platelets to collagen are often considered distinct

processes, they are very similar from a mechanistic point of view, as they both involve the

adsorption of platelets from the blood stream onto a surface, mediated by adhesive ligand

and receptor pairs [7]. It is therefore no surprise that both processes are similarly challenged

by high shear rates [7], i.e., shear rates above ∼ 1000 s−1, at which hydrodynamic lift forces

increasingly inhibit the formation of large contact areas, thereby making platelet arrestment

onto a surface difficult [6].

This problem is overcome with the large plasma glycoprotein von Willebrand factor (VWF),

which mediates platelet adhesion to collagen and platelet aggregation only under sufficiently

high shear conditions in the bloodstream [6, 8], or more precisely, under sufficiently high

rates of elongational flow [9, 10], a component of shear flow [11]. Notably, elongational flow

components are markedly increased at sites of vascular injury [10, 12, 13], i.e., exactly where

VWF needs to be activated by hydrodynamic forces for primary hemostasis. Adversely, ow-

ing to increased elongational flow in stenosed vessels [10, 14], VWF also plays a central role

in thrombosis [10, 15], and additionally contributes to arteriosclerosis [16, 17], myocardial

infarction [15, 18], and stroke [10, 15]. VWF’s sensitivity to elongational flow is a result

of VWF’s enormous length [10], which arises from VWF’s linear multimeric nature [19, 20].

The latter additionally guarantees that a multitude of specific recognition sites are available,

thereby enabling strong multivalent binding [8, 13].

VWF’s physiological relevance is underlined by mutations in VWF that cause von Willebrand

disease (VWD) [20], the most common hereditary bleeding disorder, which is commonly sub-

divided into 3 types [1]. While in VWD type I plasma concentrations of VWF are significantly
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decreased, VWF is almost completely absent in VWD type 3, the most severe form of VWD.

In VWD type 2, VWF is qualitatively defective, and the resulting bleeding symptoms can

significantly vary. For instance, patients with the subtype 2A exhibit a reduced fraction of

large, hemostatically active multimers [10, 21], illustrating the importance of the physiological

size distribution of VWF. Commonly, size distributions of VWF and mutants are analyzed

by gel electrophoresis [1, 22, 23]. Within a side project of this thesis, the size distribution

of wildtype VWF was addressed at the single-molecule level, first in photobleaching experi-

ments based on total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy [24] and afterwards

in imaging experiments based on atomic force microscopy (AFM) [25].

From a biophysical point of view, VWF is a force-sensing molecule responding to hydrody-

namic forces in the vasculature. In fact, force-sensing molecules are critically involved in a

variety of biological processes, such as regulation of muscle gene expression or assembly of the

cytoskeleton [26–29]. The molecular mechanisms by which force is converted into a physio-

logical signal are accessible with single-molecule force spectroscopy, which may be performed

using different manipulation techniques, e.g., AFM, optical tweezers, or magnetic tweezers [29,

30]. Essentially all previously studied force-sensing molecules rely on well-tuned force-induced

conformational changes that lead to the exposure of active recognition sites [29]. Hence, it

is an educated guess to assume that critical force-induced conformational changes are also

the general mechanisms that regulate VWF’s hemostatic potential, e.g., VWF’s affinity to

platelets [10, 13, 31]. Except for the force-induced down-regulation of VWF, which involves

unfolding of the A2 domain and subsequent cleavage of large, hemostatically active multi-

mers into shorter, and less active multimers by the enzyme ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin and

metalloprotease with a thrombospondin type 1 motif, member 13) [12, 32], these molecular

mechanisms are however not entirely understood. A very special feature of VWF compared to

other force-sensing molecules is the fact that VWF’s structure itself dictates the forces that

VWF is subjected to, as hydrodynamic forces result primarily from an interplay between

VWF’s length and elongational flow [9, 10, 12, 13]. In other words, force-induced elongation

of VWF in elongational flow will lead to increased forces acting on VWF, thereby triggering

elongation in a positive feedback. In shear flow, however, VWF’s elongation is more complex,

as tumbling and relaxation also play a role [11], with characteristic time scales that depend on

VWF’s length [12, 33]. Undoubtedly, structure, force, and function are so closely connected

in the case of VWF that they must be considered together in order to fully comprehend the

mechanisms that regulate VWF’s hemostatic potential.

In a manner of sense, VWF’s function in primary hemostasis is to convert flow into a phys-

iological signal, i.e., to convert flow into an increased affinity to platelets and collagen, as

well as into the exposure of the ADAMTS13 cleavage site by A2 unfolding [12, 32]. In this

thesis, the conversion of flow into force, and hence into a physiological signal, will be referred

to as force sensing by VWF. As indicated above, a force-induced physiological signal may
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well result from the exposure of a critical recognition site, or from changes that induce a

higher affinity state of a recognition site [31]. Of outstanding interest for the comprehension

of VWF’s force sensing ability are, however, also those force-induced conformational changes

that do not directly involve specific recognition sites, especially if they significantly affect

VWF’s length. Importantly, such large-scale conformational changes can be assumed to de-

cisively influence the interplay between VWF and hydrodynamic flow, and to thus tune the

forces that regulate VWF’s hemostatic potential. Within the framework of this thesis, by em-

ploying a combination of AFM-based single-molecule force spectroscopy and AFM imaging,

large conformational changes of VWF induced by force were dissected at the single-molecule

level. Thus, a quantitative understanding of important force sensing mechanisms of VWF was

gained. In particular, the combination of force and imaging data proved useful to dissect and

locate pH-dependent interactions in VWF and to characterize their mechanical resistance,

which crucially underlies force sensing by VWF.

In this thesis, I will first give a short introduction into the general basics of protein structure

and review influential research that decisively shaped the current picture of VWF’s function

from a biophysical perspective. Further, I will give a brief theoretical background on the

interplay of linear polymers with hydrodynamic flow, thereby hinting at the complex behavior

of VWF in the bloodstream. Important aspects of the current state of research on the one hand

and their partially limited understanding on the other hand motivated the experiments that

were carried out within the framework of this thesis. The materials and methods that were

employed for the performed experiments will be described in the third chapter of this thesis,

supplemented here and there with underlying theory and fundamental models. Afterwards,

experimental results will be presented and discussed in detail, especially with respect to their

implications. Finally, I will summarize the most important insights of this thesis and, picking

up on these, give a short outlook towards future experimental and computational research

that would link well to the results presented in this work.
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2 Biophysical background on von Willebrand

factor (VWF)

This chapter will give a brief background on the biology and physics of VWF, thereby pro-

viding an overview of influential research that motivated the experiments that I performed

in the framework of this thesis. After initially presenting VWF’s multiple domains and their

functions, the critical steps of VWF’s biosynthesis will be reviewed. In this context, special

emphasis will be placed on the pH dependence of the conformation of dimeric subunits, which

is believed to be a prerequisite for orderly multimerization of VWF. As will be further dis-

cussed, VWF’s linear multimeric nature is the key to its force-sensing ability in the blood,

which underlies both VWF’s activation for hemostasis and the down-regulation of VWF’s

thrombotic activity. Owing to the physiological relevance of VWF’s shear-induced elonga-

tion, insights into the behavior of linear polymers in shear and elongational flow will be given.

Finally, to motivate the experiments that were performed within the framework of this thesis,

an interim conclusion will be drawn. To facilitate the comprehension for the non-specialist

reader, the first section of this chapter will review fundamentals of protein structure and the

role of the pH.

2.1 Fundamentals of protein structure and the role of the pH

Proteins are one of the basic components of living systems, as these macromolecules serve

important functions in essentially all biological processes [34, 35]. For instance, they catalyze

reactions as enzymes [35–37], drive immunological responses as antibodies [35, 38], transport

and protect other molecules as carrier proteins [39, 40], provide mechanical strength to bones,

tendons, ligaments and skin, e.g., as variants of collagen [35, 41], or regulate muscle gene ex-

pression or assembly of the cytoskeleton as force sensors [26–29]. The specific function of a

protein is directly related to its structure [34], which determines for example the protein’s

affinity to bind other molecules and which gives rise to certain mechanical properties of the

protein. Importantly, changes in the structure of a protein, which can be for instance achieved

by applying an external force, can lead to an altered function of the protein, as specific bind-

ing interfaces may be affected [29, 42].
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From a structural point of view, a protein is a polymer that is built up from a linear se-

quence of covalently linked amino acids. By convention, such a polymer is commonly called a

polypeptide if it consists of less than 100 amino acids [35]. Given that most proteins consist,

however, of more than 100 amino acids [34], there are myriad possibilities to construct linear

sequences from the 20 canonical amino acids. Such a linear sequence of amino acids is called

the primary structure of a protein, and is reported from the amino terminus (N terminus) to

the carboxyl terminus (C terminus). Owing to diverse interactions between its constituent

amino acids, a protein can fold into a three-dimensional structure [34, 35]. Interactions be-

tween amino acids involve non-covalent ones, e.g., hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces,

electrostatic interactions between ions, and hydrophobic interactions, as well as covalent disul-

fide bonds between cysteine residues [34, 35]. In fact, cysteine is the only amino acid whose

characteristic side chain is capable of forming a covalent bond with the side chain of another

amino acid, i.e., of another cysteine [34, 35]. Overall, the structure of a protein refers to the

three-dimensional arrangement of amino acids, and their constituent atoms.

Commonly, four levels of structure are discriminated – primary, secondary, tertiary, and qua-

ternary [34, 35]. While the primary structure of a protein is the linear sequence of constituent

amino acids, the term “secondary structure” refers to regular local substructures such as α-

helices and β-sheets, whose formation crucially depends on hydrogen bonding between certain

amino acids [34, 35]. Such local substructures can – together with flexible loops – further fold

into a compact three-dimensional structure. If folding is independent of other parts of the pro-

tein, the corresponding part of the protein is called protein domain, and its three-dimensional

structure is called the tertiary structure of the domain. Proteins can consist both of only a

single domain or also of a multitude of domains. Multifunctional proteins, such as VWF (see

section 2.2), typically possess a modular conformation, consisting of multiple domains, among

which distinct domains have different functions [10, 43–45]. For example, while VWF’s A1

and A3 domain exhibit specific binding sites to different types of collagen and platelets [10,

46–52], the A2 domain possesses a buried cleavage site for the enzyme ADAMTS13, which

is exposed when the A2 domain unfolds (Fig. 2.1) [12, 32]. In fact, unfolding of A2 upon

mechanical load is possible, as the domain lacks a long-range disulfide bond, which in case

of A1 and A3 protect the respective domain from force-induced unfolding [32, 53]. The term

quaternary structure refers to the arrangement of folded protein subunits within a single pro-

tein or to complexes of more than one protein, resulting in structures of higher order, such

as for instance in the case of VWF. After expression of VWF monomers in the ribosome,

monomers are covalently linked at one end to form dimers, which afterwards are covalently

linked at their other end to form linear multimers (concatemers, see section 2.3). Here, the

formation of concatemers critically depends on the quaternary structure of VWF dimers, e.g.,

on pairwise associated C-terminal stems, which can be regulated for instance by the pH (see

subsection 4.2.2 and Appendix B.1) [54–56].
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Figure 2.1: Crystal structures of VWF’s A domains in cartoon representation [10]. Rainbow colors
go from N terminus (blue) to C terminus (red). VWF’s A domains exhibit a central hydrophobic β-
sheet consisting of 6 β-strands, surrounded typically by 6 amphipathic α-helices. Arrows indicate how
domains are loaded with force when present in a VWF concatemer that experiences hydrodynamic
force. As A2, in contrast to A1 [46–49] and A3 [50–52], lacks a long-range disulfide bond (orange sticks),
it can unfold when subjected to force [12, 32]. In presence of calcium, however, A2 is stabilized, as
domain refolding is strongly enhanced when a calcium ion (silver sphere) is bound to a calcium-binding
site [57–59]. Adapted with permission from reference [10].

In fact, the structure and function of a protein depend also very generally on its environ-

ment. For instance, high concentrations of salt, e.g., sodium chloride, can screen electrostatic

interactions in the structure of a protein, and increased temperatures can cause a protein

to denature, i.e., to lose its structure and adopt a random coil configuration. As mentioned

above, another critical parameter is the pH, which by affecting the protonation state of cer-

tain amino acids may change their charge and thereby induce structural changes.

The pH value of an aqueous solution specifies its acidity or alkalinity (basicity). While acids

are chemical substances that act as a proton donor, i.e., increase the concentration of H3O+

(hydronium) ions, bases are substances that act as a proton acceptor, i.e., decrease the con-

centration of hydronium ions in solution. The pH is defined as the negative decadic logarithm

of the activity of hydrogen ions in an aqueous solution. For dilute solutions, it is roughly the

negative logarithm to the base 10 of the concentration of hydronium ions divided by the

standard molarity 1 mol L−1:

pH ≈ − log10

[H3O+]

1 mol L−1 . (2.1)

Due to the autoprotolysis of water, there are also hydronium and hydroxyl ions (OH–) in

pure water. At 25◦C, the concentration of hydronium and hydroxyl ions is approximately
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1 · 10−7 mol L−1, yielding a neutral pH of 7. While pH values below 7 are called acidic, pH

values above 7 are called alkaline or basic.

If an acidic substance HA is dissolved in an aqueous solution, it can act as a proton donor

and thereby be deprotonated:

HA + H2O −−⇀↽−− A– + H3O+ . (2.2)

For this reaction, the equilibrium constant K, which depends on the change in Gibbs free

energy ∆G of the reaction, is:

K =
[A–] · [H3O+]

[HA] · [H2O]
= exp

(
−∆G

kBT

)
, (2.3)

where kBT (≈ 1.38 · 10−23 J K−1) is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. In case

of the solutions typical of biological systems, the concentration of water remains virtually

constant, and a new constant Ka can be defined:

Ka = [H2O] ·K . (2.4)

The negative logarithm to the base 10 of Ka divided by the standard molarity 1 mol L−1 is

called the pKa value:

pKa = − log10

Ka

1 mol L−1 . (2.5)

The latter is, according to Eq. 2.3, proportional to ∆G and is therefore a measure of the

strength of an acidic substance in solution. Small pKa values are indicative of strong acids,

large pKa values are indicative of weak acids. Combining Eq. 2.5 and Eq. 2.1 yields:

pH = pKa + log10

[A−]

[HA]
. (2.6)

This formula shows that half-neutralization is reached if the pH is equal to the pKa value.

In other words, if the difference between the pKa value of an acidic substance and the pH is

small, the substance can either exist as protonated or deprotonated.

These considerations are of great physiological relevance for proteins in solution, as several

amino acids possess functional groups whose protonation state can – depending on their pKa

value – change with pH (Table 2.1). Strikingly, the imidazole side chain in a histidine residue

possesses a pKa value of approximately 6.5 [60], which is in a range of pH values that are

relevant for many biological systems. Importantly, by changing the charge of amino acid

residues in proteins, the pH can evoke structural changes, e.g., change interfaces for specific

binding or induce large-scale conformational changes. Here, a very prominent example is

hemoglobin’s pH-dependent affinity for oxygen binding (Bohr effect), which regulates oxygen

uptake and release [39].
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Amino acid pKa

Aspartic acid / glutamic acid 4.4

Histidine 6.5

Cysteine 8.5

Tyrosine 10.0

Lysine 10.0

Arginine 12.0

Table 2.1: Titratable amino acids commonly found in
proteins. The indicated pKa-values are for free amino
acids. In proteins, these values can vary considerably.
Values taken from reference [60].

2.2 Domain organization

Many of VWF’s multiple functions have been related to individual domains in VWF [10,

20], which contain binding sites for certain binding partners and enzymes. As VWF’s do-

mains are still a matter of research – and only in parts structurally characterized at high

resolution –, different domain annotations are used in the literature. Zhou et al. revised

a frequently used domain annotation (Fig. 2.2A) and additionally assigned disulfide bonds

between Cystein residues (Fig. 2.2B) [61]. Revised assignments by Zhou et al. were based

on sequence homologies, the outcome of expression experiments of a series of different con-

structs, visualization of well expressed domains by transmission electron microscopy (TEM),

and identification of substructures in larger constructs – such as the C domains in D4-CK

dimers.

GPIb negalloCIIIV rotcaF
Mature vWF

IntegrinFurin

Propeptide

D` D3D2D1 A1 A2

ADAMTS13

A3 D4 CK
CT

CK
CT

C1B BB C2

RGD

1 2 3

V8 protease

Inter-dimer SS Inter-monomer SS

TIL` TILVWD3 C8
-3-1 -2 -2 3-1- -3

E A1 A2 A3 VWD4D4N C1C8 C3 C5C2 C4 C6TIL
-4

TILVWD1

ylbmessa 4Dylbmessa 3D`Dylbmessa 2Dylbmessa 1D

C8

RGD

TIL E`E
2

E
1 VWD2 C8

-4

A

B

Figure 2.2: Domain organization of VWF. Depicted are a domain assignment that is often used in the
literature (A) and a revised assignment by Zhou, Springer, and coworkers [61] (B). Binding sites for
specific binding partners are shown in (A). Sites of N- and O-linked glycans are indicated by closed
and open lollipops, respectively. Cysteines are shown as vertical lines and are connected for chemically
defined disulfide bonds in (A) and for additionally predicted ones in (B). Adapted with permission
from reference [61].

According to the domain assignment by Zhou et al., which will be used in this thesis, VWF

is composed of A domains, C domains, and D domains. The latter are large assemblies of

distinct submodules and are largely involved in dimerization and multimerization of VWF

(see section 2.3). However, domains D1 and D2 (propeptide, aa 26–763) are not part of
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mature VWF (aa 764–2813), as they are cleaved by furin before VWF’s secretion into the

plasma. Their role for VWF’s biosynthesis will be presented within section 2.3, together with

the function of D’D3 for N-terminal multimerization. Here, it should however be mentioned

that D’D3 harbors a binding site for factor VIII [40]. The latter is an essential clotting factor,

which is deficient in hemophilia A [19, 20], the most common form of the hemophilia group

of bleeding disorders [62]. Binding to VWF protects factor VIII from rapid degradation in

the plasma [19, 20].

VWF’s D4 assembly possesses a cleavage site for Staphylococcus aureus V8 protease [63].

Cleavage by V8 was observed in TEM images to obstruct the formation of pH-regulated bou-

quets in dimers [55], which were still observed for uncleaved D4-CK dimers (see section 2.3).

On the one hand, this finding indicated a crucial role of D4 for pH-regulated bouquet forma-

tion. On the other hand, however, gel filtration data of V8-cleaved D4-CK dimers exhibited

the same pH trends as uncleaved constructs, i.e., were not in line with observations from

TEM. While pH-regulated dimeric bouquets in VWF dimers were also observed within the

framework of this thesis (see subsection 4.2.2 and Appendix B.1), Achim Löf found in his

PhD work that pH-regulated bouquets were not present in dimers with a deletion of D4 (see

Appendix B.1), indicating that D4 plays indeed a crucial role for the pH-regulated formation

of dimeric bouquets. Moreover, within this thesis, D4 was found to play a crucial role for

mediating a strong intermonomer interaction in dimers, which can be assumed to tune force

sensing by VWF in the plasma (see section 4.1 and Appendix A.1) [56].

Similarly to the D domains, VWF’s C-terminal domains – i.e., C1 to C6 and the C-terminal

cystine knot (CK)(CTCK) domain – are mainly stabilized by a large number of intradomain

disulfide bonds [10, 61]. While the CK domain, which has been recently characterized at high

resolution [64], mediates dimerization of VWF via disulfide bonds [19, 20], both structure and

function of the domains C1 to C6 remain less clear. It is tempting to claim that C1 to C6

may give length to VWF, a prerequisite for VWF’s force-sensing ability. In fact, the length

corresponding to domains C1 to C6 is hidden in dimeric bouquets before secretion into the

vasculature (Fig. 2.4), and, as can be expected from results of this thesis, partially also in

the vasculature, at least below forces of 50 pN. Uniquely in VWF, the C4 domain possess

an RGD motif to which the platelet integrin αIIbβ3 can bind. Interestingly, this binding was

observed recently in a TEM study under static conditions [61], indicating that it does not

require activation of VWF by force.

Notably, VWF’s C and D domains are homolgous to N- and C-terminal parts of the gel-

forming mucin MUC2, which is evolutionary related to VWF [65, 66]. Both in MUC2 and

in VWF, C and D domains appear to be primarily relevant for pH-regulated multimerization

and overall structure. In VWF, the specific functions for primary hemostasis can be largely

attributed to the A domains. These exhibit a central hydrophobic β-sheet consisting of 6

β-strands, typically surrounded by 6 amphipathic α-helices (Fig. 2.1). As A1 [46–49] and
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A3 [50–52] have a long-range disulfide bond, they are largely protected against unfolding.

The A2 domain, however, lacks such a disulfide bond and can therefore unfold when sub-

jected to force, a prerequisite for its cleavage by the enzyme ADAMTS13 [12, 32].

VWF’s A1 domain exhibits binding sites for the platelet receptor glycoprotein Ibα (GPIbα)

and for collagen, although the main collagen binding domain in VWF is A3 [7, 10, 19, 20].

As will be discussed in subsection 2.4.2, specific binding sites for platelets and collagen allow

VWF to recruit platelets to an injured vessel wall and to promote the formation of platelet

plugs under high shear rates. In this context, it may be mentioned that the flexible linkers

adjacent to A1, which are the most prominent linkers in VWF and also the regions of most

abundant extent of N- and O-glycosylation, were claimed in a recent review article to reg-

ulate the function of A1 and its responsiveness to ristocetin [10]. Finally, A1 can bind to

heparin [67] and probably also to extracellular DNA, as suggested by a recent study [68].

2.3 From biosynthesis to secretion

The complex biosynthesis of linear VWF multimers (concatemers) in vascular endothelial cells

and megakaryocytes involves elaborate posttranslational processing (Fig. 2.3) [19, 20]. Here,

several steps crucially depend on pH-regulated conformational changes of VWF’s subunits [54,

55]. After expression as pre-pro-proteins – comprising a short signal peptide sequence and

pro-peptide domains D1 and D2 in addition to the domains present in mature VWF (D’D3,

A1, A2, A3, D4, C1-C6, CK; see Fig. 2.2B) – and subsequent cleavage of the signal peptide,

monomers are dimerized in the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER, pH 7.4) in a tail-to-tail fashion

via disulfide bonds between their CK domains (Fig. 2.3A) [19]. VWF’s dimerization is cat-

alyzed by protein disulfide isomerase (PDI), as was revealed within a project involving work

that was performed within the framework of this thesis (see Appendix A.3) [37]. In the ER

and the Golgi, dimers are equipped with N- and O-linked glycans [19].

At the lowered pH values of the Golgi and trans-Golgi (pH 6.2) (Fig. 2.3B), dimers were ob-

served in TEM images to preferentially adopt a compact conformation, as monomers zip up

from the CK domains up to the A2 domains to form so-called dimeric bouquets (Fig. 2.4) [55].

The fact that dimeric bouquets were also observed for truncated dimeric constructs A3-CK

and D4-CK indicates that the domains N-terminal of D4 are not crucial for the formation

of dimeric bouquets [55]. It was speculated that bouquet formation is mediated by histidine

residues in VWF’s C-terminal segment D4-CK [55]. Indeed, several of VWF’s domains har-

bor a comparably large number of histidines, in particular VWF’s D4 domain, which is an

assembly of distinct sub-modules (D4N, D4, C8-4, and TIL4) [61].

Compact dimeric bouquets are thought to favor the formation of closely packed helical tubules

built up from dimers in the trans-Golgi and Weibel-Palade bodies (Fig. 2.3C) [13, 54, 55].

Latter are secretory granules uniquely found in endothelial cells, possessing a pH of approxi-
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Figure 2.3: Biosynthesis of VWF. In the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER, pH ≈ 7.4, A), monomers are
dimerized in a tail-to-tail fashion via disulfide linkage between their CK domains. At the lowered pH
values of the Golgi and trans-Golgi (pH ≈ 6.2, B), dimers preferentially adopt a compact conformation,
as monomers zip up from the CK domains up to the A2 domains to form so-called dimeric bouquets.
In the trans-Golgi and Weibel-Palade bodies (pH ≈ 5.5, C) dimers self-assemble into tightly packed
helical tubules and are linked in a head-to-head fashion via formation of disulfide bonds between D’D3
domains. Tubule formation crucially depends on the pH-regulated association of the pro-peptide
domains D1-D2 [10, 13, 54], which are cleaved by furin before VWF’s secretion into the vasculature.
In the plasma (D), VWF encounters a pH of 7.4 and adopts an overall more flexible conformation.
However, within the framework of this thesis, it was shown that a strong intermonomer interaction
is present in roughly half of VWF’s dimeric subunits under near-physiological conditions [56]. All
dimensions are averages from class averages (see Fig. 2.4). Adapted with permission from reference [55].
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mately 5.4 [69], which is close to VWF’s isoelectric point (pI) [70]. The formation of tubules

critically depends on pH-regulated association of the pro-peptide domains D1-D2 [19, 54] and

goes along with orderly linear multimerization of dimers [54, 55]. Directed by the tubule ar-

chitecture, linkage of dimers occurs in a head-to-head fashion via formation of disulfide bonds

between D’D3 domains [19, 55], resulting in concatemers built up from dimers as smallest re-

peating subunits. After proteolytic cleavage of the pro-peptide domains D1 and D2 by furin,

dimers possess a mass of ∼ 500 kDa.

Figure 2.4: VWF domains and pH-regulated dimeric bouquet as observed in TEM. Shown are class av-
erages of TEM images of dimeric A1-CK (pH 6.2, [55]), dimeric D’D3-A1 (pH 6.2, [55]), and monomeric
D1-D2 constructs (pH 7.4, [61]). Domains that would belong to an individual dimer are labeled in
white, and those that would be part of other dimers and be disulfide-linked within concatemers are
labeld in yellow. Taken with permission from reference [10].

In the plasma (Fig. 2.3D), VWF encounters a pH of 7.4 and was claimed to adopt a flex-

ible conformation [55]. However, within the framework of this thesis, it was shown that a

strong intermonomer interaction is present in roughly half of VWF’s dimeric subunits under

near-physiological conditions (see section 4.1 and Appendix A.1) [56].

2.4 VWF as a sensor of hydrodynamic forces in the vasculature

This section will highlight experimental data that reveal the relevance of force for VWF’s

function in hemostasis and its role in thrombosis. Moreover, it will be shown that the down-

regulation of VWF’s thrombotic activity is likewise related to force, although possibly on

longer timescales than VWF’s activation [12]. Generally, forces on VWF result from a complex

interplay between hydrodynamic flow and VWF’s extraordinary length [10, 12], which can
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exceed 15 µm in the plasma [6]. To establish a basis for comprehending the shown experimental

data from a physical point of view, the behavior of linear polymers in shear and elongational

flow will be discussed in the beginning of this section.

2.4.1 Polymer behavior in shear and elongational flow

In the blood, forces on VWF can be assumed to result primarily from VWF’s interplay with

hydrodynamic flow [6, 9, 10, 12, 13, 33]. To gain insight into this interplay, an understand-

ing of the behavior of linear polymers in shear and elongational flow is a prerequisite, but,

importantly, not the last word on the subject. Already in the case of simple shear flow, the

behavior of VWF can be expected to be much more complex than the behavior of an ideal

polymer. Most notably, VWF can undergo conformational changes, which on the one hand

depend on the interplay between VWF and flow, and which on the other hand dictate how

this interplay evolves with time.

Furthermore, it should be taken into account that blood is a complex non-Newtonian fluid [71],

as it contains ions, proteins, lipoproteins, cells, etc. For instance, it is well-known that

platelets and white blood cells marginate toward the vessel wall, a process that is of great

physiological relevance [72, 73]. Moreover, as blood vessels in the human body are multiply

branched [74] and strongly differ in size [75], flow conditions show significant variations be-

tween different parts of the vasculature [76]. Also, flow conditions vary continuously with

time, as blood flow has a pulsatile nature [77]. A quantitative consideration of these effects

is, however, beyond the scope of this work.

Here, blood will be assumed to behave like a Newtonian fluid with laminar shear flow and

a parabolic velocity profile (Fig. 2.5A), which is actually a good approximation for healthy

arteries [76]. Fluid velocity is maximum in the center of the blood vessel and, under the

assumption of no-slip boundary conditions, zero close to the vessel wall. The shear rate γ̇

is defined as the gradient of the velocity v(r) perpendicular to the direction of flow, i.e., in

direction of r:

γ̇ =
∂v(r)

∂r
. (2.7)

In contrast to the fluid velocity, the shear rate is maximum at the vessel wall and zero in the

center of the vessel. In fact, wall shear rates are commonly used when referring to shear rates

in blood vessels [78]. Multiplying the shear rate by the dynamic viscosity η of the fluid yields

the shear stress τ :

τ = η · ∂v(r)

∂r
= η · γ̇ . (2.8)

When a flexible polymer is subjected to stationary shear flow, it undergoes an end-over-end

tumbling motion (Fig. 2.5C), resulting in aperiodic fluctuations of the polymer extension with

time [11]. As observed experimentally, e.g., for λ- DNA [11], but also in simulations [33], the
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Figure 2.5: Behavior of a linear polymer in shear and elongational flow. (A) Schematic of hydro-
dynamic flow in a blood vessel, showing how shear flow transitions to elongational flow at a site of
vasoconstriction or vascular injury. Round orange spheres are a schematic representation of yarn
ball-like polymers that are stretched by increased forces. (B) Simple shear flow profile, which can be
represented as a superimposition of an elongational and rotational flow component. (C) Schematic il-
lustration of the behavior of a flexible polymer subjected to shear flow. Owing to the velocity gradient
perpendicular to the direction of flow, the polymer is subjected to hydrodynamic drag forces. If these
forces overcome the entropic forces that give rise to an irregularly coiled conformation, the polymer
is stretched. In principle, as soon as the polymer becomes aligned to the direction of flow (dashed
line), drag forces decrease and the polymer may relax. Due to Brownian motion, however, the polymer
can be kicked out of its aligned state, whereupon it is either stretched again (if the perturbation was
against the direction of rotation) or becomes unstable and starts to tumble (if the perturbation was
along the direction of rotation). (D) Peak tensile force as a function of monomer position in a VWF
concatemer consisting of 50, 100, and 200 monomers at a shear stress of 100 dyn cm−2. Forces are
based on a simple model for a rigid maximally extended polymer, which remains completely extended
during tumbling. In this model, the peak force acting on a monomer was calculated as the sum of the
forces on all outer monomers for the situation in which the polymer is almost aligned to the direction of
flow (θ = 3◦). The latter situation was considered, as simulations suggest that a flexible VWF polymer
does not reach its full extension until it is about θ = 3◦ from the direction of flow [12]. Adapted with
permission from reference [13]. Original version of subfigures B and C in reference [11].
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extension fluctuations increase in amplitude and average frequency when increasing the shear

rate within a certain regime. To comprehend the tumbling motion of a polymer in shear flow,

the latter can be represented as a superimposition of an elongational and a rotational flow

component (Fig. 2.5B) [11]. Owing to the rotational flow component, the polymer repeatedly

aligns to directions of elongational flow, along which it elongates and contracts (Fig. 2.5C).

While increased average frequencies of fluctuations in the polymer extension can be attributed

to an increased rotational flow, increased amplitudes, i.e., increased maximum extensions,

result from increased elongational flow. In general, Brownian motion leads to aperiodicity in

this process. For instance, when the polymer aligns to the direction of flow, hydrodynamic

forces decrease, and the polymer may relax. Due to Brownian motion, however, the polymer

can be kicked out of its aligned state, thereby causing either further stretching and anew

alignment to the flow axis, or instability and tumbling.

A more pronounced and more steady elongation of a linear polymer using hydrodynamic flow

can be achieved by pure elongational flow, i.e., by a velocity gradient ε̇ along the direction x

of flow:

ε̇ =
∂v(x)

∂x
. (2.9)

Importantly, elongational flow can be also found in the circulation, for instance at sites of

vascular injury, but also at sites of vasoconstriction or stenosis (Fig. 2.5A) [9, 10, 12–14]. At

these sites, VWF is prone to becoming activated by force (see subsection 2.4.2), either to

mediate hemostasis or, adversely, to provoke thrombosis [9, 10, 12–14].

Zhang et al. estimated maximum tensile forces on VWF concatemers in shear flow (Fig. 2.5D).

To this end, VWF concatemers were initially assumed to be rigid and fully extended. Forces

within rigid VWF concatemers were calculated based on considerations by Shankaran et al.,

who had modeled a VWF dimer as a dumbbell with two spheres of radius a = 13 nm separated

by a rigid tether of length d = 94 nm [79]. These values were based on the appearance of

VWF dimers in TEM images [20, 80], which had revealed massive A and D domains separated

by a tether of C domains. To calculate forces, the spheres of the rigid chain were paired off

from the ends of the chain, e.g., for a chain with 5 dimers: 5−4−3−2−1−1−2−3−4−5.

The tensile force F (j) on a sphere pair j in a chain with N dimers, i.e., with N pairs, was

calculated as the sum of the forces on all the outer dimer pairs, yielding:

F (j) ≈
N∑
i=j

f(i · (d+ 2a)) , (2.10)

where f(x) is the force between two spheres that are a distance x apart. This force is given in

reference [79] as Fn, and assumes a maximum value of αnηγ̇a
2 when the rigid VWF concatemer

forms an angle of θ = 45◦ with respect to the direction of flow. Here, αn is a dimensionless

proportionality factor that depends on the dimensionless separation δ = d/a, as depicted in
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Fig. 3A of reference [79]. Considering that αn is proportional to δ for the relevant range of

δ � 1, and given that δ is proportional to the parameter i, the equation for the tensile force

can be simplified to:

F (j) ≈ (N + j)(N + 1− j)
2

f(d+ 2a) . (2.11)

Evidently, the force on a monomer in the center (j = 1) of the rigid concatemer scales with

N2, whereas the force on a monomer at the end (j = N) of the concatemer scales with N .

For a rigid, extended 200-mer subjected to a high shear stress of 100 dyn cm−2, at 45◦ with

respect to the flow direction, Zhang et al. reported a maximum value of 100 pN. This value

was, however, calculated based on different, and possibly more accurate, values for a (5 nm)

and d (110 nm) compared to the ones assumed by Shankaran et al. (see above).

An alternative estimation of the tension in a rigid VWF concatemer, yielding however similar

results, can be found in the Supporting Material of reference [12]. The latter also includes es-

timations of tumbling time scales, which are – based on the assumption that the average time

period scales with the number of monomers [12]– extrapolated values of the ones reported in

references [33, 79]. For instance, for a 200-mer subjected to 100 dyn cm−2 [7], a time period

of 2 s was found. Furthermore, under the assumption that the force loading time is roughly

20% of the total tumbling time [33, 79], an estimate for the corresponding force loading rate

(25 pN s−1) was reported.

The abovementioned force calculations assume a rigid and fully extended VWF concatemer,

as in the model by Shankaran et al., which approximates a VWF dimer as a rigid dumbbell.

For a rigid concatemer, the maximum forces that are reached in shear flow correspond to the

point in tumbling at which the rigid concatemer forms an angle of 45◦ with respect to the

flow direction. However, as strongly suggested by observations from flow experiments and

simulations [6, 33], flexible VWF concatemers extend and relax while tumbling in shear flow.

In other words, depending on VWF’s length and the shear rate, which both determine the

tumbling time scale, VWF may not reach its full extension during much of the elongation

period. It is therefore difficult to predict at which point in tumbling VWF is subjected to the

highest force, which depends on VWF’s extension. To obtain an estimate of the maximum

forces that act on (flexible) VWF when subjected to 100 dyn cm−2, Zhang et al. consid-

ered the point in tumbling of maximum extension, which they assumed – based on results

of simulations [33] – to occur at an angle of θ = 3◦ from the direction of flow. For different

concatemer lengths, forces at this angle were calculated. To this end, the maximum forces

at 45◦ (100 pN for a 200-mer, see above) were multiplied by sin(2θ), yielding for example a

peak force at the middle of a flexible 200-mer of slightly above 10 pN, at a shear stress of

100 dyn cm−2 (Fig. 2.5D). Overall, the calculated forces by Zhang et al. are in agreement

with the ones observed in a computational study [9].
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2.4.2 Activation of VWF for hemostasis and globule–stretch transition

As discussed above, force-induced elongation of VWF can be expected to occur especially at

sites where elongational flow components are increased, e.g., at sites of vascular injury or in

stenosed vessels [10, 14]. Interestingly, these sites are the ones at which blood clotting and

thrombosis are likely to occur. Indeed, Schneider et al. showed that binding of VWF to

collagen correlates with VWF’s elongation (Fig. 2.6) [6]. More precisely, in flow experiments,

fluorescently labeled VWF was observed in a collapsed conformation below a critical shear

rate γ̇c, and in a stretched conformation above that shear rate (Fig. 2.6A). The transition

from a collapsed to a stretched conformation was called globule–stretch transition.

A

B

C

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 2.6: Globule–stretch transition of VWF. (A) Cartoon and fluorescence images of VWF be-
low and above the critical shear rate γ̇c that is indicated as dashed line in (C). Scale bar is 10 µm.
(B) Typical polymer configurations [coiled (a), collapsed (b), and stretched (c)] based on a simple
bead model. The coiled and the collapsed polymer were modeled with an attractive contact potential
depth of 0.416 and 2.08 kBT . (C) Experimental data showing the average extension (open squares)
and the rate of adhesion to collagen (filled diamonds) of VWF concatemers as a function of the shear
rate γ̇. Data was obtained from flow experiments performed with a microfluidic device, whose func-
tionality was achieved by electrically excited surface acoustic waves acting as a localized pump. The
inset shows simulated data obtained from stretching the polymers depicted in (B). Subfigures adapted
with permission from reference [6] (Copyright (2007) National Academy of Sciences, U.S.A.).

Strikingly, the critical shear rate (γ̇c = 5000 s−1, Fig. 2.6C) found by Schneider et al. was two

orders of magnitude above the one of purely entropically collapsed DNA molecules (30 s−1)

possessing a similar length when stretched [6, 11]. It was hypothesized that this discrepancy

in shear rates could be attributed to significant conformational changes that VWF undergoes

when stretched [6]. To account for such conformational changes in a simple model, the

behavior of VWF in shear flow was simulated based on a polymer bead model in which all

repeating subunits are attracted to each other by a Lennard–Jones potential (Fig. 2.6B) [33].
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A potential depth of 2.08 kBT was found to successfully reproduce the critical shear rate

observed in the experiments, implying a fully collapsed initial conformation of the modeled

bead-polymer. In fact, this simple model did not only match the experimentally observed

shear rates, to which the model had actually been adjusted, but, importantly, could also

account for the reported reversibility of VWF’s elongation [6].

Besides binding of VWF to collagen, shear flow also promotes platelet aggregation in presence

of VWF [5]. Activation-independent platelet aggregation, mediated by binding of VWF’s A1

domain to the platelet receptor GPIbα, was initially observed by Ruggeri et al. [8]. A few

years later, Chen et al. showed, both for platelets and coated glass spheres, that aggregates

are highly reversible and controllable, depending mostly on the shear rate and the interaction

between the polymer-colloid binding [81]. At a single-domain level, however, the mechansims

that activate VWF to bind the platelet receptor GPIbα have remained poorly understood.

One could tentatively assume that the GPIbα-binding sites of the A1 domains in a VWF

concatemer are preferentially exposed when VWF is subjected to sufficiently high forces. In

fact, such a picture is compatible with the observation that both the D’D3 domain and the

peptide N-terminal of A1 can shield the recognition of GPIbα by A1 [82, 83]. Similarly, it was

reported that upon deletion of the A2 domain – the C-terminal neighboring domain of A1 –

critical shear rates for platelet aggregation were lower (2500 s−1) than in the case of wildtype

VWF (4000 s−1) [84]. Although the observed difference in shear rates is not extreme, this

result is of interest, and the difference with respect to forces might be more pronounced than

with respect to shear rates. This speculation is based on simple considerations that suggest

peak tensile forces, acting on a flexible polymer subjected to shear flow, to scale with the

square of polymer length (see subsection 2.4.1) [12]. As the length of soluble VWF in shear

flow should be by trend larger in the case of wildtype VWF – in which A2 domains can in

principle unfold and significantly increase VWF’s length – than in the case of VWF with a

deletion of A2, forces at constant shear rate should exhibit similar trends.

The simple picture in which the A1 domains are shielded by adjacent domains is compatible

with the observation that, when mediated by isolated dimers of A1 domains (A1 dimers),

platelet aggregation did not exhibit a characteristic shear threshold [8]. From another point

of view, platelet aggregation mediated by A1 dimers at minute shear rates suggests that

isolated A1 domains do not necessarily have to become activated by force, at least not by

forces in the pN-regime. Interestingly, however, an elegant single-molecule study could show

that binding and unbinding of A1 to GPIbα is altered when forces above ∼ 10 pN act on both

domains [31]. More precisely, above ∼ 10 pN, increased on-rates and decreased off-rates were

observed. These findings suggest A1 and/or GPIbα to switch to a second state above ∼ 10 pN.

Moreover, force-dependent on- and off-rates were increased and decreased, respectively, by

the mutation R1306Q, found in patients with the gain-of-function von Willebrand disease
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type 2B. This observation suggests indeed a slight force-induced conformational change in A1

that allows for enhanced platelet binding.

Taken together, it remains unclear if VWF’s force activation can at all be tracked back to

a single mechanism. In any case, results of aggregation experiments in shear flow are, due

to the complex tumbling motion of VWF and the contribution of VWF-bound colloids and

aggregates, difficult to break down to an interpretation at a single-domain level. A possible

approach to further elucidate the activation of VWF at a single-domain level could be single-

molecule flow experiments. For instance, fluorescently labeled VWF could be stretched by an

elongational flow – or by shear flow while bound to a surface – and force-induced binding of

VWF to soluble GPIbα – which should be certainly labeled with another fluorophore than

VWF – could be monitored.

2.4.3 Down-regulation of VWF’s thrombotic activity

In addition to the activation of VWF for hemostasis, the down-regulation of VWF’s throm-

botic activity is likewise induced by force. The underlying processes are comparably well

understood at the single-molecule level. Cleavage of large, hemostatically active VWF con-

catemers into shorter ones, which are hemostatically less active, is catalyzed by the enzyme

ADAMTS13 [85, 86], which is primarily synthesized in the liver and permanently active in

the plasma [87].

Remarkably, the specific cleavage site for ADAMTS13 is buried in the A2 domain and exposed

by A2 unfolding (Fig. 2.1) [32, 53]. Zhang et al. studied the interplay of force-induced A2

unfolding and enzymatic cleavage by ADAMTS13 in detail at a single-molecule level using

optical tweezers (Fig. 2.7A) [12]. In this study, unfolding of an isolated A2 domain was ob-

served at forces of 7 − 14 pN at loading rates of 0.35 − 350 pN s−1 (Fig. 2.7B and D). The

force-dependent length increments induced by A2 unfolding were shown to increase from

∼ 38 nm at 10 pN to ∼ 45 nm at 20 pN (Fig. 2.7C), and were well described by the fit of

a Worm-like-chain (WLC) model (for WLC model, see subsection 3.3.1), which yielded a

contour length of 57 ± 5 nm and a persistence length of 1.1 ± 0.4 nm. Similar results were

obtained in a study by Ying et al. [88], in which A2 unfolding was observed in the presence

of neighboring A1 and A3 domains. The fact that, in the latter study, A2 unfolding was

observed at slightly higher forces of ∼ 20 pN (at comparable loading rates) might indicate

stabilization of A2 through its neighboring domains, but may also be simply attributed to

different experimental setups and conditions.

Zhang et al. also studied refolding kinetics and found a time scale of 2 s for an unfolded

A2 domain to refold in the absence of force. Furthermore, based on the measured cleavage

kinetics of A2, Zhang et al. predicted a characteristic time scale of ∼ 200 s for the cleavage

of an unfolded A2 domain at a physiological ADAMTS13 concentration of 6 nM. Therefore,
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A B

C D

Figure 2.7: Unfolding of VWF’s A2 domain and cleavage by ADAMTS13 as observed in optical tweezer
measurements [12]. (A) Mechanoenzymatic cleavage of the A2 domain by ADAMTS13. Force–time
traces showing cleavage of unfolded A2 in the presence of ADAMTS13 and no cleavage in the absence
of ADAMTS13. (B) Force–extension trace showing A2 unfolding via a characteristic intermediate
state and corresponding WLC curves (for WLC model, see subsection 3.3.1). The high extension
values arise from DNA handles that were used to couple A2 domains to beads. (C) Force–extension
data of the A2 domain. Mean extension values and errors were obtained by sorting unfolding forces
into 2-pN bins and fitting a Gaussian to the extensions for each bin (inset). Force–extension data
was fitted with a WLC model yielding a contour length of 57 ± 5 nm and a persistence length of
1.1 ± 0.4 nm. (D) Force–loading-rate dependence of A2 unfolding and fit of a Bell-Evans model (for
Bell-Evans model, see subsection 3.3.1). The inset shows the force distributions for the investigated
loading-rates. Subfigures taken with permission from reference [12].
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combining refolding kinetics and enzymatic cleavage strongly suggests that for plasma VWF,

which continously stretches and relaxes in shear flow, the rate of VWF’s cleavage is limited

by the physiological concentration of ADAMTS13. In other words, when VWF is subjected

to shear flow, the A2 domains are likely to refold before they are cleaved. In fact, later studies

could identify calcium to play a crucial role for the quick refolding of A2 [58, 59, 89]. For in-

stance, Xu et al. observed refolding kinetics to be enhanced fivefold in the presence of calcium

compared to the kinetics of A2 when treated with EDTA. These findings are completely in

line with structural considerations that revealed a calcium-binding site in A2 (Fig. 2.1) [57].

Importantly, VWF can be expected to also experience high forces on longer time scales without

necessarily relaxing, e.g., when mediating platelet aggregation, or when released as ultralarge

VWF (ULVWF) – with lengths of several millimeters [90] – from endothelial cells. In this

context, the mechanoenzymatic cleavage of VWF by ADAMTS13 can be assumed to regulate

the formation and growing of platelet plugs, which otherwise could lead to thrombotic occlu-

sions [8, 91]. Moreover, force-induced cleavage was shown to down-regulate the thrombotic

activity of initially hyperactive ULVWF. Dong et al. showed that, in presence of physiological

concentrations of ADAMTS13, surface bound ULVWF with attached platelets was cleaved

at time scales of seconds to several minutes [90], in agreement with the time scale of 200 s

reported by Zhang et al. for the cleavage of a permanently unfolded A2 domain.

For plasma VWF, the mechanoenzymatic cleavage of VWF guarantees that larger concate-

mers, which experience by trend higher forces than shorter ones, are cleaved more readily,

thereby ensuring an adequate size distribution of VWF in the blood. Deviations from a

healthy size distribution, which can be caused for instance by mutations in VWF’s A2 domain

or by absence or dysfunction of ADAMTS13, can lead to the bleeding disorder von Willebrand

disease type 2A or the life-threatening trombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (TTP) [87, 89].

2.5 Interim conclusion and motivation

To motivate the research that was performed within the framework of this thesis, this section

will sum up the most important insights of the studies that were mentioned above and discuss

limitations of these insights.

Both the activation of VWF for hemostasis and the down-regulation of VWF’s thrombotic ac-

tivity can be induced by force. While the mechanoenzymatic cleavage of VWF’s A2 domain

has been characterized at the single-molecule level, the molecular mechanisms underlying

VWF’s force-induced binding to collagen and platelets remain rather unclear. On the one

hand, this limited knowledge can be attributed to the fact that the force-induced conforma-

tional changes of VWF’s A1 domain, together with flanking neighboring linkers and domains

D’D3 and A2, are not entirely understood [31, 82, 84]. On the other hand, very little is known
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about how force results from the interplay between hydrodynamic flow and VWF’s structure,

i.e., very little is known about force sensing by VWF. While VWF’s structure was shown in a

recent TEM study to be strongly pH-dependent, measurements at the physiological pH of 7.4

neglected the critical role of divalent ions [55, 80]. Furthermore, while force-induced unfold-

ing of the A2 domain has been studied in detail, the overall force response of VWF remains

unknown. Therefore, even for the simple case of a VWF concatemer subjected to elongational

flow, the understanding of VWF’s elongation is limited. However, a comprehensive picture

of VWF’s elongation in elongational flow would be – due to the positive feedback between

force and length – of outstanding relevance to estimate forces on VWF and its constituent

domains. As described above, the latter may react individually with more or less large con-

formational changes. For example, unfolding of the A2 domain can be expected to contribute

significantly to the elongation of VWF, as the induced length increment of roughly 45 nm

(at 20 pN) is almost as large as the end-to-end length of a static monomer [12, 55, 58, 59,

88]. All other domains in VWF were predicted to be stabilized through disulfide bonds [61],

but such stabilization lacks experimental evidence. Besides domain unfolding, separation of

potential intra- and intermonomer interactions may play a critical role for VWF’s elongation.

For instance, VWF’s force-sensing ability was shown to be tunable by interactions between

monomers in various computational studies [6, 33, 92]. Experimentally, self-association of

VWF molecules was reported, but could not be attributed to individual domains [93, 94].

One objective of this thesis was to gain a quantitative understanding of how force on VWF

results from VWF’s interplay with hydrodynamic flow, in particular with elongational flow

components, which are believed to be essential for VWF’s force activation [9, 10, 12].

While VWF’s activation for platelet and collagen binding is believed to be primarily a matter

of sufficiently high elongational flow rates at sites of vascular injury [10], a recent review on

the physiological and pathophysiological functions of VWF proposed that pH variations may

also play a role by affecting critical rates of elongational flow [95]. Certainly, the pH in healthy

blood vessels is precisely buffered to maintain a pH of 7.4, and small deviations of 0.1 already

represent pathophysiological conditions. However, as suggested by several studies [96–100],

the pH may locally vary at sites of injury and inflammation. Indeed, VWF’s structure was

already shown in abovementioned TEM study to be affected by the pH, as the latter regulates

the formation of dimeric bouquets [55]. It has, however, not been clarified to what extent

the pH influences VWF’s mechanics. Importantly, even in the case that local pH alterations

may not occur on timescales that are relevant for primary hemostasis, a comprehensive in-

vestigation of the role of the pH is an indispensable step towards a full understanding of the

nature of the molecular mechanisms that underlie VWF’s force activation. Therefore, another

objective of this thesis was to gain a quantitative understanding of how VWF’s structure and

mechanics are affected by the pH.
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As force sensing by VWF critically depends on its multimer size [10, 12], the size distribution

of recombinant VWF was also addressed in the framework of this thesis. Particular moti-

vation came from studies by Dr. Svenja Lippok, Prof. Dr. Joachim Rädler, and coworkers,

who had found an exponentially decaying size distribution of recombinant VWF in quanti-

tative gel analysis and fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS). In this context, the hy-

pothesis of an exponential size distribution was initially tested, in a joint collaboration with

Prof. Dr. Joachim Rädler, by using the method of TIRF microscopy photobleaching (see

Appendix A.2) [101]. Imaging experiments employing AFM, as were performed afterwards,

revealed diverse advantages, but also limitations compared to high-throughput techniques.
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3 Materials and methods

In order to gain a quantitative understanding of VWF’s force-sensing ability, two comple-

mentary approaches were pursued. While AFM-based single-molecule force measurements on

VWF dimers were performed to characterize VWF’s force-induced conformational changes,

AFM imaging on VWF was carried out to shed light on VWF’s conformation. Here, I would

like to gratefully acknowledge the work of three students that I supervised in their master’s

studies; while Salomé Mielke performed a variety of control force experiments on VWF con-

structs [102], Achim Löf and Christof Beer focused on imaging experiments [103, 104].

After listing the employed recombinant VWF constructs and specifying buffer solutions, this

chapter will introduce the basic principles of AFM-based single-molecule force measurements

and AFM imaging, as well as describe experimental procedures. Special emphasis will be

placed on the analysis of force–extension traces of biomolecules and read-out of their informa-

tion. In this context, a brief introduction into polymer elasticity models will be given, followed

by a short description of the physics regarding mechanical stability of specific biomolecular

interactions. Finally, this chapter will present basic principles and procedures of TIRF mi-

croscopy experiments, which I performed in the beginning of my PhD to estimate the size

distribution of recombinant VWF [101].

3.1 Recombinant VWF constructs

In the framework of this thesis, a variety of different VWF constructs, involving multimers,

dimers, and monomers, were investigated (Table 3.1). These constructs were provided by the

group of Prof. Dr. Reinhard Schneppenheim at the University Medical Center of Hamburg-

Eppendorf (Department of Pediatric Hematology and Oncology). Engineering of recombinant

VWF constructs, involving plasmid construction, transfection of HEK-293 cells [105], and pro-

tein expression, was carried out by Tobias Obser and is described in detail in reference [56].

For engineering of dimers and monomers, VWF’s multimerization was obstructed by one of

two methods: either by deleting the pro-peptide amino acid sequence (aa 26-763) or by delet-

ing VWF’s D’D3 domain. While VWF’s pro-peptide is responsible for tubule formation, a

prerequisite for orderly multimerization, VWF’s D’D3 domain contains the cystein residues

that are critical for multimerization [10, 19, 54]. To produce monomers, dimerization via
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Notation Description Figure(s)

VWF wildtype (wt) 4.13, 4.16, 4.24,
and 4.26

delPro-VWF dimer without tags 4.11A

TwinStrep-delPro-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delPro-VWF-His

heterodimer composed of two
monomers with N-terminal
Twin-Strep-tag and ybbR-
tag, respectively

3.5C, 3.5E, 4.1,
4.5, 4.6, 4.7,
4.12A, 4.14, 4.15,
and 4.23B

Strep-delPro-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delPro-VWF-His

heterodimer with N-terminal
Strep-tag and ybbR-tag

3.5F and 4.23

Strep-delPro-VWF-His dimer with N-terminal Strep-
tag

3.5D

TwinStrep-delPro-VWF-
N1493C/C1670S-His
+ ybbR-delPro-VWF-
N1493C/C1670S-His

heterodimer with disulfide
bridged A2 domains and
N-terminal Twin-Strep-tag
and ybbR-tag

4.3

TwinStrep-delPro-delA3-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delPro-delA3-VWF-His

heterodimer lacking the A3
domain (aa 1672–1874),
equipped with N-terminal
Twin-Strep-tag and ybbR-tag

4.10A–C

TwinStrep-delPro-delD4-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delPro-delD4-VWF-His

heterodimer lacking the D4
domain (aa 1873–2255),
equipped with N-terminal
Twin-Strep-tag and ybbR-tag

4.10D–G, 4.11B,
and 4.12B

TwinStrep-delD’D3-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delD’D3-VWF-His

A1-CK heterodimer with N-
terminal Twin-Strep-tag and
ybbR-tag

4.7B, 4.7D 4.8A,
4.17, 4.18, 4.19,
4.21, and 4.22

TwinStrep-delD’D3–A1-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delD’D3–A1-VWF-His

A2-CK heterodimer with N-
terminal Twin-Strep-tag and
ybbR-tag

4.2A–C and 4.8B

TwinStrep-delD’D3–A2-VWF-His
+ ybbR-delD’D3–A2-VWF-His

A3-CK heterodimer with N-
terminal Twin-Strep-tag and
ybbR-tag

4.2D–F

ybbR-delPro-VWF-C2771R-
TwinStrep-His

monomer with N-terminal
ybbR-tag and C-terminal
Twin-Strep-tag

4.4 and 4.20

Strep-delPro-VWF-C2771R-His monomer with N-terminal
Strep-tag

4.9

VWF F2561Y wt with mutation F2561Y 4.29

TwinStrep-delPro-VWF-F2561Y-
His + ybbR-delPro-VWF-His

heterodimer with mutation
F2561Y in Twin-Strep-tagged
monomer

4.14

VWF-eGFP wt with C-terminal eGFP 4.29

delPro-VWF-eGFP dimer with C-terminal eGFP 4.28 and 4.29

Table 3.1: Recombinant VWF constructs used for the experiments presented in this thesis. The right
column specifies the figures in which experimental data of the constructs are shown.
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the CK domains was abolished by a single mutation in VWF’s CK domain (C2771R), which

prevents the formation of C-terminal disulfide bonds [21, 37, 64].

Of outstanding importance for single-molecule force measurements was the construction of

VWF heterodimers, composed of two monomers equipped with an N-terminal ybbR-tag as

well as either an N-terminal Twin-Strep-tag or a single Strep-tag. Heterodimers were obtained

by co-transfection of cells with two plasmids, which also naturally resulted in homodimers,

equipped with either two ybbR-tags or two Twin-Strep-tags / single Strep-tags. Besides the

importance of tags for force measurements, the Twin-Strep-tag / Strep-tag was also bene-

ficial for protein purification (see subsection 3.3.2), a prerequisite for imaging experiments.

Additionally, most of the constructs carried a C-terminal His-tag (6x His), although this tag

was actually not used, either in force measurements or in purification procedures for imaging

experiments.

To locate the domains that crucially influence both VWF’s conformation and its mechanics,

several mutated constructs were investigated. Among these constructs were the abovemen-

tioned monomers in addition to dimeric constructs with a deletion of distinct domains, as

well as full-length dimers with A2 domains protected against unfolding by disulfide bonds,

achieved by mutations N1493C and C1670S [53]. Furthermore, heterozygous dimers with a

mutation in VWF’s C4 domain (F2561Y) were investigated. This polymorphism was of par-

ticular interest, as it appears to increase the risk of myocardial infarction and coronary heart

disease, especially in young women (personal communication Prof. Dr. Reinhard Schneppen-

heim, [106]). However, force measurements on these constructs yielded very similar results as

measurements on wildtype dimers, i.e., force–extension traces of type I and II that could be

tuned by addition of EDTA (Fig. 4.14). It appears plausible that the increased thrombotic

activity of this polymorphism is not primarily caused by an overall altered force response of

VWF, but rather by a varied – possibly force-dependent – interaction of VWF’s C4 domain

with the platelet integrin αIIbβ3. However, it should be noted that VWF’s C4 domain also

possesses a static affinity to αIIbβ3, as shown in an elegant TEM study [55].

For photobleaching experiments, VWF was genetically engineered with a C-terminal eGFP

fluorophore [101, 107], both in multimeric and dimeric form.

3.2 Buffers

For AFM single-molecule force measurements and AFM imaging experiments, buffer solu-

tions containing 150 mM NaCl and 20 mM of the following chemicals were used: Na-acetate

(pH 5.4), BisTris (pH 6.2, 6.6, and 6.8), Hepes (pH 7.1 and 7.4), or Tris (pH 8.0 and 8.6). The

respective pH was adjusted with HCl and NaOH. For measurements in the presence of diva-

lent ions, buffers additionally contained 1 mM CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. Force measurements

in the absence of divalent ions were performed after initially incubating surface immobilzed
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proteins for at least 8 h with 10 mM EDTA. After this incubation period, measurements were

performed either in buffer solution containing solely NaCl and buffering agent, or additionally

10 mM EDTA. As long as samples were initially treated with EDTA as described above, the

presence of EDTA in the measurement buffer did not affect the measured force–extension

traces. For imaging experiments in the absence of divalent ions, protein samples were in-

cubated with 10 mM EDTA for at least 8 h and then buffer exchanged to the measurement

buffer. Force measurements in the presence of free Imidazole were performed at pH 7.4 in the

presence of NaCl, divalent ions and 200 mM free Imidazole (Imidazole buffer). Prior to mea-

surements in the presence of Imidazole, surface immobilized proteins were initially incubated

with Imidazole buffer for at least 8 h. Similarly, for imaging experiments, protein samples

were buffer exchanged to Imidazole buffer and incubated for at least 8 h prior to adsorption.

TIRF measurements were conducted in the presence of 1 x phosphate buffered saline (PBS).

3.3 Atomic force microscopy (AFM)

Since its invention by Binnig, Quate, and Gerber in 1986 [25], the atomic force microscope

has evolved into an instrument of utmost importance for many nanoscientific disciplines. For

instance, solid state physics and semiconductor science, as well as molecular and cell biology

benefit from this versatile tool. In fact, the atomic force microscope is not only of great

value for imaging non-conductive samples, but also beneficial for manipulation purposes, e.g.,

for nanoscale arrangement of biomolecules on a surface [108], or for direct force measure-

ments, e.g., to estimate the stability of receptor-ligand systems and the strength of chemical

bonds [109–111]. Moreover, the possibility to measure forces enables local quantification of

the elastic and viscoelastic properties of microscopic samples by nanoindentation [112–115]

and investigation of the influence of force on the conformation and function of individual

biomolecules [27, 29, 116, 117].

The force sensor of an atomic force microscope is a small cantilever (Figs. 3.1A and 3.4),

which for most applications bears a small tip at its end. Commonly, the distance between

sample and surface can be varied by actuating a z piezo. Forces acting on the cantilever, for

instance when the cantilever tip indents a sample in an approach cycle or when tip-adhered

molecules are stretched in a retract cycle, cause the cantilever to bend. Using the spring

constant k of the cantilever, which can be obtained by analyzing the thermal noise spectrum

of the cantilever and applying the equipartition theorem [118], the force F that acts on the

cantilever can be calculated from the bending ∆d of the latter (Fig. 3.1B):

F = k ·∆d . (3.1)
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A means to assess the bending of the cantilever is to measure the deflection of a laser beam,

which is reflected off the backside of the cantilever onto a segmented photodiode. The bending

of the cantilever is then obtained by multiplying the change in the deflection signal ∆UD by

the inverse optical laser intensity (InvOLS, Fig. 3.1B), which can be determined from a force

trace on a hard substrate:

∆d = ∆UD · InvOLS . (3.2)

In general, the geometry and the size of both cantilever and cantilever tip vary and have

to be chosen according to the application. While the cantilever is frequently of rectangular

geometry with lengths ranging from tens to a few hundred micrometers, the tip often needs

to be very sharp, e.g., to yield high lateral resolution in imaging applications or to favor

single-molecule events in force measurements. A lot of cantilevers possess tips of roughly

pyramidal geometry (half opening angles between approximately 10 and 40◦) with curvature

radii of the tip apex on the order of 10 nm.

Finally, many atomic force microscopes are equipped with an x–y stage, which allows for

scanning a sample line-by-line in imaging applications or for recording force traces at different

sample spots in force measurements.

3.3.1 AFM-based single-molecule force measurements

Single-molecule force measurements represent a powerful means to investigate the force-

dependent dynamics of individual biomolecules. Besides AFM, the most common single-

molecule techniques are certainly optical tweezers and magnetic tweezers [30], although other

techniques, such as single-molecule centrifugation [119], have also been introduced. From

a conceptual point of view, AFM is often considered to be the simplest method [30]. Fur-

ther advantages of AFM probably involve the potential to automate force measurements, the

possibility to perform imaging in addition to force measurements, and a comparably small

contact area. A key limitation of the atomic force microscope is certainly its restricted force

resolution, which is – due to the identity k ·
〈
∆x2

〉
= kBT – fundamentally linked to the

spring constant of the AFM cantilever:

δF =
√
〈∆F 2〉 =

√
k2 〈∆x2〉 =

√
k · kBT . (3.3)

For a relatively low spring constant of 20 pN nm−1, this limit implies a fundamental force

resolution of approximately 9 pN, two orders of magnitude above the force resolution of optical

tweezers (approximately 0.1 pN) [30], and at least three orders of magnitude above the force

resolution of magnetic tweezers (below 0.01 pN) [30]. From a more technical point of view, it

must be further considered that measurements are always taken within a certain bandwidth B,

which improves the obtained force resolution. According to reference [120], the force resolution
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within a limited bandwidth is approximately given by:

δF =
√

4kBTRB , (3.4)

where R denotes the viscous drag on the cantilever. Therefore, to achieve a satisfying resolu-

tion of forces in AFM-based single-molecule force measurements, cantilevers should not only

be soft, but also small to minimize the viscous drag.

Principle of AFM-based single-molecule force measurements

A prerequisite for specifically stretching biomolecules in single-molecule force measurements

are specific handles (tags) that need to be located at well-defined attachment points of the

molecules of interest. These tags must be chosen such that on the one hand they allow pro-

teins to be immobilized on a functionalized substrate and on the other hand to specifically

adhere to a – preferentially differently – functionalized cantilever tip. In general, small tags

are favorable, e.g., tags composed of only a few amino acids, as genetic engineering procedures

are less elaborate and less time-consuming. Moreover, folding of protein constructs can be

assumed to be generally less influenced in the case of small tags. However, a side project

of this thesis demonstrated that in principle, both engineering and force measurements also

work with larger tags. More precisely, those force measurements were performed on Cnidoin,

an elastic protein recently found in Hydra nematocysts (see Appendix A.4) [121]. For specific

pulling, Cnidoin constructs were equipped with a C-terminal type I Dockerin domain (64

residues), thereby allowing for pulling Cnidoin specifically via a type I Cohesin functional-

ized cantilever [122]. For the sake of completeness, it may be mentioned that attachment of

Cnidoin to the surface was achieved by a small N-terminal ybbR-tag, which can bind cova-

lently to Coenzyme A functionalized slides.

As the basic idea of single-molecule force measurements is to measure characteristic force–

extension traces of the biomolecules of interest, the AFM cantilever tip must undergo repete-

tive approach and retract cycles, i.e., move repeatedly towards and away from the sample

surface. In the case of the custom-built setups (Fig. 3.1A), which were used for the mea-

surements in the framework of this thesis, the cantilever can be moved perpendicular to the

sample via a z piezo, which moves one of the supporting holders. How a voltage signal on

the z piezo translates into displacement of the cantilever base (z sensor sensitivity, Fig. 3.1B)

can be measured by simple laser interferometry, as described in reference [123]. To calculate

the extension of the stretched biomolecule, the displacement ∆z of the cantilever base needs

to be corrected for the bending of the cantilever (Fig. 3.1B):

x = ∆z −∆d . (3.5)
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Figure 3.1: Basic principle of AFM-based single-molecule force measurements. (A) Schematic of
experimental setup (not drawn to scale). The key element of an atomic force microscope is a can-
tilever with a sharp tip (tip radius of used cantilevers approximately 10 nm), which is positioned on a
plexiglass cantilever holder in the case of the custom-built setups. A z piezo allows for moving the can-
tilever perpendicular to the sample surface. For single-molecule force measurements, cantilevers can
be functionalized with biochemical handles that, when approaching the cantilever tip to the surface,
specifically bind to the biomolecules that are immobilized on the surface. If one or more biomolecules
bind to the cantilever tip, the cantilever is bent upon retraction. The bending of the cantilever, which
is proportional to the applied force, can be measured via the deflection of a reflected IR laser beam
on a photodiode. An x–y stage allows for moving the sample after each pulling cycle and to thereby
probe different biomolecules. (B) Data processing. After offsetting traces by the mean value of the
almost constant deflection value at the end of the trace (baseline), the deflection signal is multiplied
by the inverse optical laser intensity (InvOLS), yielding the deflection (bending) of the cantilever. In
order to obtain force values, the cantilever deflection is further multiplied by the spring constant of the
cantilever. Multiplying the z piezo signal by the z sensor sensitivity yields values characterizing the
distance that the cantilever base was moved into z direction. To obtain values for the extension of the
probed biomolecules, i.e., values of the distance between the cantilever tip and the sample surface, the
cantilever bending needs to be subtracted from the abovementioned distance values (the ones of the
cantilever base). The zero extension is typically defined as the extension value corresponding to the
intersection of the cantilever deflection signal and a line fit with zero slope to the baseline. Depending
on the questions that an experimenter wants to answer, only force–extension traces corresponding to
pulling events of a single molecule may be relevant for further analysis. In this context, both the
use of characteristic fingerprint domains, present in the biomolecules of interest, and an analysis of
characteristic peak forces in traces – which in the simplest case are statistically hierarchical – are of
great importance.
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In this context, the zero extension is often defined as the intersection of the cantilever de-

flection signal and a line fit with zero slope to the baseline. The latter denotes the part of

constant deflection at the end of a trace, corresponding to the situation in which the cantilever

is no longer subjected to forces resulting from stretched biomolecules, e.g., after rupture of

the molecules from the AFM tip.

In the case of the custom-built setups that were used (Fig. 3.1A), an x–y stage allows for

moving the sample after each pulling cycle and to thereby probe different biomolecules. It

should, however, be emphasized that in force experiments, not all recorded traces correspond

to specific pulling events of a single molecule. For instance, many traces may display no

interaction at all with a molecule, or they correspond to pulling events of multiple molecules

in parallel. Moreover, the use of specific tags and cantilever functionalization does not guar-

antee that all molecules are always stretched in the desired geometry, as unspecific binding of

molecules to the tip may still occur. For many investigations, however, only force–extension

traces corresponding to specific pulling events of a single molecule may be relevant for fur-

ther analysis. Therefore, both the use of characteristic fingerprint domains, present in the

biomolecules of interest, as well as an analysis of characteristic peak forces in traces – which

in the simplest case are statistically hierarchical – are of utmost importance.

Polymer elasticity

A prerequisite for a thorough interpretation of force–extension traces of single biomolecules

is a basic knowledge of the entropic force response of a simple polymer, which relates non-

linearly to the extension of the polymer. As simple polymer models typically assume a

polymer without any secondary structure, they appear at first glance to be especially well-

suited to describe the entropic force response of overall rather unstructured molecules, such

as single-stranded DNA or mostly unfolded proteins. A priori, it appears unclear to what

extent purely entropic polymer models describe the force–extension behavior of large folded

proteins. For instance, forces may give rise to small conformational changes in overall stable

protein domains, without actually unfolding them. In other words, the overall force response

of largely folded proteins may also include enthalpic contributions and, depending on the

impact of these contributions, may no longer be sufficiently described by a simple entropic

model.

A simple entropic model that was tested within this thesis (see subsection 4.1.1) regarding

its applicability to the force response of VWF dimers – in a force range from 20 to 120 pN

– is the Worm-like-chain (WLC) model [124, 125]. The WLC model assumes a continuously

flexible isotropic rod that is subjected to thermal fluctuations. While the length of this

rod is parameterized by the contour length LC, its elasticity is quantified by the persistence

length P . More precisely, the latter quantity measures the length along which tangent vectors
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to the chain lose their correlation with respect to direction. An approximation for the force

response of a WLC-like polymer is:

F =
kBT

P

[
1

4

(
1− x

LC

)−2

− 1

4
+

x

LC

]
, (3.6)

where F denotes the force and x the extension (end-to-end distance) of the polymer. In fact,

the WLC model can be extended to also account for enthalpic contributions. For instance,

the extensible WLC model [126], which will also be used within subsection 4.1.1, contains an

additional stretch modulus S. For high forces, e.g., above 20 pN, the extensible WLC model

can be approximated as:

x = LC

[
1− 1

2

(
kBT

FP

)1/2

+
F

S

]
. (3.7)

Further – purely entropic – polymer models that can be found in the literature are the freely-

jointed chain model [127, 128] and the freely-rotating chain model [129].

In principle, fitting an entropic polymer model to a measured force–extension trace yields

information about the entropic elasticity of the pulled biomolecule, e.g., quantification by

the persistence length within the context of the WLC model. However, polymer models are

often not used in practice to assess elasticity parameters, but rather because their application

to force–extension traces provides a means to quantify discrete contour length values that a

biomolecule of interest adopts during unfolding (Fig. 3.2). Distances between such contour

lengths are of particular interest, as they represent a characteristic fingerprint of the pulled

biomolecule. In fact, a known characteristic contour length pattern of distinct fingerprint

domains is often used to identify specific single-molecule events in force–extension traces [27,

122, 130, 131]. Contour length values can be obtained by fitting Eq. 3.6, or by contour

length transformation assuming a fixed value for the persistence length (Fig. 3.2) [132]. More

precisely, contour length values are obtained by solving Eq. 3.6 for each data point (x/F ) of

the force–extenion trace and inserting P . It should be mentioned that the method of contour

length transformation is not restricted to the WLC model, as contour length values can in

principle be also inferred in the context of other polymer models.

However, a limit of contour length transformation arises when transforming force–extension

data at low forces, e.g., data below 20 pN. In this case, as a result of thermal noise, inferred

contour length peaks are relatively broad and classification criteria based on contour length

differences become virtually useless. In the framework of this thesis, low-force data of VWF

constructs, i.e., unfolding peaks of VWF’s A2 domains at approximately 20 pN, were analyzed

to identify specific pulling events. A suitable approach was to directly analyze increments in

extension space as a function of force and to compare these increments to the ones reported for

A2 unfolding (Fig. 2A in reference [12]). Reproducibility of obtained force–extension traces

could be confirmed by characteristic overlays. Naturally, for a well-chosen persistence length,
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Figure 3.2: Transformation of force–extension data into contour length space [132]. Under the as-
sumption of a certain polymer model, force–extension data (left) can be transformed into contour
length space (right). For instance, assuming a WLC behavior and a value for the persistence length,
for each data point of the force–extension trace a value of the contour length can be calculated. The
contour length values obtained for all data points of the force–extension trace can be represented in
the form of a histogram or a kernel density estimate [133]. Absolute values of unfolding positions and
contour length values typically vary due to fluctuations in linker lengths and a slightly varied pulling
geometry. However, distances between peaks in contour length space, which represent the folding
states of the investigated biomolecule, are virtually unaffected. Graphical representation inspired by
Fig. 1 of reference [132].

transforming such overlays into contour length space yields sharper peaks than transforming

individual force–extension traces. However, in the case of the analyzed VWF constructs, the

additional information that could be extracted from a contour length pattern inferred from

an overlay was limited. Firstly, A2 unfolding peaks as such had already been identified for

individual traces in the extension space, and secondly, the increments obtained from opening

firmly closed dimers (Fig. 4.7) were only moderately described by a simple WLC fit.

Mechanical stability of biomolecular interactions and protein domains

Single-molecule force spectroscopy is a powerful method to probe the kinetic and thermody-

namic properties of single biomolecules. To outline how these properties are affected by force,

a two-state model system (Fig. 3.3) will be considered in the following. Such a system may

for instance describe binding and unbinding of a receptor-ligand pair or folding and unfolding

of a protein domain. Naturally, the described concepts can be extended to more complex
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scenarios, such as a three-state model system when describing the unfolding and refolding of

a protein domain with an intermediate state [59, 89].

Gibbs 
free energy

Reaction 
coordinate x

- F x

koff,0

ΔG0

ΔGoff,0

Δxoff

Δx

no external force
external force

State 1 State 2

Figure 3.3: Influence of an external force on the
free energy landscape of a two-state system. De-
picted is the energy landscape of a two-state model
system in the absence (black line) and presence of
an external force (blue line). In the presence of
an external force, the energy landscape is tilted
due to an additional energy term F · x. As a re-
sult, the thermodynamic equilibrium between the
two states, initially described by the Gibbs free
energy difference ∆G, is shifted towards the sec-
ond state. Moreover, an external force lowers the
Gibbs free energy difference to the transition state
∆Goff, thereby increasing the critical off-rate koff.

In one dimension, a two-state model system is defined by a Gibbs free energy landscape that

bears two local minima along a reaction coordinate x. In thermodynamic equilibrium and

absence of an external force, these states are populated with a ratio of exp(∆G0/kBT ), where

∆G0 denotes the energy difference of the two states – which is the energy difference of the two

local minima. Of course, the state with the lower free energy will have a higher probability

of occupation than the higher state. When applying an external force F along the reaction

coordinate, the energy landscape is tilted due to an additional energy term F · x, thereby

shifting the thermodynamic equilibrium between the two states. The influence of the exter-

nal force depends on the distance ∆x between the two states. Assuming that this distance is

not significantly altered by the external force, the probability of occupation of the two states

is given by exp((∆G0 − F ·∆x)/kBT ).

Besides altering the overall probability of occupation between two states, an external force

also affects the dynamics of a system. To point out the basic ideas for the exemplary two-state

system, a transition from state 1 to state 2 will be considered, and the underlying rate will

be denoted as off-rate koff. Fundamentally, in the absence of an external force, the lifetime

of state 1 depends exponentially on the Gibbs free energy difference ∆Goff, 0 between state 1

and the transition barrier, which corresponds to the local maximum of the energy landscape

between the two local minima. In the presence of an external force, this energy difference is

decreased. The extent of this decrease depends on the critical distance ∆xoff between state 1

and the transition state and is equal to F ·∆xoff, under the assumption of an unvaried ∆xoff

value.

The above considerations are the essence of the Bell model [134]. In terms of force-dependent

off-rates koff(F ), which are the inverse lifetimes, the Bell model can be written as:

koff(F ) = ν0 · e
−∆Goff(F )

kBT = ν0 · e
−

∆Goff,0−F ·∆xoff
kBT = koff,0 · e

F ·∆xoff
kBT . (3.8)
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Here, ν0 is an attempt frequency, which is on the order of the oscillation frequency of atoms

in solids [134]. Importantly, the Bell model sets the theoretical basis to assess, by single-

molecule force spectroscopy, the kinetic parameters ∆xoff and koff,0. For instance, in force-

clamp applications, different constant forces are applied to the system of interest and critical

off-rates koff are determined. These off-rates are inverse to the force-dependent lifetimes τ(F ),

which can be inferred from considering the survival probability as a function of time. Fitting

the Bell model to the measured off-rates as a function of force yields values for koff and ∆xoff.

In other applications, the applied force is not fixed, but rather increases with time, e.g., when

a retracting AFM cantilever stretches tip-adhered molecules. In these cases, unbinding /

unfolding forces can be analyzed by using for instance the Bell–Evans model [135–138]. This

model, which assumes a constant force-loading rate Ḟ = dF/dt and the validity of Eq. 3.8

for infinitesimal periods of time, predicts the most probable unbinding / unfolding force as a

function of the applied force-loading rate:

F ∗(Ḟ ) =
kBT

∆x

[
ln

(
∆x · Ḟ

koff,0 · kBT

)]
. (3.9)

Based on the Bell–Evans model, the parameters ∆x and koff,0 can be obtained by varying

the applied force-loading rate – which in the case of AFM can be achieved by varying the

retraction velocity of the cantilever – and representing the observed most probable unbinding

/ unfolding forces as a function of the applied loading-rates. In this context, it should be noted

that, due to the typical force–extension profiles of biomolecules, the time dependence of the

force is generally non-linear. Importantly, however, in proximity to the relevant unbinding /

unfolding forces, the force–time dependence can be approximated by a line [122, 130].

Another approach to assess the parameters ∆x and koff,0 is based on the Dudko–Hummer–

Szabo equation [139], which allows inference of estimates for bond lifetimes at constant force

from the distribution of unbinding / unfolding forces obtained for a given loading rate [59,

140].

Experimental procedures of force measurements

VWF constructs, bearing a Twin-Strep-tag II (WSHPQFEKGGGSGGGSGGGSWSHPQFEK)

/ single Strep-tag II (WSHPQFEK) and a ybbR-tag (DSLEFIASKLA), were covalently at-

tached to Coenzyme A functionalized glass slides. For functionalization, slides were silanized

with (3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane (APDMES) [141], and then incubated with Na-

Borate buffer (pH 8.5). Afterwards, slides were coated with 25 mM of a 5 kDa N-Hydroxy-

Succinimide (NHS)-PEG-Maleimide linker in Na-Borate buffer, and finally treated with 25 mM

CoA. Functionalized slides were incubated overnight and at 4 ◦C with 1 mg mL−1 of VWF con-

structs in OPTIPRO-SFM medium (Life Technologies, Darmstadt, Germany) supplemented
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with Sfp-transferase and MgCl2 [142]. After incubation with proteins, slides were carefully

rinsed with the measurement buffer (see section 3.2), ensuring removal of non-immobilized

proteins. Prior to measurements with EDTA, immobilized proteins were incubated for 8 h

with EDTA buffer (see section 3.2).

AFM cantilevers with a silicon tip (BL-AC40TS-C2, Olympus, Japan) were silanized with

APDMES, then incubated with Na-Borate buffer, and afterwards coated with 25 mM of the

5 kDa NHS-PEG-Maleimide linker in Na-Borate buffer. Maleimide chemistry allowed for

covalent attachment of a Strep-Tactin construct bearing a single Cysteine residue (Strep-

Tactin-Cys).1 To this end, Strep-Tactin-Cys stored in 1 x PBS was initially reduced in the

presence of TCEP beads and then separated from TCEP beads by filtering. After incubation

of cantilevers with the NHS-PEG-Maleimide linker, cantilevers were incubated with 10 µM of

reduced Strep-Tactin-Cys. Finally, cantilevers were washed with the measurement buffer (see

section 3.2).

Single-molecule force measurements were performed using custom-built instruments [143],

each driven by an MFP-3D AFM controller (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). Spring

constants of the cantilevers were determined individually using the thermal noise method [118].

Force–extension traces were recorded in closed-loop mode at 6 different pulling speeds ranging

from 200 nm s−1 to 6400 nm s−1. In order to probe different VWF molecules, an x–y stage

was moved by 100 nm after each trace.

Analysis of force–extension traces

For analysis, force–extension traces were subjected to total variation denoising (TVD) [144,

145]. In the case of dimeric VWF constructs, only traces with two A2 unfolding peaks were

evaluated. To estimate the ratio of type I and type II traces for different pH values (see

section 4.2), bimodal distributions of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak were fitted

with a double Gaussian function. More precisely, five free parameters were fitted, involving

peak amplitudes and positions for both peaks individually and a single value for the width of

either peak, accounting for experimental uncertainties that were virtually the same for type I

and type II traces. Overlays of force–extension traces were generated by offsetting undenoised

characteristic traces in the direction of the extension axis. The offsets, which were chosen

to align traces with respect to the stretch prior to the rupture peak, were within ∼ 20 nm.

Heatmaps of overlays were generated based on a binsize of 2 pN x 2 nm.

1Strep-Tactin-Cys was kindly provided by Dr. Diana Pippig. Preparation of this construct is described in
detail in the SI Materials and Methods section of [56].
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3.3.2 AFM imaging

The atomic force microscope is a powerful instrument to image biological samples with lateral

resolutions that can be as low as a few nanometers [146–148]. A key advantage of imaging

samples with the atomic force microscope compared to using other methods that yield a simi-

lar resolution, e.g., transmission electron microscopy (TEM), lies in the fact that information

about the sample height is also obtained. For instance, when imaging biomolecules, informa-

tion on sample height can be beneficial for unambiguously identifying distinct parts of the

molecule of interest. In addition, binding of small molecules to larger biomolecules can also

be detected based on sample height, as shown within a side project for binding of protein

disulfide isomerase (PDI) to VWF’s CK domain (see Appendix A.3) [37].

In fact, there are several AFM imaging modes, all of which bear different advantages and dis-

advantages and hence have to be chosen according to the application. In brief, AFM imaging

modes can be divided into contact and non-contact modes. While in the former the cantilever

tip is in direct contact with the sample surface, in the latter the cantilever oscillates at a fixed

frequency close to the sample surface, typically within a distance of 1 to 100 nm. Imaging in

non-contact mode naturally prevents sample damage and cantilever tip contamination, but

usually requires lower scan speeds and yields lower resolution. To keep sample damage low

while still providing a satisfying lateral resolution, biological samples are frequently imaged

in intermittent contact mode, also known as AFM tapping mode.

Basics of AFM tapping mode

In AFM tapping mode (Fig. 3.4), the AFM cantilever is excited externally with a fixed

frequency close to the cantilever’s free resonance frequency. The oscillation frequency typically

lies within a range of approximately 1 to 500 kHz. The oscillation of the cantilever is usually

achieved with a small piezo element located in the cantilever holder, although it can also be

accomplished by other methods, such as heating with a modulated laser beam [149]. While

scanning the sample in a line-by-line pattern, the cantilever tip is kept close to the surface

and taps the sample during the oscillation cycle. Importantly, as forces between the cantilever

tip and the sample critically shift the resonance frequency of the cantilever, they result in a

change of the oscillating amplitude and the phase between oscillation and excitation. The

oscillating amplitude, which commonly ranges from approximately 1 to 100 nm, can be used

as a signal for regulation. More precisely, while scanning the sample with an x–y piezo,

a feedback loop usually maintains a constant oscillating amplitude by varying the distance

between the AFM tip and the sample. Variation of this distance is commonly achieved by a

z piezo. AFM tapping mode is widely used for imaging soft biological samples, as it largely

benefits from lateral forces acting on the sample that are low compared to the ones that are
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present in contact mode. Samples can be imaged in air, but also in a solution, and hence at

conditions that approximate their native environment.

Photodiode IR laser

z and x-y piezo

Cantilever holder
Cantilever piezo
Cantilever substrate

Computer

Feedback

Control of x-y positionControl of z position

Sample
Cantilever
with tip

Figure 3.4: Basic principle of
AFM tapping mode (not drawn
to scale). A piezo element ex-
cites the AFM cantilever to os-
cillate at a fixed frequency, typ-
ically very close to its free reso-
nance frequency. During the os-
cillation cycle, the cantilever tip
touches the sample intermittently.
Importantly, forces between the
cantilever tip and the sample shift
the resonance frequency of the can-
tilever, thereby changing its os-
cillating amplitude. A feedback
loop maintains a constant ampli-
tude by varying the z position of
the sample through a piezo ele-
ment. Graphical representation
inspired by Fig. 22.10 of refer-
ence [150].

Experimental procedures of AFM imaging

All AFM imaging data presented in this thesis were collected by Achim Löf and Christof Beer.

More precisely, while AFM imaging of VWF dimers and monomers was performed by Achim

Löf, imaging of multimer samples, which naturally include a large fraction of dimers [101], was

performed by Christof Beer. Details on imaging, both in terms of experimental procedures

and results, can be found in Achim Löf’s and Christof Beer’s master’s theses [103, 104].

Crucial for AFM imaging applications is a pure sample and a very flat surface on which the

molecules can adsorb. To achieve clean samples, VWF constructs carrying either a Twin-

Strep-tag or a single Strep-tag were purfied via a HiTrap StrepTrap (GE Healthcare Europe

GmbH, Freiburg, Germany) and afterwards buffer exchanged to the measurement buffer (see

section 3.2). Here, it should be noted that AFM imaging revealed contamination in the form

of tentacle-like polymer chains protruding from the N termini of Twin-Strep-tagged dimers

(Fig. 3.5A and C, for comprehension of dimer conformations, please refer to subsection 4.1.2.).

The fact that such tentacles were not observed for constructs equipped with a single Strep-tag

(Fig. 3.5B and D) strongly suggested that the tentacles originated from the (GGGS)3 linker

within the Twin-Strep-tag. Given that heavy O-glycosylation of GGGS linker repeats had

been observed before for proteins produced in HEK cells [151–154], the observed tentacles

were hypothesized to be large O-linked sugar chains [56]. Interestingly, the extent of glycosy-

lation was markedly higher for the full-length constructs than for the truncated constructs,
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Figure 3.5: O-Glycosylation of GGGS linker repeats in Twin-Strep-tagged VWF [151–154].
(A–B) Schematics of N-terminally linked Twin-Strep-tag (A) and single Strep-tag (B), and correspond-
ing peptide sequences. (C) Representative AFM image of Twin-Strep-tagged VWF dimers purified via
a Strep-Tactin column. Most constituent monomers exhibited tentacle-like polymer chains protruding
from their N termini. Such tentacles were only observed in dimers carrying a Twin-Strep-tag and
never observed as isolated ones on the surface. As a result of the purification, at least one of the two
constituent monomers of a dimer carried an N-terminal Twin-Strep-tag and hence exhibited tenta-
cles. Green arrowheads mark N termini free of tentacles, very likely corresponding to ybbR-tagged
monomers in heterodimers. White arrows indicate positions of CK domains. (Scale bar, 50 nm; range
of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (D) Representative AFM image of VWF homodimers carrying single N-terminal
Strep-tags without GGGS linker repeats. Tentacle-like polymer chains were not observed. Scale bar
and range of color scale are as in C. (E–F) Representative force–extension traces of VWF dimers,
obtained from force measurements on heterodimers carrying either a Twin-Strep-tag (E) or a single
Strep-tag (F). Evidently, the two characteristic types of force–extension traces, which are discussed in
detail within sections 4.1 and 4.2, were not affected by the heavy glycosylation of the Twin-Strep-tag.
Please also refer to subsections 4.1.2 and 4.1.1.
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such as A1-CK [103]. Importantly, the conformation of tagged constructs was unaffected by

the heavy glycosylation, as verified by comparison with constructs lacking peptide tags. In

particular, tagged dimers – both full-length and truncated ones – exhibited a very similar

degree of compactness as untagged constructs. In line with a uniform conformation of VWF

constructs, force-extension traces of dimers were unaffected by abovementioned glycosylation,

as checked by pulling heterodimers with a single Strep-tag, which lacked the (GGGS)3 linker

(Fig. 3.5E and F, for comprehension of force–extension traces of VWF dimers, please refer to

subsection 4.1.1.).

Dimers lacking peptide tags (Fig. 4.11A) were purified by centrifuge filtration using Ami-

con Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa (Merck Chemicals, Schwalbach, Germany). Dimers shown in

Fig. 4.15A and delD4 dimers shown in Fig. 4.11B were selected from samples that were purified

by centrifuge filtration only, and very likely correspond to ybbR-tagged homodimers, present

as byproduct in samples of heterodimers. Multimeric samples were purified by centrifuge

filtration using Amicon Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa and buffer exchanged to near physiological

buffer. In principle, untagged VWF can also be purified in more specific ways, for instance via

an antiVWF affinity column or via special gel filtration columns, as described more in detail

in Christof Beer’s thesis [104]. However, while gel filtration via a HiPrep Sephacryl S-500

HR column (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, UK) could not succesfully separate VWF from cell

material present in the samples, purification via an antiVWF affinity column [CaptureSelect-

VWF-affinity resin (Life Technologies, USA)], involving harsh elution with 3 M Thiocyanate,

was found to induce prominent aggregation within VWF’s N-terminal headgroups (Fig. 3.6,

for a general comprehension of VWF conformations, please refer to subsection 4.1.2.).

For substrate preparation, a method similar to the one reported by Vanderlinden and cowork-

ers [155] was employed. Freshly cleaved mica sheets (grade I, SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA),

which under near-neutral pH conditions are negatively charged, were incubated with 20 µL of

a positively charged poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution (MW 500-2000; 0.01 % w/v; Sigma-Aldrich;

in ultrapure water) for 30 s. Subsequently, sheets were rinsed with 25 mL of ultrapure water

and dried in a stream of nitrogen. 20 µL of buffer solution containing approximately 5 µg mL−1

of VWF constructs were deposited on the functionalized mica substrates and incubated for

30 s. As VWF constructs at near-neutral pH conditions are overall negatively charged [70],

they can adsorb well on the positively charged PLL. Afterwards, the substrates were rinsed

with 20 mL of ultrapure water and dried in a stream of nitrogen.

AFM images were recorded in tapping mode in air using an MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research)

and silicon tips with resonance frequencies of approximately 300 kHz and a nominal spring

constant of 26 N m−1 (AC160TS-R3, Olympus). In the majority of the cases, the image size

was 1 µm2 and the resolution given by 1024 x 1024 pixels.
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Figure 3.6: Conformational changes in VWF’s N-terminal domains induced by antiVWF purification,
which involves harsh elution with Thiocyanate. (A–B) AFM images of VWF molecules purified by
centrifuge filtration (A) and via an antiVWF affinity column (B). Strikingly, antiVWF purification
induced aggregation of N-terminal portions of dimers. White arrows indicate positions of CK domains.
[Scale bars, 30 nm; ranges of color scale, 2.6 nm (A) and 3.1 nm (B)]. (C–D) Area of head domains
quantified for VWF dimers purified via a StrepTrap (C) and via an antiVWF affinity column (D).
Clumpy head groups, induced by antiVWF purification, are characterized by a significantly decreased
area in the x–y plane. (E–F) Maximum height of N-terminal portions for VWF dimers purified via
a StrepTrap (E) and via an antiVWF affinity column (F). As a result of aggregated head groups
in antiVWF purified dimers, maximum height values are markedly increased compared to the ones
purified via a StrepTrap. Please also refer to subsection 4.1.2.

Image processing and analysis

All AFM imaging data presented in this thesis were processed and analyzed by Achim Löf

and Christof Beer [103, 104], using SPIP software (v6.3.4 – v6.5; Image Metrology, Den-

mark). Image processing included plane correction (third order polynomial plane-fitting and

flattening according to the histogram alignment routine) and Gaussian filtering. Dimers were

individually traced along their contour by following local maxima in height, and different

characteristic lengths were extracted from the resulting height profiles. To quantify the com-

pactness of a dimer, its stem length was determined, i.e., the distance from the CK domains

to the position at which the two constituent monomers separate from each other. Further,

the distance between the CK domains and the beginning of higher N-terminal domains was

determined for the two constituent monomers of a dimer, and the mean of these distances

was used to normalize the stem length.
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3.4 Total internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy

Fluorescence microscopy is an essential tool to image biological samples with contrasts that

are much higher than in the case of other optical microscopy techniques. For fluorescence mi-

croscopy, biological samples are labeled with fluorophores, i.e., chemical agents that exhibit

the phenomenon of fluorescence. Fluorophores are excited by absorbing light of a specific

wavelength, and they emit light of longer wavelengths when relaxing into lower energy levels.

In fluorescence microscopy, samples with attached fluorophores are visualized by irradiating

with light of appropriate wavelength and by separating the emitted fluorescent light from the

excitation light. Specifically, the excitation wavelengths are filtered out from the light path

to the detector.

Critical for achieving single-molecule resolution in fluorescence microscopy is the signal-to-

noise ratio of the individual fluorophores. While for a high signal, fluorophores with high

exctinction coefficients and quantum yields have to be chosen, relatively low noise can be

achieved by restricting the excitation volume. This approach is pursued for example in con-

focal microscopy [156] and in TIRF microscopy [24].

Basic principles of TIRF microscopy

In TIRF microscopy, restriction of the excitation volume is achieved by using an evanescent

field, which is generated by the total internal reflection of an incident laser beam at the

interface of a substrate and the sample liquid [24]. In the case of an objective-based system

(Fig. 3.7), the evanescent field is generated directly above the substrate, and the half-space

above the sample remains free, which bears the potential for parallel applications, such as

AFM [108, 143].
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Figure 3.7: Basic principle of TIRF mi-
croscopy, illustrated for an objective-
based system. To excite fluorophores
only within a restricted region of
the sample, TIRF microscopy uses an
evanescent field, whose intensity decays
within a distance d of roughly 100 to
200 nm above the substrate. Such an
evanescent field is generated by total
internal reflection of an incident laser
beam at the substrate–liquid interface.

Total internal reflection occurs when the angle of incidence θ is larger than the critical value

θc = arcsin (nliquid/nsubstrate). In the latter expression, nliquid denotes the refractive index of

the liquid and nsubstrate the refractive index of the substrate. The intensity I of the evanescent
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field in a distance z above the substrate is given by

I(z) = I0 · e−z/d , (3.10)

where I0 is the intensity at zero distance and d the characteristic decay length. The latter is

given by

d =
λ

4πnliquid

(
sin2 θ

sin2 θc

)−0.5

, (3.11)

where λ is the wavelength of the incident beam in vacuum. Typical values of d are on the

order of 100 to 200 nm.

Subunit counting in multimeric proteins by photobleaching

When subjected to continous excitation of appropriate wavelength, fluorophores undergo a

series of absorption-emission cycles. In fact, for a given fluorophore, each of these cycles

bears an equal probability to cause a phenomenon called photobleaching, after which the

fluorophore is not able to fluoresce anymore. In other words, depending on the excitation

intensity, fluorophores have a characteristic lifetime within which they are able to fluoresce. It

should, however, be mentioned that some fluorophores can also switch back and forth between

a fluorescent and a dark state. Importantly, such blinking behavior may also lead to a state

from which the fluorophore will be photobleached irreversibly. Generally, photobleaching

is believed to result from photochemical reactions, i.e., light-induced reactions with other

molecules that damage the fluorophore.

In TIRF microscopy, photobleaching of fluorescent molecules can be used to count fluorophore-

labeled subunits of individual biomolecules [157–159]. Here, the number of subunits is assessed

by counting discrete steps of photobleaching of single fluorophores. In this context, the use

of genetically engineered fluorophores ensures that every tagged subunit carries exactly one

fluorophore and avoids non-specific labeling that may occur when using dyes that require an

additional labeling reaction.

Experimental procedures and data analysis of TIRF measurements

VWF constructs bearing a C-terminal eGFP molecule on each monomer [101] were immobi-

lized on an epoxysilane (3-glycidyloxypropyltrimethoxysilane) coated glass slides and imaged

using the setup presented in reference [143]. For excitation in the total internal reflection

mode, a 473 nm laser (iBeam smart, TOPTICA, Gräfelfing, Germany) was used at a power of

0.4 mW. The corresponding filter set consisted of a Chroma z 470/10, a Chroma z 470 RDC,

and a Chroma HQ525/50 (Chroma Technology GmbH, Olching, Germany). The emitted
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light signal was detected by a back-illuminated EMCCD camera (DU-860D, Andor, Belfast,

Ireland). The EMCCD chip was operated at a temperature of −90◦C and the electron multi-

plication gain was set to 300-fold. Per image sequence, 3000 frames of 21 x 21 µm2 were taken

at a recording rate of 10 frames/s. To minimize bleaching of eGFP fluorophores before the

actual measurements, all adjustment procedures were carried out at a comparably low laser

power of 0.1 mW.

For data analysis, an average image of the first 100 frames was calculated and regions of inter-

est that showed a pronounced fluorescence signal were selected. Bleaching steps in intensity-

time traces of these regions were identified by using the step detection algorithm described in

reference [160]. As the routine cannot distinguish between on- and off-steps and fails in de-

tecting steps that occur within a very short time slot, the obtained step number was corrected

by eye for blinking and missed steps.
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4 Results and discussion

This chapter will present results of the experiments that were performed in the framework

of this thesis. Special emphasis will be placed on the discovery of a strong intermonomer

interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits and its implications for VWF’s force-sensing ability.

In particular, it will be discussed that the latter can be regulated by the pH, as the strong

intermonomer interaction was found to be heavily pH-dependent. As force sensing by VWF

critically depends on its multimer size, the size distribution of recombinant VWF was also

addressed in the framework of this thesis. At the end of this chapter, results from two

single-molecule approaches regarding this issue, namely AFM imaging and TIRF microscopy

photobleaching experiments, will be presented and discussed.

4.1 A strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits

To dissect the remarkable force-sensing ability of VWF, the force response of VWF dimers –

and of a variety of other VWF constructs – was probed in AFM-based single-molecule force

measurements. As will be shown in the following, under near physiological buffer conditions,

these measurements revealed a strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits

that involves the D4 domain and critically depends on divalent ions. The existence of this

interaction was confirmed using AFM imaging, both for isolated dimers and for dimers as

constituents of higher-order concatemers. The combination of force and imaging data allows

for a quantitative understanding of the mechanisms that underlie VWF’s force-sensing ability.

4.1.1 Dissecting the force response of VWF dimers under near physiological

buffer conditions

For AFM-based single-molecule force measurements, genetically engineered VWF hetero-

dimers were employed (Fig. 4.1A). These heterodimers were composed of two monomers

with different N-terminal peptide tags. While a ybbR-tag at the end of one of the monomers

enabled covalent anchoring to a Coenzyme A (CoA) functionalized glass surface [142, 161],

a Twin-Strep-tag at the end of the other monomer allowed for specific pulling via a Strep-

Tactin functionalized AFM cantilever [162]. The Twin-Strep-tag was preferred over a single
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Figure 4.1: Single-molecule force
measurements on VWF dimers.
(A) Schematic representation of
pulling genetically engineered VWF
heterodimers (not drawn to scale). A
ybbR-tag at the N terminus of one
of the monomers allowed for covalent
anchoring to a CoA coated substrate,
and a Twin-Strep-tag at the N terminus
of the other monomer enabled specific
pulling via a Strep-Tactin functionalized
AFM cantilever. (B) Denoised force–
extension traces of dimers showing A2
unfolding peaks (blue arrows) at low
(type I traces) or at high extension
values (type II traces). Type I traces
repeatedly exhibited a peak (strong
intermonomer interaction, green arrow)
at higher force. The final peak (brown
arrow) corresponds to the unbinding of
the Twin-Strep-tag from Strep-Tactin.
(C) Bimodal distribution of the position
of the first A2 unfolding event.

Strep-tag to achieve more stable binding and reduced off-rates [162] as well as a high tag ac-

cessibility. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacers were used both at glass surface and cantilever

to minimize protein–surface interaction (for details see chapter 3).

Force–extension traces of specific pulling events were identified by using the characteristic

unfolding signal of the A2 domain as a positive fingerprint (Fig. 4.1B). In other words, due

to the existence of two A2 domains in dimers, only traces with two A2 unfolding peaks were

considered. The observed peak forces of ∼ 10–20 pN, followed by length increments of 45 nm,

are in very good agreement with reported values for A2 unfolding [12, 58, 59, 88]. Impor-

tantly, the origin of the A2 fingerprint was directly verified in different control experiments.

First, force–extension traces of truncated A2-CK dimers were compared with traces of A3-

CK dimers that lacked the A2 domain (Fig. 4.2); as expected, traces of A3-CK dimers did

not exhibit any peaks similar to the A2 fingerprint peaks. Secondly, force–extension traces

of heterodimers with A2 domains protected against unfolding by disulfide bonds did not ex-

hibit A2 unfolding peaks either (Fig. 4.3). Thirdly, force–extension traces of monomers only

exhibited one A2 unfolding peak (Fig. 4.4). The fact that forces of the last peak (rupture

peak) in force–extension traces are further in line with those reported for dissociating the

Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin interaction [163, 164] underlines the specific nature of the analyzed

pulling events (Fig. 4.5).
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Figure 4.2: Single-molecule force measurements on truncated dimeric constructs A2-CK and A3-CK.
(A) and (D) Schematic representations of the respective pulling configuration (not drawn to scale).
(B–C) Denoised force–extension traces of A2-CK dimers (type I with the characteristic high-force peak
and type II without). (E–F) Denoised force–extension traces (type I and type II) of A3-CK dimers.
As expected, due to the lack of A2 domains in A3-CK dimers, force–extension traces did not exhibit
A2 unfolding peaks.
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Figure 4.5: Tag unbinding forces as a function of the applied loading rate. Tag unbinding represents
the dissociation of the Twin-Strep-tag from tetravalent Strep-Tactin. Mean forces were obtained by
fitting a bimodal Gaussian function to the distribution of unbinding forces for each pulling speed.
Loading rates were obtained by fitting a line to force–extension traces before the last peak. Mean
values of loading rates were obtained by fitting a Gaussian to the loading-rate distributions for each
pulling speed. Error bars are 1 SD. Force–loading-rate dependency and bimodality of the individ-
ual force distributions are in line with previous investigations of the specific Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin
interaction [163].

Under near-physiological buffer conditions, VWF dimers yielded two types of force–extension

traces (Fig. 4.1B), showing A2 unfolding peaks at low (type I) and at high extension values

(type II). Type II traces revealed the first A2 unfolding peak at extension values of 179±29 nm

and the second A2 unfolding peak at 226 ± 37 nm. Given a static end-to-end length of

130 nm for a VWF dimer and an overall linker length of 60 nm, these traces are in line with

expectations for loading a flexible (open) dimer [55]. Traces of type I showed A2 unfolding
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peaks at considerably lower extension values of 110 ± 22 nm (first A2) and 161 ± 22 nm

(second A2). Classification of traces into two types is backed up by a bimodal distribution of

the position of both first (Fig. 4.1C) and second A2 unfolding. From a double-Gaussian fit

to the distribution of the first A2 unfolding position, the ratio of type I traces was estimated

to be 60% and the one of type II traces to be 40%.
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Figure 4.6: Temporal order of opening firmly closed dimers and tag unbinding. (A) Three represen-
tative force–extension traces of type I showing the characteristic high-force peak (green arrow), which
corresponds to the dissociation of a strong intermonomer interaction in VWF dimers. After dissocia-
tion of the strong intermonomer interaction, the entire dimer is loaded with force and stretched (not
drawn to scale). Finally, the construct detaches from the cantilever (brown arrow) as the Twin-Strep-
tag dissociates from Strep-Tactin. (B) Three representative force–extension traces of type I exhibiting
the peak of tag unbinding at an early stage of elongation. Positions of A2 unfolding events (blue ar-
rows) are very similar to the ones seen in the traces in A, strongly indicating that these traces likewise
originate from pulling firmly closed dimers. However, as tag unbinding occurs too early, the strong
intermonomer interaction is not dissociated and dimers remain only semistretched until tag unbinding.

Force–extension traces of type I repeatedly exhibited an additional high-force peak (green

arrow in Fig. 4.1B) before the rupture peak. In these cases, the position of rupture closely

matched the one observed in type II traces. However, as a result of the relatively weak Twin-

Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin interaction, this additional peak only showed up in 10% of type I

traces (Fig. 4.6A). In the remaining 90% of type I traces, rupture of the construct from the

cantilever occurred before observing a high-force peak, and at considerably lower extension

values (Fig. 4.6B).
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Figure 4.7: Analysis of the high-force peak in type I force–extension traces of VWF dimers, resulting
from the dissociation of a strong intermonomer interaction in dimers. (A) Illustration of the corre-
sponding force-induced conformational changes of VWF dimers (not drawn to scale). Unfolding of the
mechanically less stable A2 domain (blue) precedes the opening of the dimer. (B) Force–loading-rate
dependency of the dissociation of the strong intermonomer interaction. Due to the relatively weak
Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin interaction, most events may be missed due to an inaccessible region in the
force–loading-rate space. (C) Overlay of 30 force–extension traces of type I. Cross-section profiles at
constant force, as shown for 20 and 60 pN, were fitted to a multipeak Gaussian distribution, and the
distance between the two last peaks yielded a characteristic length increment. The overlay was created
based on the raw signal of the underlying traces. (D) Length increments, gained from the dissociation
of the strong intermonomer interaction, as a function of force. Solid and dashed lines are fits of the
inextensible and extensible WLC model, respectively. Error bars were calculated by propagation of the
uncertainties of the mean positions of the last two Gaussian peaks (1 SD). Dimeric constructs A1-CK
(brown squares) and A2-CK (green triangles) exhibited very similar increments (Fig. 4.8).
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The high-force peak was observed at forces ranging from roughly 50 to 120 pN, depending on

the applied loading rate (Fig. 4.7B). Importantly, the high-force peak was never observed twice

in a trace and, moreover, was never observed in monomer traces (Fig. 4.4). Consequently,

domain unfolding could be excluded as the origin of this high-force peak, in agreement with

the prediction of disulfide bonds stabilizing all domains in VWF against unfolding except the

A2 domain [61]. Hence, the high-force peak was hypothesized to result from the dissociation

of a strong intermonomer interaction, which may be conceptualized as the opening of a firmly

closed C-terminal rod of dimers (Fig. 4.7A).
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Figure 4.8: Overlays of multiple type I force–extension traces for truncated dimeric constructs A1-
CK (A) and A2-CK (B). The overlays were created based on the raw signal of the underlying traces.
The schematic representations of the pulled dimeric constructs are not drawn to scale.

In order to estimate the incremental length obtained from such opening events, type I force–

extension traces were overlaid and cross-sections at constant force (Fig. 4.7C), ranging from

20 to 100 pN, were analyzed. This method was preferred over the method of contour length

transformation [122, 130, 132, 166], which relies on a model describing the elasticity of a

uniform polymer. Characteristic length increments above 80 nm that increased with force

were obtained (Fig. 4.7D). Additional measurements on truncated dimeric constructs lacking

either only the N-terminal D’D3 domains (A1-CK; squares in Fig. 4.7D) or both D’D3 and

adjacent A1 domains (A2-CK; triangles) yielded the same results (Fig. 4.8). For the full-length

constructs, the length increase with force was approximately described by the (inextensible)

Worm-like-chain (WLC) model (χ2
red = 1.9; Fig. 4.7D, solid line, [124]), yielding a contour

length of LC = 102 nm and a persistence length of P = 0.6 nm. Including an (enthalpic)

stretch modulus S in the WLC model (extensible WLC model, [126]) yielded a better fit

(χ2
red = 1.3; Fig. 4.7D, dashed line), with fitting parameters LC = 84 nm, S = 1120 pN and

P = 6.4 nm. Latter is in excellent agreement with the value of P = 6.4 nm inferred from

AFM imaging (Fig. 4.9).

A comparison of the length increments with distances reported for static dimers suggested

the observed interaction to be mediated by the D4 or A3 domain of VWF [55]. To locate the
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Figure 4.9: Estimation of the persistence length of VWF’s C-terminal region from AFM imaging.
(A) AFM images of VWF monomers. (Scale bar, 50 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (B) Schematic
representation of a VWF monomer and illustration of the parameters

〈
R2

s,s+L

〉
(mean-squared-distance

between two points on the C-terminal rod of a monomer, which are parameterized by the coordinate s)
and L (separation of the two points along the contour of the C-terminal rod) analyzed in (C). (C) Mean
value of the mean-squared-distance

〈
R2

s,s+L

〉
as a function of the separation L along the contour of

C-terminal rods in VWF monomers (N = 10). The experimental data were fitted using the following
expression for 2D equilibrated polymer chains [165]:

〈
R2

s,s+L

〉
= 4P ·

(
L+ 2P

(
e−L/2P − 1

))
. The

fitting parameter P denotes the bending persistence length in the context of the WLC model. The
value of 6.4 nm (reduced χ2

red = 0.76) obtained for P is close to the size of individual C domains [61].
Fitting a different model that assumes kinetic trapping on adsorption yielded a clearly nonsensical value
of P = 3.5 µm (χ2

red = 6.85), supporting the assumption of full equilibration. It should be noted that
minor deviations from full equilibrium would imply that the obtained value slightly underestimates
the persistence length. Errors bars represent the standard deviation of the mean values.

responsible domain, force measurements on VWF dimers with a deletion of either domain were

performed (Fig. 4.10). The characteristic high-force peak was still observed upon deletion of

the A3 domain (Fig. 4.10A–C). In contrast, deletion of the D4 domain (D4N-TIL4, Fig. 4.10D)

resulted in a loss of the characteristic high-force peak and yielded only a single type (type II)

of force–extension traces (D4N-TIL4, Fig. 4.10E and G) and a unimodal distribution of the

position of both first (Fig. 4.10F) and second A2 unfolding.
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Figure 4.10: Single-molecule force measurements on VWF dimers lacking either the A3 or the D4
domain. (A) Schematic representation of pulling VWF dimers lacking the A3 domain (not drawn to
scale). (B) Denoised force–extension traces of dimers lacking the A3 domain. Traces were essentially
unaffected by deletion of A3, in particular the characteristic high-force peak. (C) Distribution of
the position of the first A2 unfolding event for all traces of dimeric VWF lacking the A3 domain.
(D) Schematic representation of pulling VWF dimers lacking the D4 domain (not drawn to scale).
(E) Denoised force–extension trace of a VWF dimer lacking the D4 domain. The high-force peak
characteristic for opening firmly closed dimers was never observed. (F) Unimodal distribution of the
position of the first A2 unfolding peak obtained for dimers lacking the D4 domain. (G) Overlay of 76
force–extension traces of dimeric VWF lacking the D4 domain. The overlay was created based on the
raw signal of the underlying traces.

4.1.2 Conformation of VWF under near physiological buffer conditions

Employing AFM imaging, the conformation of VWF, adsorbed from near physiological buffer

onto a poly-L-lysine coated mica surface, was visualized. Dimers exhibited conformations

ranging from fully flexible to fully closed (Fig. 4.11A). In order to quantify the compactness

of a dimer, its stem length was analyzed. This length was defined as the distance from the

CK domains to the position where the two constituent monomers separate from each other.

Additionally, the distance between the CK domains and the beginning of higher N-terminal

domains was measured for the two constituent monomers (Fig. 4.11). The mean of these

distances was used to normalize the stem length. For wildtype dimers, the distribution of the

normalized stem length (Fig. 4.12A) yielded one peak decaying from zero stem length (flexible
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Figure 4.11: Conformation of dimeric VWF constructs under near physiological buffer conditions.
Characteristic lengths were determined from height profiles of individual dimers, obtained by tracing
each dimer in AFM images individually along its contour, following local maxima in height. White
and black arrows indicate positions of CK domains, which were identified with the last C-terminal
local maximum in height. The beginning of the higher N-terminal domains was defined as the position
where the first large increase in height N-terminal of the CK domains reached its half-maximum value.
Green arrows mark positions corresponding to potential strong intermonomer interactions. Numbers
in images indicate values of the normalized stem length. (Scale bar, 30 nm; range of color scale,
2.4 nm.) (A) Images and analysis of wild-type dimers. (B) Images and analysis of dimers lacking the
D4 domain.
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dimers, ∼ 65 %), and another peak centered slightly above 1 (closed dimers, ∼ 35 %). Dimers

lacking the D4 domain (delD4 dimers, Fig. 4.11B) exhibited only the population of normalized

stem lengths decaying from zero (Fig. 4.12B). As the observed stem length distribution of

delD4 dimers reflects the frequency of n pairs of C domains to interact (n = 0, 1, ..., 6), it

can be used to estimate the Gibbs free energy corresponding to intermonomer C-domain-

interactions, yielding a value of ∼ 0.5 kBT [56]. The fact that no peaks were observed in force

measurements that would correspond to the dissociation of pairwise interacting C domains

indicates that in this particular case chemical and mechanical affinity go rather hand in hand.
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Figure 4.12: Distributions of the nor-
malized stem length for wildtype (WT)
dimers (A) and dimers lacking the D4 do-
main (B). While the distribution for WT
dimers shows a peak decaying from zero
stem length and a peak centered slightly
above 1, the one for dimers lacking the D4
domain only shows the peak decaying from
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Figure 4.13: Conformation of VWF concatemers under near physiological buffer conditions. Shown
are AFM images of VWF concatemers with different numbers of dimeric subunits. Evidently, dimers
as constituents of concatemers exhibited similar conformations and a similar degree of compactness
as isolated ones. White arrows indicate positions of CK domains, green arrows mark positions cor-
responding to potential strong intermonomer interactions. (Scale bars, 30 nm; ranges of color scales,
2.5 nm in upper left image, 2.6 nm in lower left image, and 2.5 nm in right image.)
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AFM imaging further revealed that dimers as constituents of concatemers (Fig. 4.13) exhibit

similar conformations and a similar degree of compactness as isolated ones. Especially in

multimeric samples, dimers repeatedly exhibited colocalization of N-terminal portions of the

constituent monomers, despite not possessing a fully closed stem (e.g., upper left dimer in

Fig. 4.13). This colocalization may well result from the strong intermonomer interaction.

Importantly, no clear colocalization between distinct dimers within a concatemer – except

the intrinsic multimerization through D’D3 – was observed.

4.1.3 Flexibility of VWF at pH 7.4 in the absence of divalent ions

To test for the influence of divalent ions, force measurements on VWF dimers were also

performed after addition of EDTA. Strikingly, the high-force peak in force–extension traces

disappeared and only traces of type II were observed (Fig. 4.14A and C), backed up by

unimodal distributions of the position of both first and second A2 unfolding peak (Fig. 4.14B).

In line with the results from force measurements, dimers adsorbed onto a mica substrate from

buffer containing EDTA and adjusted to pH 7.4 exhibited a flexible conformation, i.e., only

partially or fully open stems (Fig. 4.15A). Consequently, the distribution of the normalized

stem lengths only showed a population decaying from zero (Fig. 4.15B). Of course, dimers as

constituent of concatemers were similarly affected by addition of EDTA (Fig. 4.16).
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Figure 4.14: Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by addition of EDTA. (A) Repre-
sentative denoised force–extension trace of EDTA-treated dimers showing A2 unfolding peaks only
at high extension values (type II). The characteristic high-force peak, which was observed for dimers
under near-physiological conditions, was never observed. (B) Unimodal distribution of the position
of the first A2 unfolding event. (C) Overlay of 50 force–extension traces of EDTA-treated dimers.
The overlay was created based on the raw signal of the underlying traces. The shown data were in
parts also taken from heterozygous dimers with the mutation F2561Y, which did not affect the force
response of dimers (see section 3.1).

Clearly, the fact that the high-force peak was lost both upon deletion of the D4 domain (see

subsection 4.1.1) and upon addition of EDTA strongly indicates a highly specific interaction

involving the D4 domain and divalent ions. Here, it should be mentioned that it could not be

clarified which divalent ions are responsible for the observed effect. Measurements performed
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in the presence of either magnesium or calcium, after prior incubation with EDTA, did not

indicate reformation of the strong intermonomer interaction [102].
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Figure 4.15: Conformation of VWF dimers at pH 7.4 after treatment with EDTA. (A) Representative
AFM images of individual VWF dimers adsorbed from EDTA buffer at pH 7.4. Arrows mark the
positions of the CK domains. (Scale bar, 30 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (B) Distribution of
the normalized stem length of dimers adsorbed from EDTA buffer at pH 7.4, showing a single peak
decaying from zero stem length.
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Figure 4.16: Conformation of VWF concatemers at pH 7.4 after treatment with EDTA. (A) AFM
image of a VWF concatemer consisting of three dimeric subunits, adsorbed from EDTA buffer at
pH 7.4. Arrows mark the positions of the CK domains. (Scale bar, 30 nm; range of color scale,
2.4 nm.) (B) AFM image of a stretched VWF concatemer consisting of more than 20 dimers, adsorbed
from EDTA buffer at pH 7.4 after fast pipetting of the sample solution onto the mica substrate. (Scale
bar, 100 nm; range of color scale, 2.7 nm.)

4.1.4 Implications of the strong intermonomer interaction for VWF’s

force-sensing ability

This section focused on the force response of VWF dimers at pH 7.4 and under near physi-

ological ionic conditions. In AFM single-molecule force experiments a strong intermonomer

interaction in dimers was identified. This interaction withstood forces of 50–120 pN at loading

rates ranging from 0.1 to 10 nN s−1. For each loading rate, the measured forces presumably

represent only the lower part of a distribution of forces required for dissociating the strong
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intermonomer interaction. This bias is a result of the relatively weak Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-

Tactin interaction, which was used for pulling VWF and dissociates at forces that are in a

similar range as those of the strong intermonomer interaction. It is therefore likely that the

force–loading-rate dependency of the dissociation of the strong intermonomer interaction is

characterized by higher mean forces than the ones measured in the presented force experi-

ments.

The strong intermonomer interaction appears to be highly specific, judging from a repro-

ducible length increase after dissociation. Additionally, the strong intermonomer interaction

appears to involve divalent ions, as the interaction disappeared upon addition of EDTA. These

results are corroborated by observations from AFM imaging, which revealed both compact

and flexible conformations of VWF dimers at pH 7.4 in the presence of divalent ions, but

only flexible conformations upon addition of EDTA. This finding is in line with a TEM study

on VWF at pH 7.4 in the absence of divalent ions, in which some samples were treated with

EDTA before TEM imaging [80]. Further evidence for a specific intermonomer interaction

comes from experiments on deletion constructs. While deletion of the A3 domain did not

significantly change the force response of VWF dimers, the strong intermonomer interaction

disappeared upon deletion of the D4 domain. This finding is again supported by AFM imag-

ing, which showed that deletion of D4 promotes a flexible conformation of dimers. A recent

TEM study showed that a D4–D4 complex forms at pH 6.2 and promotes stem formation [55].

Based on the presented force and imaging data, it can be expected that a D4–D4 complex

can also form under physiological conditions, although direct evidence for such a complex still

needs to be obtained.

Force–extension traces of firmly closed dimers are characterized by A2 unfolding peaks at

low extension values. Flexible dimers, such as those induced by addition of EDTA, show

A2 unfolding peaks at considerably higher extension values. Under near physiological buffer

conditions, two populations in the positions of first and second A2 unfolding events were

found. A rough estimation based on a double Gaussian fit yielded a ratio of 60 % firmly

closed and 40 % flexible dimers. The existence of firmly closed and flexible dimers is cor-

roborated by AFM imaging results, although quantified with roughly inverted ratios (35 %

closed, 65 % flexible). The difference in ratios may well originate both from uncertainties

of the double Gaussian fit and from the strict criterion of a fully formed stem for assigning

dimers as compact. Of additional significance could be the fact that in force experiments the

AFM tip – when approaching the sample surface – increases the effective concentration of

the two binding partners responsible for the strong intermonomer interaction, resulting in a

higher probability to probe a firmly closed dimer. Remarkably, the observed ratios were close

to one half firmly closed and one half flexible dimers, both in force and imaging experiments,

indicating a difference in Gibbs free energy close to zero between the firmly closed and the

open state. Given the fact that the dimer bond is mechanically strong, this implies that the
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exchange kinetics between the two states are exceptionally slow, at least along the reaction

coordinate probed in the force measurements. For elucidating the underlying structural mech-

anisms, high-resolution structures of the D4 domain and of the C domains are of outstanding

interest. AFM imaging further revealed that dimers within VWF concatemers have a very

similar conformation to isolated ones. In particular, flexible and closed dimers were found

with very similar ratios. As no clear colocalization of domains between distinct dimers was

observed, it was assumed that the force response of VWF can be largely tracked back to its

individual dimers.

In blood vessels, forces on VWF concatemers result from their interplay with hydrodynamic

flow, in particular with an elongational flow component [9, 10], characterized by a velocity

gradient along the direction of flow. It can be expected that VWF subjected to pure elon-

gational flow will align to the stretching axis already at moderate rates. Partially formed

stems of dimers not shielded by the strong intermonomer interaction are expected to unzip.

At rates that induce peak forces in VWF of 10 to 20 pN, A2 domains of VWF will start to

unfold. Indeed, simulations strongly suggest that such forces will be reached for a 5 µm long

polymer when subjected to a physiologically relevant elongational flow rate of 1000 s−1 [9].

A2 unfolding is likely to set in at the middle of concatemers, where tensile forces are high-

est [12], but may propagate rapidly through VWF, favored by the positive feedback between

force and concatemer length in hydrodynamic flow. The overall increase of VWF’s effective

length – i.e., its length contributing to the sensing of hydrodynamic forces – due to unfolding

of the A2 domain can be estimated based on the presented force data of dimers. While in the

case of a flexible dimer unfolding of the A2 domain almost doubles the distance between the

N-termini, the distance is roughly tripled in the case of a firmly closed dimer. This means

that the effective length of a concatemer may be increased by a factor of 2 to 3 due to A2 un-

folding. Since hydrodynamic peak forces scale with the square of effective length [10, 12], it

can be assumed that, after A2 unfolding, VWF will be subjected to peak forces that are up

to 9 times higher than the ones that induced initial A2 unfolding. At such high forces, the

strong intermonomer interaction in firmly closed dimers can dissociate, whereupon VWF can

fully elongate. The additional length increase due to this last elongation step can be esti-

mated to be approximately 20 %, assuming that half of the constituent dimers were initially

firmly closed. In general, lower forces than specified above will also trigger the described

conformational changes of VWF, yet on longer timescales.

The above considerations suggest that unfolding of A2 domains may trigger the full elonga-

tion of VWF. This cooperative behavior may explain the abrupt elongation behavior of VWF

under high shear conditions [6]. However, it should be noted that in shear flow, which can

be conceptualized as a superposition of an elongational and rotational flow component [11],

VWF undergoes a tumbling motion, whereupon individual subunits may relax and refold.

While the refolding of the A2 domain has already been studied in detail [12, 58, 59], it will be
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of great value to study the dynamics of stem formation in dimers and the reversibility of the

strong intermonomer interaction, e.g., with the help of a markedly stronger tag. Interestingly,

a recent study has identified two distinct regimes of VWF bundle relaxation [167]. One could

speculate that the regime of fast relaxation may be a result of A2 refolding and that the

regime of slow relaxation may be associated with the formation of partially or fully formed

stems.

Hidden length in firmly closed dimers implies a significantly reduced length of VWF contribut-

ing to force sensing. Thus, a higher ratio of firmly closed dimers in a concatemer leads to

a decreased initial force response to elongational flow. For example, the force-sensing length

of a concatemer comprised half of firmly closed dimers is decreased by approximately 30 %

compared to a completely flexible concatemer with the same number of dimers. Subjected

to elongational flow, the concatemer with firmly closed dimers will therefore experience only

roughly half of the force compared to the fully flexible concatemer. Consequently, elonga-

tion of a VWF concatemer with firmly closed dimers will require significantly higher rates

of elongational flow than elongation of a fully flexible concatemer with an identical number

of dimers. Importantly, small changes of the local environment, mutations, and possibly

drugs may drastically affect the ratio of firmly closed dimers, thereby shifting critical rates of

elongational flow to activate VWF for hemostasis and thrombosis.
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4.2 Influence of the pH on VWF’s force-induced conformational

changes

This section will focus on the influence of the pH on VWF’s force-sensing ability. It will

be shown that VWF’s conformational changes are precisely regulated by the pH, as the

strong intermonomer interaction was found in force and imaging experiments to be strongly

pH-dependent. Interestingly, the observed pH dependence was found to be opposite to the

pH-regulated formation of dimeric bouquets [55], which is believed to favor multimerization

and storage of VWF in the trans-Golgi and Weibel-Palade bodies. At the end of this section,

results from force and imaging experiments will be combined to discuss how force-sensing by

VWF can be tuned by the pH.

4.2.1 Force response of dimeric VWF under varied pH conditions

For single-molecule force measurements under varied pH conditions, dimeric A1-CK con-

structs were preferred over full-length constructs (Fig. 4.17A), as they resulted in significantly

higher yields of specific pulling events. Increased yields may be a result of improved accessi-

bility of peptide tags when located at the native linker N-terminal of A1 compared to being

located directly at the N terminus of D’D3. Measurements were performed under different pH

conditions, ranging from pH 6.2 to pH 8.6, yet under equal ionic conditions (150 mM NaCl,

1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, and possibly trace amounts of other ions). Force–extension traces

corresponding to specific pulling events were identified as described in subsection 4.1.1, i.e.,

by making use of two A2 unfolding-peaks as a positive fingerprint. For all probed pH values,

traces corresponding to specific pulling events did not exhibit any further characteristic peaks

except those of A2 unfolding and – in traces of type I – the high-force peak corresponding

to the dissociation of the strong intermonomer interaction in initially firmly closed dimers.

Traces of type I exhibited A2 unfolding peaks at low extension values, traces of type II at

high extension values (first A2 unfolding peak at roughly 80 and 150 nm, respectively).

While traces of type I were only observed at pH values of 6.8 and above (Fig. 4.17B), traces

of type II were observed for all examined pH values (Fig. 4.17C). In other words, at a pH of

6.2 and 6.6 only type II traces were observed (Fig. 4.18), whereas at pH values of 6.8 and

above both type I and type II traces were obtained (Fig. 4.19), yet with markedly varied

ratios. Accordingly, quantifying the position of the first A2 unfolding peak in force–extension

traces yielded unimodal distributions for pH 6.2 and 6.6 (Fig. 4.17D and E), and character-

istic bimodal distributions for pH values of 6.8 and above (Fig. 4.17F–J). These distributions

revealed that the mean values of the positions of first A2 unfolding were, both for type I

and type II traces, conserved throughout the probed pH range within a standard deviation

of 5 nm. This observation gives evidence that no domains were significantly destabilized by
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Figure 4.17: Single-molecule force measurements on dimeric VWF A1-CK constructs under varied pH
conditions. (A) Schematic of pulling dimeric A1-CK constructs (not drawn to scale). Recombinantly
expressed heterodimeric constructs carried a ybbR-tag at the N terminus of one of the two constituent
monomers, and a Twin-Strep-tag at the N terminus of the other monomer. While the first enabled
covalent attachment to a CoA functionalized glass surface, the second allowed for specific pulling via
a Strep-Tactin functionalized AFM cantilever. (B–C) Denoised force–extension traces of type I and
type II, characterized by A2 unfolding peaks (blue arrows) at low (type I) and at high extension
values (type II), respectively. While type II traces were observed throughout the probed pH range,
type I traces, showing the force response of dimers that were initially firmly closed via the strong
intermonomer interaction, were essentially only obtained at pH values of 6.8 and above. Importantly,
at all pH values at which type I traces were observed, dissociation of the strong intermonomer inter-
action (green arrow) yielded unvaried characteristic length increments. The final peak (brown arrow)
corresponds to tag unbinding, i.e., to the dissociation of the specific Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin in-
teraction and rupture of the probed molecule from the AFM tip [163]. (D–E) Unimodal distributions
of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak, obtained for pH 6.2 (D) and 6.6 (E). The distributions are
well described by fits of Gaussian functions (solid lines). (F–J) Bimodal distributions of the position
of the first A2 unfolding peak, obtained for pH values of 6.8 (F), 7.1 (G), 7.4 (H), 8.0 (I), and 8.6 (J).
To estimate the ratio of type I and type II traces, the distributions were fitted with double Gaussian
functions (solid lines). (K) Ratio of type I traces as a function of the pH. Error bars represent Poisson
noise (1 SD).
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response of A1-CK dimers at pH 6.8 (A),
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acidic pH, e.g., due to destabilized disulfide bonds. In line with this, force–extension traces

of VWF monomers (D’D3-CK) at pH 6.2 were essentially identical to the ones obtained at

pH 7.4 (Fig. 4.20). To estimate the ratios of type I and type II traces for pH 6.8 and above,

double Gaussian functions were fitted to the distributions of the first A2 unfolding position.

The ratio of type I traces as a function of the pH exhibited an abrupt increase at approx-

imately pH 7.0 and a maximum value of 66 ± 5% at pH 7.4 (Fig. 4.17K), closely matching

the ratio observed for full-length dimers (see subsection 4.1.1). Upon further alkalization, the

ratio of type I traces slightly decreased, resulting in a value of 44± 3% at pH 8.6. It should

be noted that both at pH 8.0 and 8.6 the yield of specific pulling events, i.e., force–extension

traces exhibiting two clear A2 unfolding peaks, was lower than at pH 7.4 and below. Overall,

these data show that the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric

subunits is critically regulated by the pH.

In order to test for reversibility of the underlying molecular mechanisms, after measurements

at pH 6.6 (histogram of first A2 unfolding position shown in Fig. 4.17E and Fig. 4.21A) the

buffer of immobilized proteins was exchanged to buffer solution adjusted to pH 7.4. Impor-

tantly, force–extension traces of type I were recovered, indicating that the molecular mecha-

nisms underlying the formation of firmly closed dimers are largely reversible. However, the

ratio of type I traces was lower (35± 3%) compared to experiments without prior incubation

at acidic pH, as inferred from the bimodal distribution of the position of first A2 unfolding

(Fig. 4.21B).
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Figure 4.21: Reversibility of the molecular mechanisms underlying the pH-dependent formation of the
strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits. (A) Unimodal distribution of the position
of the first A2 unfolding peak in force–extension traces of A1-CK dimers measured at pH 6.6 (same
histogram as shown in Fig. 4.17, indicating that only type II traces were observed. (B) Histogram
of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak, obtained after buffer exchanging immobilized proteins
to buffer solution of pH 7.4 and with the same cantilever that was used at pH 6.6. Bimodality of
the distribution indicates that a significant number of type I traces was observed, proving that the
molecular mechanisms underlying the pH-dependent formation of the strong intermonomer interaction
are largely reversible. Fitting a double Gaussian (solid line) yielded a ratio of 35± 3% type I traces.

To gain further insights into the underlying molecular mechanisms, in particular to shed

light on the role of histidine residues, force measurements were additionally conducted in

the presence of free Imidazole, which naturally competes against the Imidazole side chains of

histidines. These measurements were conducted at pH 7.4, where the strong intermonomer
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interaction had been observed with highest frequency, and in the presence of 200 mM free Imi-

dazole. Strikingly, essentially only force–extension traces of type II were obtained (Fig. 4.22A

and C), backed up by a unimodal distribution of the position of the first A2 unfolding event

(Fig. 4.22B). This finding shows that free Imidazole obstructs the formation of the strong

intermonomer interaction in dimers, and is in line with flexible dimers observed at pH 7.4 in

a recent TEM study, in which free Imidazole had been used for sample purification [55].1
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Figure 4.22: Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by Imidazole. (A) Denoised force–
extension trace of Imidazole-treated A1-CK dimers showing A2 unfolding peaks only at high extension
values (type II). The high-force peak characteristic for the dissociation of the strong intermonomer
interaction was never observed. (B) Unimodal distribution of the position of the first A2 unfolding
peak. (C) Overlay of 100 force–extension traces of Imidazole-treated A1-CK dimers. The overlay was
created based on the raw signal of the underlying traces.

4.2.2 Conformation of VWF under varied pH conditions

Employing AFM imaging, the conformation of VWF dimers under varied pH conditions was

assessed, both in the presence and absence of divalent ions (Fig. 4.23A). It should be noted

that for dimers adsorbed from alkaline buffer, a non-negligible fraction of molecules – up to

approximately 40% at pH 8.6 – was discarded from analysis, as self-aggregation repeatedly

impeded unequivocal tracing. Self-aggregation of dimers at alkaline pH values had also been

observed in the framework of a recent TEM study [55].

In the presence of divalent ions (Fig. 4.23B, blue circles), compactness of dimers was in gen-

eral favored by low pH. However, this general trend, which was also observed for dimers as

constituents of concatemers (Fig. 4.24), did not hold true throughout the whole pH range.

More precisely, upon increasing the pH from 6.8 to 7.4, compactness of dimers slightly in-

creased. Further alkalization resulted in a gradual decrease of compact dimers, yielding a

local maximum of compactness at a pH of 7.4. These observations strongly suggest that at

least two different pH-dependent mechanisms regulated the compactness of dimers.

1Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by free Imidazole was corroborated by AFM imag-
ing experiments on full-length dimers, performed by Achim Löf in the framework of his PhD work (see
Appendix B.1).
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Figure 4.23: Compactness of dimeric VWF under varied pH and ionic conditions, assessed by AFM
imaging. (A) Representative AFM image of full-length VWF dimers (D’D3-CK), adsorbed onto a
functionalized mica surface from buffer solution without divalent ions and adjusted to pH 6.2. Arrows
mark positions of CK domains. A large fraction (> 50%) of dimers exhibited a compact conformation
with fully formed C-terminal stems. Insets show exemplary cases of a flexible dimer possessing a
partially formed stem and a compact dimer with a fully formed stem, respectively. Numbers indicate
values of the normalized stem length. (Scale bar, 100 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (B) pH titration
curves quantifying the compactness of dimeric VWF. Only dimers with a normalized stem length
above 1 were assigned as compact. Shown are data of full-length dimers in the presence of divalent
ions (blue circles) and in the absence of divalent ions (red triangles), i.e., under conditions that obstruct
the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. The dashed red line is a sigmoidal fit (half-
maximum value at pH 6.6) to the data obtained in the absence of divalent ions. Error bars represent
Poisson noise (1 SD). For each data point, n ≥ 100 dimers were analyzed.
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Figure 4.24: Conformation of dimers as constituents of concatemers at pH 6.2. Very similarly to
isolated dimers, most dimers within concatemers exhibited a compact conformation at pH 6.2. The
upper left dimer in the right image shows as an exception an open stem. Arrows mark the positions
of the CK domains. (Scale bars, 30 nm; ranges of color scales, 2.4 nm in left image and 2.3 nm in right
image.)

In order to dissect the mechanisms that govern the compactness of dimers, a pH titration

curve was also measured for dimers after prior treatment with EDTA (Fig. 4.23B, red trian-

gles), thereby obstructing the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. At pH values

of 6.8 and below, the ratios of compact dimers were virtually identical to those obtained for

dimers not treated with EDTA (Fig. 4.23A). However, above pH 6.8, dimers were significantly

less compact than the ones that had not been treated with EDTA. Importantly, the increase

of compactness with decreasing pH exhibited a monotonic behavior in the absence of divalent

ions. This behavior was very well described by the fit of a sigmoidal function (dashed line)

reaching its half-maximum at a pH of approximately 6.6. The simple sigmoidal behavior

suggests compactness to be mainly driven by a single mechanism in the absence of divalent

ions.

4.2.3 Influence of the pH on VWF’s force-sensing ability

In this section, it was shown that the pH regulates the mechanical resistance of VWF’s dimeric

subunits, as quantified by the ratio of type I force–extension traces, i.e., traces corresponding

to the force response of dimers that were initially firmly closed via the strong intermonomer

interaction. Interestingly, at low pH values of 6.2 and 6.6, virtually no dimers exhibited the

strong intermonomer interaction. At first glance, this finding may appear contradictory to

imaging data, which revealed that, almost throughout the whole examined pH range, low pH

favors a compact conformation of dimers, thereby confirming a previous TEM study [55]. In

fact, combining the results from force and imaging experiments leads to the conclusion that

compact dimers below pH 6.8 have a low mechanical resistance (Fig. 4.25, top), and accord-

ingly, that the strong intermonomer interaction in VWF dimers is absent at these low pH
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Figure 4.25: Strong and weak C-terminal rods in VWF’s dimeric subunits. Schematically depicted are
force-induced conformational changes (indicated forces correspond to loading rates probed in single-
molecule force experiments) of VWF dimers that initially possess a fully formed C-terminal stem
(C-terminal rod, A). At pH values below approximately 6.8, C-terminal rods are by trend weak and
can dissociate at forces clearly below the detection limit of AFM force experiments, i.e., dissociation
occurs very likely well below 5 pN (B). At forces of roughly 10 to 20 pN, VWF’s A2 domains unfold
and add a contour length of approximately 60 − 70 nm (lengths in schematic are drawn roughly to
scale) each to the elongation of dimers [12, 58, 59, 88] (D). At pH values above approximately 6.8
however, C-terminal rods are by trend firmly closed via the strong intermonomer interaction. In this
case, unfolding of the A2 domains at 10 to 20 pN is the first critical step of elongation (C). At forces
above 50 pN, the strong intermonomer interaction can dissociate and add approximately 80 nm to
the elongation of dimers (D). Importantly, forces on VWF result from a positive feedback between
elongational flow and length. For a VWF concatemer subjected to elongational flow under acidic pH
conditions, forces of for instance 10 to 20 pN – as required for A2 unfolding – will be reached more
readily, compared to near physiological conditions, due to rapid initial opening of weak rods.

values. In other words, compactness of dimers under acidic pH conditions is not accomplished

by the strong intermonomer interaction, suggesting a second pH-regulated process to promote

compactness under acidic pH conditions [55]. Indeed, the pH titration curve quantifying the

compactness of dimers in the presence of divalent ions strongly suggests at least two pH-

dependent mechanisms promoting compactness. While at pH values below 6.8 compactness

decreased with increasing pH, it slightly increased again with pH in a range from 6.8 to 7.4.

Clearly, the mechanism that promotes compactness above pH 6.8 is the formation of the

strong intermonomer interaction (Fig. 4.25, bottom), as proved by two observations: first,

the critical pH of 6.8, above which additional compactness sets in, equals the critical pH of the

strong intermonomer interaction observed in force experiments; and secondly, compactness

above pH 6.8 can be abolished by taking out divalent ions from solution, in line with a loss

of the strong intermonomer interaction observed in force experiments after treating samples

with EDTA.

The sigmoidal titration curve of the compactness of dimers in the absence of divalent ions

suggests unidirectional pH-dependent interactions promoting an increase of compactness with

decreasing pH that do not rely on divalent ions. In fact, AFM imaging data of dimers with

a deletion of the D4 domain, measured by Achim Löf in the framework of his PhD work (see

Appendix B.1), have revealed a crucial role of the D4 domain for promoting compactness of
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dimers under acidic pH conditions, strongly suggesting the existence of a second intermonomer

interaction mediated by D4. In contrast to the strong intermonomer interaction, the latter

is mechanically less stable. The existence of a second D4-mediated intermonomer interaction

in dimers is completely in line with the reported flexibility of dimers at pH 6.2 after cleaving

their D4 domains with V8 protease [55, 63]. Overall, it appears plausible that the mechan-

ically weak intermonomer interaction mediated by D4 under acidic conditions possesses an

intrinsic pH dependence. Remarkably, the latter is opposite to the pH dependence of the

strong intermonomer interaction mediated by the same domain. Both the pH dependence

of the weak D4-mediated interaction and of the stem formation may play a pivotal role for

orderly multimerization and packing of VWF in the trans-Golgi and WPB [55].

A key result of this section is undoubtedly the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer

interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits. Strikingly, decreasing the pH from 7.4 by less than

one unit switches off the strong intermonomer interaction, thereby drastically decreasing the

mechanical resistance of dimers. While the strong intermonomer interaction was virtually

not observed at pH 6.6, it could form again after buffer exchange to buffer solution adjusted

to pH 7.4. This finding indicates that the molecular mechanisms that underlie the pH de-

pendence of the strong intermonomer interaction are largely reversible. Importantly, the key

domain D4 possesses a high density of histidine residues, whose imidazole sidechains can

be protonated, resulting in a change of their net charge, around a pH of approximately 6.5

(pKa-value of free histidines [60]). This value is very close to the pH range over which the

strong intermonomer interaction was abruptly switched off. A crucial role of histidines was

indeed indicated by measurements in the presence of free imidazole – as a competitor against

imidazole side chains of histidines – which revealed obstruction of the strong intermonomer

interaction. It may be noted that this effect should be taken into account when using Im-

idazole in protein purification procedures. Given that the strong intermonomer interaction

crucially depends on divalent ions, one could speculate that coordination of metal ions by

histidine residues may play a fundamental role for the formation of the strong intermonomer

interaction. Importantly, full obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction was not

achieved by a simple buffer exchange to buffer without divalent ions, but required addition

of EDTA (see section 3.2). This implies that ion species not added to the buffer solutions,

for instance ions of transition metals such as Zinc, could also be involved in the formation of

the strong intermonomer interaction.

Histidine residues might also play a role for mediating the increase in compactness of dimers

under acidic conditions, as suggested by the sigmoidal titration curve obtained in the ab-

sence of divalent ions, which reached its half-maximum value at a pH of approximately 6.6,

close to the pKa-value of histidines. High-resolution structures, especially of the D4 domain

and its constituent modules, will be of great value to elucidate pH dependencies within VWF.
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In the vasculature, activation of VWF for hemostasis crucially depends on its ability to

sense hydrodynamic forces [6, 8, 10], originating from an interplay of concatemer length and

elongational flow components [9–12, 168]. Importantly, force sensing by VWF is tuned by

the strong intermonomer interaction in its dimeric subunits, as it markedly shortens the

effective length of a concatemer contributing to force sensing. For the pH values probed

in the presented experiments, the fraction of firmly closed dimers reached a maximum at a

pH of 7.4, indicating that VWF’s mechanical resistance is maximized with respect to the

physiological pH of 7.4 in the blood. Accordingly, critical rates of elongational flow needed

to activate VWF for hemostasis, i.e., to initiate collagen binding and platelet aggregation,

will be highest at physiological pH. Certainly, this prediction assumes that the interaction of

VWF with collagen and platelets as such remains unvaried by pH.

It is tempting to speculate on the role of this pH-regulation, considering that in the blood the

pH may be disturbed locally at sites of vascular injury. Indeed, it is widely accepted that local

pH variations, especially acidification, occur in connection with injury and inflammation [96–

100], although it remains unclear to what extent and on which timescales the blood pH

might be affected. Clearly, the presented data suggest that deviations from physiological pH

will lower critical rates of elongational flow to activate VWF for hemostasis. In particular,

acidification is expected to very effectively reduce such critical elongational flow rates. Indeed,

data obtained from flow experiments and published within the framework of a PhD thesis

(Dr. Daniel Steppich, University of Augsburg, Germany) suggest that critical shear rates for

VWF’s elongation are lowered both upon acidification and alkalization [169]. In principle, the

relative impact of pH on critical elongational flow rates can be estimated based on the ratio

of firmly closed dimers in VWF observed at a given pH. For instance, at a pH of 6.6, where

virtually no dimers exhibit the strong intermonomer interaction, the critical elongational

flow may only be roughly half compared to the one at pH 7.4. In the latter case VWF’s

effective force-sensing length is expected to be decreased by approximately 30%, assuming

approximately half of VWF’s dimeric subunits to be firmly closed via the strong intermonomer

interaction. It should be noted that under acidic conditions, VWF’s force-sensing length

will initially be lower than under physiological conditions, due to compact yet mechanically

relatively unstable dimers. However, as strongly suggested by the presented force data, most

compact dimers below pH 6.8 will open up at comparably very low elongational flow rates and

consequently increase VWF’s effective force-sensing length very rapidly, thereby triggering

further elongation, due to the positive feedback between hydrodynamic force and length.

Succinctly put, one could speculate that VWF’s pH-dependent elongation behavior represents

a smart mechanism to enhance VWF’s hemostatic activity where needed.
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4.3 VWF multimer analysis

As discussed within section 4.1, activation of VWF for hemostasis crucially depends on VWF’s

multimer size, as hydrodynamic forces scale with the square of VWF’s effective force-sensing

length. The importance of concatemer length is underlined by mutations that impair VWF’s

multimerization, as in patients with von Willebrand disease (VWD) type 2A [10, 21, 101].

In the framework of this thesis, the size distribution of recombinant VWF was assessed by

AFM imaging and TIRF microscopy. This section will present results obtained from both

approaches and discuss both approaches with respect to limitations and benefits.

4.3.1 VWF multimer analysis by AFM imaging

From AFM images of surface-adsorbed VWF, the multimer size of a VWF molecule can be

determined by directly counting dimeric subunits (Fig. 4.26A), facilitated by characteristic

heights both of N-terminal head groups and C-terminal CK domains [37], and characteristic

distances between the latter [56].
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Figure 4.26: VWF multimer analysis by AFM imaging. (A) AFM images of individual VWF molecules
of multimer sizes i = 1, i = 2, and presumably i = 4. While the molecule with four dimeric subunits
was chosen from a wildtype sample treated with EDTA, the molecules with one and two dimeric
subunits, respectively, were chosen from a sample of mutated VWF (2561Y). The latter exhibited –
similar to VWF wildtype – fully closed and flexible dimers. White arrows indicate positions of CK
domains. The red arrow in the image on the right indicates the presumed position of a CK domain
that might be covered by either portions of N-terminal head groups or dirt. (Scale bars, 30 nm; range
of color scale, 2.6 nm in images on the left and 3.0 nm in image on the right.) (B) Size distribution
of VWF wildtype (wt), inferred from AFM images of 2 x 2 µm2. Fitting the exponential distribution
given in Eq. 4.1 yielded an extent of polymerization of p = 0.36. The inset shows the logarithmic values
of the individual counts. From the slope of a line fit, the extent of polymerization was estimated to
be p = 0.41. Error bars are Poisson noise and were not included in fitting procedures.

Following the approach of direct counting, a distribution of the multimer size was obtained for

a sample of recombinant VWF wildtype (Fig. 4.26B). The size distribution was well-described
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by an exponential function of the form

Ni = N · (1− p) · pi−1 , (4.1)

which was used in reference [101] to initially estimate the extent of polymerization p for diverse

VWF samples. In Eq. 4.1, Ni denotes the number of counts for a given multimer size i and

N the total number of counts. In this context, the multimer size is defined with respect to

dimeric subunits, such that i = 1 refers to dimers, i = 2 to tetramers, and so on. Applying

Eq. 4.1 to the measured data yielded p = 0.36 when fitted to the number of counts in linear

representation (Fig. 4.26B) and p = 0.41 when fitted as a line to the logarithm of the number

of counts (Fig. 4.26B, inset). The minor mismatch between the obtained p values is a result

of the least-square method used for fitting, which naturally places more weight on the large

number of counts for small multimer sizes when represented linearly. The obtained values of

p = 0.36 and p = 0.41 are smaller than the value of p = 0.70 inferred from quantitative gel

analysis [101]. Importantly, in the latter study, the p value was inferred from fitting Eq. 4.1

for multimer sizes ranging from zero to 14 (Fig. 2E in reference [101]) and not only from zero

to 6, as done for AFM imaging data. In fact, fitting the gel data (Fig. 2E in reference [101])

within a range from zero to i = 6 would yield smaller p values, as data points in that range

slightly deviated from an ideal exponential decay towards a higher number of counts.

Clearly, a drawback of using AFM imaging instead of quantitative gel analysis for analyzing

VWF’s multimer size is its limitation to rather small multimer sizes, which is a matter of

two different aspects. The first is of rather practical nature and arises from the exponentially

decaying size distribution of VWF wildtype, which limits the throughput at high multimer

sizes. For instance, in a 2 x 2 µm2 AFM image, typically ∼ 20 VWF molecules were found.

Therefore, the number of VWF molecules assessed in a total of ten AFM images was limited

to roughly 200. Within this statistical framework, due to the exponential decay of VWF’s

size distribution, molecules above i = 5 were only rarely observed (Fig. 4.26B).

The second aspect arises from the fact that identification of dimeric subunits becomes increas-

ingly complicated for an increasing multimer size (Fig. 4.27). In principle, the size distribution

of surface-adsorbed molecules could also be estimated based on a – potentially automated –

volume analysis, which would ideally correct for the geometry and size of the used AFM

tip [104]. However, importantly, in some cases it remains even unclear how many distinct

molecules are observed (Fig. 4.27).

Identification of dimeric subunits and assessment of the number of molecules observed is fur-

ther limited by impurities in the sample (Fig. 4.26A), which cannot be lost by centrifuge

filtration only. As discussed within subsection 3.3.2, a more specific purification of VWF

via an antiVWF antibody, involving harsh elution with Thiocyanate, was found to induce

aggregation of VWF’s N-terminal domains. As aggregation may also occur within different
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Figure 4.27: Limitations of multimer analysis
by AFM imaging in the case of large VWF.
AFM image of one or several large VWF
molecules. While several dimeric subunits can
be clearly identified, other dimeric subunits ap-
pear to overlap and cannot be identified. Al-
though it is impossible to directly count the to-
tal number of dimeric subunits in the image, the
latter could in principle be estimated based on
a volume analysis. However, it remains over-
all also unclear how many distinct molecules
are observed. (Scale bar, 50 nm; range of color
scale, 3.2 nm.)

molecules, such purification is not suited for multimer analysis of VWF by AFM imaging.

Another drawback of – low-speed – AFM imaging in air is that it cannot measure real-time

kinetics changing the size distribution of VWF over time. The latter can be assessed for

instance based on fluorescence correlation spectroscopy [101], which, in combination with a

microfluidic shear cell, can monitor shear-induced degradation of VWF by ADAMTS13 [170].

An important key advantage of AFM imaging for multimer analysis of VWF, however, lies

in the possibility to visualize individual VWF molecules. More precisely, not only dimeric

subunits of VWF, but also monomers and their arrangement within concatemers can be re-

solved. This capability is irreplaceable for screening VWF samples whose size distribution

is affected by an impaired dimerization of monomers, as induced for instance by mutations

C2771R, C2773R, or C2811A [21, 37]. For such mutations, the concept of a single p param-

eter measuring the extent of VWF’s polymerization can be potentially extended to a second

parameter that quantifies the degree of dimerization. In fact, for the abovementioned muta-

tions, AFM imaging can provide information that – when performing gel analysis – remains

hidden in gel bands of dimers (i = 1), tetramers (i = 2), and so on. For example, dimers

may consist of either N-terminally linked or C-terminally linked monomers, and tetramers

may consist of either two N-terminally linked native dimers or of a central native dimer with

two flanking N-terminally linked monomers. In other words, it can for instance be analyzed,

if – for the abovementioned mutants – N-terminal linkage of a monomer to a native dimer

is equally probable as N-terminal linkage of a native dimer to a native dimer. Therefore,

AFM imaging not only sheds light on the size distribution of disease-related mutants, but can

potentially also provide unique information on VWF’s biosynthesis.

Finally, AFM imaging can be performed after adsorbing VWF molecules from buffer solu-

tion adjusted to pH 6.2 and high calcium concentrations [54], thus mimicking pH and ionic

conditions in the trans-Golgi network and Weibel-Palade bodies. For instance, hypotheti-

cal mutations may affect VWF’s pH-dependent conformational changes and thereby VWF’s

multimerization and the resulting size-distribution. Using AFM imaging, the impact of such

mutations on VWF’s size distribution can in principle be comprehended.
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4.3.2 VWF multimer analysis by TIRF microscopy-based photobleaching

Another single-molecule approach that was used within the framework of this thesis to esti-

mate the size distribution of VWF was based on TIRF microscopy photobleaching. To this

end, VWF was genetically engineered with an eGFP molecule attached to the C terminus of

each monomer (VWF-eGFP, Fig. 4.28) [101].

Figure 4.28: AFM image of an eGFP-
tagged VWF dimer. As these constructs
were genetically engineered, every con-
stituent monomer carried exactly one C-
terminal eGFP molecule. Arrows indi-
cate positions of eGFP molecules. (Scale
bar, 30 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.)

Under continuous excitation, the fluorescence signal of VWF-eGFP was observed to decrease

in discrete steps over time (Fig. 4.29A and B). As described in references [157–159], the

number of bleaching steps can be taken as a measure to assess the number of eGFP-tagged

monomers in a VWF molecule. Counting bleaching steps therefore provides a means to

estimate the size distribution of VWF. The frequency for detecting a certain number of pho-

tobleaching steps was plotted versus the number of steps (Fig. 4.29C). While for VWF dimers,

traces exhibited either 1 or 2 steps, up to 9 steps were observed for VWF multimers. As the

multimer size is counted in the number of dimers i, while bleaching steps scale with the

number of monomers, two bleaching steps add up to an increase of one in the multimer size.

Odd numbers of bleaching steps were rounded up to the next even number to estimate the

multimer size i. The number of counts obtained for a multimer size was plotted versus the

multimer size i (Fig. 4.29D). Fitting the exponential function of Eq. 4.1 yielded an extent of

polymerization of p = 0.29. A very similar value of p = 0.30 was obtained when fitting a line

to the logarithmic values of the counted numbers (Fig. 4.29D, inset). These values are in good

agreement with the ones inferred from AFM imaging (p = 0.36 and p = 0.41, respectively;

see subsection 4.3.1).

Evidently, multimer analysis by TIRF microscopy-based photobleaching is severely limited

to small multimer sizes (e.g. i < 5), as an unambiguous detection of discrete steps becomes

increasingly challenging for an increasing number of subunits [157]. In the case of eGFP-

tagged VWF, identification of steps became very complicated for step numbers above ∼ 4,

corresponding to a multimer size of i > 2. In fact, more than 8 steps (i > 4) were practically

not observed, which may – from another point of view – of course also result from VWF’s

exponential size distribution and the statistical framework of this single-molecule approach.

In principle, for large multimer sizes, estimates for the number of dimeric subunits can be made

based on the total starting fluorescence and the average size of a single bleaching step [157].

However, it should be noted that in the case of the presented experiments, eGFP-tagged
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Figure 4.29: VWF multimer analysis by TIRF microscopy-based photobleaching. (A–B) Intensity–
time traces of an eGFP-tagged VWF dimer and multimer, respectively. The red lines mark the
intensity–time segments that were assigned as constant. Insets show TIRF microscopy images (average
of the first 100 frames) of surface immobilized eGFP-tagged VWF dimers and multimers, respectively.
Arrows point to the locations from which the shown intensity–time traces were taken. (Scale bars, 5 µm;
equal ranges of color scales) (C) Frequency for detecting a certain number of steps in intensity–time
traces of dimers (grey sticks) and multimers (black sticks). (D) Size distribution of VWF wildtype (wt)
inferred from the number of bleaching steps. Fitting the exponential distribution given in Eq. 4.1
yielded an extent of polymerization of p = 0.29. The inset shows the logarithmic values of the
individual counts. From the slope of a line fit, the extent of polymerization was estimated to be
p = 0.30. Error bars are Poisson noise and were not included in fitting procedures.
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VWF was immobilized via free amino groups on an epoxysilane coated glass slide. Binding of

eGFP molecules to the surface can be expected to restrict the rotational degrees of freedom

of eGFP, which influences the effective excitation and thus the intensity of the light emitted

by the fluorophore [171]. Therefore, steps in the shown intensity traces may exhibit heights

with significant variations (Fig. 4.29A and B), which complicate a quantitative analysis of

large VWF multimers based on an initial starting intensity.

To avoid the problems described above, i.e., a strong restriction of the rotational degrees of

freedom of eGFP molecules, specific attachment chemistry could help. For instance, VWF

could be engineered with an N-terminal ybbR tag in addition to C-terminal eGFP, thereby

enabling covalent and site-specific attachment. It appears plausible that, when attaching

such ybbR-labeled VWF via the N termini of consituent monomers to a CoA coated surface,

C-terminal eGFP molecules would remain more flexible. Owing to the length of a VWF

monomer, C-terminal eGFP molecules would be still within ∼ 60 nm above the surface, and

hence well within the evanescent field.

Another complication that arises when using eGFP as a fluorophore is blinking [159], i.e., on-

off transitions in fluorescence (Fig. 4.29B). Therefore, when using an automated step detection

algorithm, the total number of counted steps has to be corrected for blinking events [101,

160].

An advantage of using genetically engineered VWF-eGFP, however, is that this approach

ensures that every tagged subunit carries exactly one fluorophore. Non-specific labeling that

may occur when using dyes that require an additional labeling reaction is therefore not an

issue. Inconventiently, however, it is well-known that not not 100% of all eGFP molecules

are fluorescent. A prior study reported a value of ∼ 20% non-fluorescent eGFP molecules in

distinct fusion proteins [157], which of course contribute to odd numbers in detected bleaching

steps. Indeed, a value of 80% fluorescent eGFP molecules is in agreement with the observation

that the frequencies for 1 or 2 bleaching steps, respectively, were roughly equal in dimer

samples.

Doubtlessly, multimer analysis of VWF by TIRF microscopy photobleaching is limited by

several important aspects, especially with respect to the analysis of multimer sizes above ∼ 5.

Still, this method allows for distinguising samples of dimers and multimers, and presumably

also samples of monomers, although only with respect to entire samples and not to individual

molecules. For instance, bleaching steps may be missed or eGFP molecules may not fluoresce

at all. Importantly, TIRF microscopy-based photobleaching proved useful to confirm the high

amount of dimers in multimer samples, a result of VWF’s exponential size distribution.
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5 Conclusion and outlook

In this thesis, VWF’s conformation and force response were investigated at the single-molecule

level to quantitatively understand important force-sensing mechanisms of VWF in the blood-

stream. Of special interest were large-scale force-induced conformational changes of VWF, as

they can be assumed to decisively influence the interplay between VWF and hydrodynamic

flow. This interplay crucially determines how critical domains in VWF are loaded with force,

and hence regulates VWF’s activation for hemostasis and its down-regulation by the enzyme

ADAMTS13.

The key finding of this thesis is probably the existence of a strong intermonomer interaction in

VWF’s dimeric subunits. This interaction crucially involves the D4 domain of the protein, and

its occurrence critically depends both on divalent ions and the pH. Under near-physiological

buffer conditions, the strong intermonomer interaction was estimated to be present in approx-

imately half of VWF’s dimeric subunits. Its dissociation occurred at forces above ∼ 50 pN,

i.e., after unfolding of the less stable A2 domain [12, 58, 59, 88, 89], and provided ∼ 80 nm

flexible length to VWF, corresponding to previously hidden length in C-terminal stems. Im-

portantly, hidden length in firmly closed dimers implies a reduced length of VWF contributing

to force sensing. Therefore, elongation of a VWF concatemer with firmly closed dimers can

be expected to require higher rates of elongational flow than elongation of a fully flexible

concatemer with the same number of dimers.

In principle, the impact of firmly closed dimers on VWF’s behavior in hydrodynamic flow

could be underlined by computer simulations [6, 33, 92, 172], in which dimers as constituents

of larger concatemers could be modeled by four linearly connected beads. While A2 unfold-

ing could be taken into account by interactions between the first and the second as well as

the third and the fourth bead, firmly closed dimers could be incorporated by adjusting the

interaction between the second and the third bead. Importantly, simulations could provide

insights into the behavior of VWF in shear flow. However, as shear flow can be expected

to cause tumbling of VWF, and thus relaxation of individual subunits, information on the

(force-dependent) formation of the strong intermonomer interaction would be of outstanding

interest. To experimentally study the formation of C-terminal stems and the formation of the

strong intermonomer interaction, both the use of a stronger tag and of a technique capable

of resolving lower forces than AFM – e.g., magnetic tweezers – would be advantageous [30].
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Experimentally, the impact of firmly closed dimers on VWF’s force-sensing ability could be

confirmed in flow experiments with fluorescently labeled VWF [6]. For instance, the critical

elongational flow rates, and presumably also the critical shear rates, needed to elongate and

activate VWF can be assumed to be significantly lowered upon addition of EDTA, which was

observed to obstruct the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. A similar effect

can be expected when lowering the pH, as the strong intermonomer interaction was observed

with highest frequency at the physiological pH of 7.4, whereas it was essentially absent at

pH values below 6.8. Evidently, this finding suggests highest mechanical resistance of VWF

at physiological pH and a lowered mechanical resistance in the case of acidification. It is

tempting to speculate that this effect may enhance VWF’s hemostatic activity at sites where

the pH locally deviates from the physiological value. In fact, it is widely accepted that the pH

may vary locally in the cases of inflammation, ischemia, and other pathological conditions.

However, it is unclear if such local pH changes generally occur in the wake of injuries. In

particular, it remains to be investigated to what extent and on which timescales such pH

variations in the blood can locally take place.

Besides possible physiological implications, the presented results represent an indispensable

step towards a full understanding of the mechanisms that crucially underlie VWF’s mechanics

and structure. For instance, insights were gained into the nature of fully formed C-terminal

stems in dimers under acidic pH conditions, i.e., at pH values below 6.8, as they had pre-

viously been observed in a TEM study [55]. Strikingly, the mechanical resistance of such

stems under acidic pH conditions is low compared to stems that are closed via the strong

intermonomer interaction at near-physiological pH. Moreover, the formation of fully formed

stems under acidic pH conditions does not rely on divalent ions, in contrast to their forma-

tion via the strong intermonomer interaction at near-physiological pH. To gain structural

insights into the underlying mechanisms, a high-resolution structure of the D4 domain – or

maybe already of one or more of its constituent submodules [61] – would be of great value.

While it remains unclear what submodules of D4 are responsible for the strong intermonomer

interaction, it appears plausible that histidine residues, which change their net charge at a

pH around 6.5 [60] and are abundant in all submodules of the D4 domain, are involved.

Given that the strong intermonomer interaction critically depends on divalent ions, it may

be speculated that coordination of transition metal ions involving histidine residues plays a

fundamental role for the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. Indeed, the strong

intermonomer interaction was obstructed by treatment with Imidazole, which has virtually

no affinity towards magnesium and calcium ions, but is capable of strong coordination bond

formation with metal ions [110]. In any case, due to its effect on VWF’s structure and me-

chanics, Imidazole should be used carefully in purification of VWF, and especially of VWF’s

D4 domain.
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Further studies of this thesis helped reveal an exponentially decaying size distribution of

recombinant VWF, as had been previously inferred by Dr. Svenja Lippok and Prof. Dr.

Joachim Rädler from a quantitative analysis of gel data and FCS data [101]. TIRF mi-

croscopy photobleaching experiments, which were performed in a joint collaboration with

Prof. Dr. Joachim Rädler, particularly confirmed the high fraction of dimers in multimer

samples. An exponential size distribution of VWF was further corroborated by results from

AFM imaging experiments, which were carried out some time later. Compared to the method

of TIRF microscopy photobleaching, AFM imaging bears diverse advantages for VWF multi-

mer analysis, among which the most important one probably lies in the possibility to visualize

individual VWF molecules and resolve constituent dimers and monomers.

The benefits of AFM imaging should be used in the future to analyze mutations that impair

dimerization of VWF. For instance, for the mutations C2771R and C2773R, the extent of

dimerization abolishment could be quantified, respectively, thereby complementing a previ-

ous study, which involved both experimental and computational approaches [21]. Morevoer,

from the distribution of molecules, it could be inferred if during multimerization in the Golgi

a monomeric building block is equally probable to be linked N-terminally to an existing VWF

molecule as a dimeric building block, thus elucidating the essential process of multimerization.

In fact, such a quantitative analysis is not possible based on gel data, as different types of

molecules may be hidden in the same band of a gel. For instance, a tetramer may consist of

either two N-terminally linked native dimers or of a central native dimer with two flanking

N-terminally linked monomers.

Furthermore, AFM imaging could potentially elucidate the role of the cystein residue 2811,

which was hypothesized to act as a protective cover in addition to the structurally essential

disulfide bonds between residues 2771 and 2773 [37]. For example, the mutation C2811A

was shown to also yield monomers, trimers, etc., which were predicted to result from partial

reopening of the disulfide bonds between C2771 and C2773 [37]. If reopening occurs after

multimerization, the distribution of molecules should be markedly different from the one that

would be obtained in the case reopening occurred prior to multimerization. Importantly, from

AFM imaging data, also the probability of reopening could be quantified, thereby verifying

the structural mechanisms that were predicted to underlie VWF’s dimerization [21, 37, 64].

Taken together, VWF was comprehensively characterized with respect to its conformation

and its force response. Besides information on VWF’s size distribution, a quantitative under-

standing of important force-sensing mechanisms of VWF was gained. Special emphasis was

placed on the role of a strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits, which

was found to be strongly pH-dependent. Based on the presented data, it can be expected that

VWF’s force-induced elongation – and therefore possibly also its activation – requires lower

rates of elongational flow at sites where the pH locally deviates from the physiological value

of 7.4. These considerations may be stimulating not to take for granted a purely force-induced
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initiation of hemostatic plug formation, but also to take into account possible influences of

environmental parameters, such as the pH. Hopefully, this work will motivate researchers,

both experimental and computational, to take further steps, e.g., by elucidating underly-

ing structural mechanisms, and to thereby contribute to a more complete understanding of

VWF’s function in hemostasis and its dysfunction in clotting disorders and thrombosis.
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The large plasma glycoprotein von Willebrand factor (VWF) senses
hydrodynamic forces in the bloodstream and responds to elevated
forces with abrupt elongation, thereby increasing its adhesiveness
to platelets and collagen. Remarkably, forces on VWF are elevated
at sites of vascular injury, where VWF’s hemostatic potential is
important to mediate platelet aggregation and to recruit platelets
to the subendothelial layer. Adversely, elevated forces in stenosed
vessels lead to an increased risk of VWF-mediated thrombosis. To
dissect the remarkable force-sensing ability of VWF, we have per-
formed atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based single-molecule force
measurements on dimers, the smallest repeating subunits of VWF
multimers. We have identified a strong intermonomer interaction
that involves the D4 domain and critically depends on the presence
of divalent ions, consistent with results from small-angle X-ray
scattering (SAXS). Dissociation of this strong interaction occurred
at forces above ∼50 pN and provided ∼80 nm of additional length
to the elongation of dimers. Corroborated by the static conforma-
tion of VWF, visualized by AFM imaging, we estimate that in VWF
multimers approximately one-half of the constituent dimers are firmly
closed via the strong intermonomer interaction. As firmly closed
dimers markedly shorten VWF’s effective length contributing to
force sensing, they can be expected to tune VWF’s sensitivity to
hydrodynamic flow in the blood and to thereby significantly affect
VWF’s function in hemostasis and thrombosis.

hemostasis | molecular force sensors | protein mechanics |
single-molecule force spectroscopy | atomic force microscopy

Force-sensing molecules are critically involved in a variety of
biological processes, such as regulation of muscle gene ex-

pression or assembly of the cytoskeleton (1–4). In the vascula-
ture, activation of the plasma glycoprotein von Willebrand factor
(VWF) for hemostasis crucially depends on its distinct ability to
sense hydrodynamic forces (5–7). These forces result from the
interplay between hydrodynamic flow and VWF’s extraordinary
length (8–10), which can exceed 15 μm in the plasma (6). VWF’s
length arises from its linear multimeric nature. Linear multimers
(concatamers) are composed of a variable number of dimers, which
are linked N-terminally via disulfide bonds. Dimers, the smallest
repeating subunits of VWF with a molecular mass of ∼500 kDa,
consist of two monomers that are linked via C-terminal disulfide
bonds (11, 12).
Under static conditions, VWF was reported to adopt a col-

lapsed conformation (6). When subjected to sufficiently high
forces, as for instance at sites of vascular injury, vasoconstric-
tion, or stenosis, VWF undergoes an abrupt transition from the
collapsed to a stretched conformation (Fig. 1A) (6). This tran-
sition was shown to correlate with an increased adhesiveness to
collagen and platelets (6, 13), enabling stretched VWF to recruit
platelets to an injured vessel wall and to promote the formation
of a platelet plug. VWF’s physiological importance is underlined
by mutations that can cause von Willebrand disease (14), the most
common hereditary bleeding disorder.

Down-regulation of VWF’s hemostatic potential is achieved by
the cleavage of long concatamers into shorter ones by the enzyme
ADAMTS13 (a disintegrin and metalloprotease with a throm-
bospondin type 1 motif, member 13) (15). Notably, the specific
cleavage site is buried in the A2 domain and exposed by A2
unfolding (8, 16). The interplay of force-induced A2 unfolding
and enzymatic cleavage has been investigated in detail at single-
molecule level (8). In this context, unfolding of an isolated A2
domain was shown to occur at forces of ∼ 7–14 pN at loading
rates ranging from 0.35 to 350 pN·s−1. In the presence of neigh-
boring A1 and A3 domains, A2 unfolding was observed at slightly
higher forces of ∼ 20 pN and comparable loading rates (17).
VWF’s activation for hemostasis correlates with its elongation

above a critical force threshold (6, 7). However, the current under-
standing of the underlying molecular mechanisms is limited. Clearly,
A2 unfolding is likely to contribute significantly to the elongation
of VWF, as the induced length increment of roughly 45 nm (at 20 pN)
is almost as large as the end-to-end length of a static monomer
(8, 17–19). Stabilization of all other domains in VWF through di-
sulfide bonds was predicted (20), but lacks experimental evidence.
Besides domain unfolding, separation of potential intramonomer

and intermonomer interactions may play a crucial role for VWF’s
elongation. For example, interactions between monomers may
tune VWF’s force-sensing ability by promoting compactness, as
suggested by various computational studies (6, 21, 22). Exper-
imentally, self-association of VWF molecules was reported, but
has not been assigned to individual domains (23, 24).

Significance

Excessive blood loss at a site of vascular injury is prevented by
recruitment of platelets to the injured vessel wall and the
formation of a platelet plug. Under elevated shear flow con-
ditions, these processes are critically mediated by the large
plasma glycoprotein von Willebrand factor (VWF). Remarkably,
VWF’s activation for hemostasis correlates with its abrupt elon-
gation at sufficiently high shear rates. In this study, we have
discovered a strong intermonomer interaction in VWF that is
expected to tune VWF’s ability to sense hydrodynamic forces in
the bloodstream. Our data will help to comprehend the force-
induced activation of VWF and provide clues for understanding
clotting disorders, such as von Willebrand disease and throm-
bosis, at the single-molecule level.
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In this study, we report on force-induced conformational changes
of VWF and present a strong intermonomer interaction that is
expected to tune VWF’s force-sensing ability in the bloodstream.
Evidence for this interaction comes from force–extension traces of
dimers, which were probed in atomic force microscopy (AFM)-
based single-molecule force measurements. Complementarily, we

characterized the static conformation of VWF by AFM imaging
and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS). From the combination
of force and imaging data, we gain a quantitative understanding of
the mechanisms underlying the force-sensing ability of VWF.

Results
Force Response of VWF Dimers. For AFM-based single-molecule
force experiments, we genetically engineered VWF heterodimers,
composed of two monomers with different peptide tags (Fig. 1B).
These tags were located at the N termini of constituent monomers,
thus allowing for pulling VWF in its native force-sensing direction.
A ybbR-tag at the end of one of the monomers enabled covalent
anchoring to a Coenzyme A (CoA) functionalized glass surface (25),
and a Twin-Strep-tag at the end of the other monomer allowed for
specific pulling via a Strep-Tactin functionalized AFM cantilever
(26). The Twin-Strep-tag was preferred over a single Strep-tag to
achieve more stable binding and reduced off-rates. To minimize
protein–surface interaction, polyethylene glycol (PEG) spacers were
used both at glass surface and cantilever (Materials and Methods).
Force–extension traces of specific pulling events were identified

by using the characteristic unfolding pattern of the A2 domain as
a positive fingerprint (Fig. 1C). Due to the existence of two A2
domains in dimers, only traces with two A2 unfolding peaks were
considered. We verified that this fingerprint corresponds to A2
unfolding by pulling heterodimers with disulfide bridged A2
domains (Fig. S1) and by pulling bifunctional monomers (Fig.
S2). Characteristic peak forces on the order of 20 pN and sub-
sequent length increments of ∼ 45 nm are in agreement with
reported values for A2 unfolding (8, 17–19). Moreover, forces of
the last peak (rupture peak) in force–extension traces are in line
with those reported for dissociating the Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin
interaction (27), underlining the specific nature of the analyzed
pulling events (Fig. S3).
We obtained two types of force–extension traces of VWF di-

mers under near-physiological buffer conditions (Fig. 1C and Fig.
S4), showing A2 unfolding peaks at low (type I) and at high ex-
tension values (type II). Type II traces revealed the first A2
unfolding peak at extension values of 179± 29 nm and the second
A2 unfolding peak at 226± 37 nm. Given a static end-to-end length
of ∼130 nm for a VWF dimer and an overall linker length of
60 nm, these traces are in line with expectations for loading a
flexible (open) dimer (28). Traces of type I showed A2 unfolding
peaks at considerably lower extension values of 110± 22 nm (first A2)
and 161± 22 nm (second A2). Classification of traces into two
types is backed up by a bimodal distribution of the position of both
first (Fig. 1D) and second A2 unfolding. From a double-Gaussian
fit to the distribution of the first A2 unfolding position, we esti-
mated the ratio of type I traces as 60% and type II traces as 40%.
In traces of type I, we repeatedly observed an additional high-

force peak (green arrow in Fig. 1C) before the rupture peak. In
these cases, the position of rupture closely matched the one ob-
served in type II traces. However, as a result of the relatively weak
Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin interaction, this additional peak only
showed up in ∼10% of type I traces. In the remaining 90% of type I
traces, rupture of the construct from the cantilever occurred be-
fore observing a high-force peak, and at considerably lower ex-
tension values (Fig. S5).
The high-force peak was observed at forces ranging from

roughly 50–120 pN, depending on the applied loading rate (Fig.
2B). Importantly, the high-force peak was never observed twice
in a trace and, moreover, was never observed in monomer traces
(Fig. S2). Consequently, we excluded domain unfolding as the
origin of this high-force peak, in agreement with the prediction of
disulfide bonds stabilizing all domains in VWF except the A2
domain (20). Hence, we hypothesized this peak to result from the
dissociation of a strong intermonomer interaction, which may be
conceptualized as the opening of a firmly closed dimer (Fig. 2A).
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Fig. 1. Single-molecule force measurements on VWF dimers. (A) Illustration
of VWF’s ability to sense hydrodynamic forces in blood vessels. When subjected
to sufficiently high forces, for instance at sites of vascular injury, vasocon-
striction, or stenosis, VWF undergoes an abrupt transition from a collapsed to a
stretched conformation and promotes hemostasis. (B) Schematic representa-
tion of pulling recombinant VWF dimers. A ybbR-tag at the N terminus of one
of the monomers allowed for covalent anchoring, and a Twin-Strep-tag at the
N terminus of the other monomer enabled specific pulling via a Strep-Tactin
functionalized AFM cantilever. (C) Denoised force–extension traces of dimers
showing A2 unfolding peaks (blue arrows) at low (type I traces) or at high
extension values (type II traces). Type I traces repeatedly exhibited a peak
(dimer opening, green arrow) at higher force. The final peak (brown arrow)
corresponds to the unbinding of the Twin-Strep-tag from Strep-Tactin. (D) Bi-
modal distribution of the position of the first A2 unfolding event.
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To estimate the incremental length obtained from such opening
events, we overlaid 30 type I traces and analyzed cross-sections at
constant force (Fig. 2C), ranging from 20 to 100 pN. This method
was preferred over the method of contour length transformation
(29, 30), which relies on a model describing the elasticity of a
uniform polymer. We obtained characteristic length increments
above 80 nm that increased with force (Fig. 2D). Additional mea-
surements on truncated dimeric constructs lacking either only the
N-terminal D′D3 domains (A1-CK; squares in Fig. 2D) or both
D′D3 and adjacent A1 domains (A2-CK; triangles) yielded the same
results (Fig. S6). For the full-length constructs, the length increase

with force was approximately described by the (inextensible)
Worm-like chain (WLC) model [χ2red = 1.9; Fig. 2D, solid line
(31)], yielding a contour length of LC = 102 nm and a persistence
length of P= 0.6 nm. Including an enthalpic stretch modulus S in
the WLC model [extensible WLC model (32)] yielded a better fit
(χ2red = 1.3; Fig. 2D, dashed line), with fitting parameters LC = 84 nm,
S= 1,120 pN, and P= 6.4 nm. Latter is in excellent agreement with
the value of P= 6.4 nm inferred from AFM imaging (Fig. S7).
A comparison of the length increments with distances reported

for static dimers suggested the observed interaction to be mediated
by the D4 or A3 domain of VWF (28). To locate the responsible
domain, we performed force measurements on VWF dimers with
a deletion of either domain. We still observed the characteristic high-
force peak upon deletion of the A3 domain (Fig. S8). In contrast,
deletion of the D4 domain (D4N-TIL4, Fig. 3A) resulted in a loss
of the characteristic high-force peak and yielded only a single type
(type II) of force–extension traces (Fig. 3B) and a unimodal dis-
tribution of the position of both first (Fig. 3C) and second A2
unfolding. Additionally, we found that upon addition of EDTA
the high-force peak disappeared, resulting solely in traces of type
II (Fig. S9). These findings strongly indicate a highly specific in-
teraction involving the D4 domain and divalent ions.

Static Conformation of VWF. By AFM imaging, we visualized the
static conformation of dimeric VWF constructs (Fig. 4 and Figs.
S10–S12), adsorbed from near-physiological buffer onto a poly-L-
lysine–coated mica surface. We found dimers with conformations
ranging from fully flexible to fully closed (Fig. 4A). To quantify the
compactness of a dimer, we measured its stem length, i.e., the
distance from the CK domain to the position at which the two con-
stituent monomers separate from each other. Additionally, we de-
termined the distance between the CK domain and the beginning
of higher N-terminal domains for the two constituent monomers
and used the mean of these distances to normalize the stem length
(Fig. S10). For wild-type dimers, the distribution of the normalized
stem length (Fig. 4B) yielded one peak decaying from zero stem
length (flexible dimers, ∼65%), and another peak centered slightly
above 1 (closed dimers, ∼35%). Dimers lacking the D4 domain
(Fig. 4C) and full-length dimers adsorbed from buffer containing
EDTA (Fig. S9) exhibited only the population of normalized stem
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lengths decaying from zero (Fig. 4C and Fig. S9). The observed
stem length distributions are consistent with a simple model as-
suming C domains to zip up pairwise from the CK domains with a
constant domain–domain interaction free energy (Fig. S11). This
model suggests that forces in the low piconewton range—below the
force resolution of AFM force measurements—are sufficient to
break C-domain interactions.
Additionally, we probed the conformation of dimeric VWF

constructs (A1-CK) in solution using SAXS (Supporting Infor-
mation). The SAXS data indicate a change in the conforma-
tional ensemble from relatively rigid conformations under near-
physiological buffer conditions to more flexible and as a result
more globular conformations in the presence of EDTA (Fig. S9),
fully consistent with the AFM results.
AFM imaging further revealed that dimers as constituents of

concatamers (Fig. 4D) exhibit similar static conformations and a
similar degree of compactness as isolated ones. Especially in mul-
timeric samples, we also observed dimers exhibiting colocaliza-
tion of N-terminal portions of the constituent monomers, likely
resulting from the strong intermonomer interaction, despite not
possessing a fully closed stem (lower left dimer in Fig. 4D). Im-
portantly, we did not observe any clear colocalization between
distinct dimers within a concatamer except the intrinsic multi-
merization through D′D3.

Discussion
In this study, we used AFM-based single-molecule force mea-
surements to probe the force response of VWF dimers. We iden-
tified a strong intermonomer interaction that withstood forces of
50–120 pN at loading rates ranging from 0.1 to 10 nN·s−1. For each
loading rate, the measured forces presumably represent only the
lower part of a distribution of forces required for dissociating the
strong intermonomer interaction. This bias is a result of the rel-
atively weak Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin interaction, which was
used for pulling VWF and dissociates at forces that are in a similar
range as those of the strong intermonomer interaction. It is there-
fore likely that the force–loading-rate dependency of the dissoci-
ation of the strong intermonomer interaction is characterized by
higher mean forces than measured in our experiments.
The strong intermonomer interaction appears to be highly spe-

cific, judging from a reproducible length increase after dissociation.
Additionally, the interaction was only observed in the presence of

divalent ions. These results are corroborated by observations from
AFM imaging, which revealed both compact and flexible confor-
mations of VWF dimers at pH 7.4 in the presence of divalent ions,
but only flexible conformations upon addition of EDTA. This
finding is in line with previous transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) studies on VWF at pH 7.4 in absence of divalent ions
(28, 33). Further evidence for a specific intermonomer interaction
comes from experiments on deletion constructs. While deletion of
the A3 domain did not significantly change the force response of
VWF dimers, the strong intermonomer interaction disappeared
upon deletion of the D4 domain. This finding is again supported
by AFM imaging, which showed that deletion of D4 promotes a
flexible conformation of dimers. Recent TEM studies showed that
a D4–D4 complex forms at pH 6.2 in the presence of calcium and
promotes stem formation (28). We hypothesize that a D4–D4
complex also forms under physiological conditions, explaining our
force and imaging data.
Force–extension traces of firmly closed dimers are characterized

by A2 unfolding peaks at low extension values. Flexible dimers,
such as induced by addition of EDTA, show A2 unfolding peaks
at considerably higher extension values. Under near-physiological
buffer conditions, we found two populations in the positions of
first and second A2 unfolding events. A rough estimation based
on a double-Gaussian fit yielded a ratio of 60% firmly closed and
40% flexible dimers. The existence of firmly closed and flexible
dimers is corroborated by AFM imaging results, although quan-
tified with roughly inverted ratios (35% closed, 65% flexible). The
difference in ratios may well originate both from uncertainties of
the double-Gaussian fit and from the strict criterion of a fully formed
stem for assigning dimers as compact. Remarkably, the observed
ratio of approximately one-half firmly closed and one-half flexible
dimers indicates a difference in Gibbs free energy close to zero
between the firmly closed and the open state. Given the fact that
the dimer bond is mechanically strong, this implies that the ex-
change kinetics between the two states are exceptionally slow, at
least along the reaction coordinate probed in our force mea-
surements. For elucidating the underlying structural mechanisms,
high-resolution structures of the D4 domain and of the C domains
are of outstanding interest. AFM imaging further revealed that di-
mers within VWF concatamers have a similar conformation as iso-
lated ones. In particular, we found flexible and closed dimers with
very similar ratios. As we did not observe any clear colocalization
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of domains between distinct dimers, we assume that the force re-
sponse of VWF can be largely tracked back to its individual dimers.
In blood vessels, forces on VWF concatamers result from their

interplay with hydrodynamic flow, in particular with an elonga-
tional flow component (7, 34), characterized by a velocity gra-
dient along the direction of flow. We expect that VWF subjected
to pure elongational flow will align to the stretching axis already
at moderate rates. Partially formed stems of dimers not shielded
by the strong intermonomer interaction are expected to unzip.
At rates that induce peak forces in VWF of 10–20 pN, A2 do-
mains of VWF will start to unfold. Indeed, simulations strongly
suggest that such forces can be reached for a 5-μm-long polymer
when subjected to a physiologically relevant elongational flow
rate of 1,000 s−1 (34). A2 unfolding is likely to set in at the
middle of concatamers, where tensile forces are highest (8), but
may propagate rapidly through VWF, favored by the positive
feedback between force and concatamer length in hydrodynamic
flow. The overall increase of VWF’s effective length—i.e., its
length contributing to the sensing of hydrodynamic forces—due
to unfolding of the A2 domain can be estimated based on our
force data of dimers. Although in the case of a flexible dimer
unfolding of the A2 domain almost doubles the distance between
the N termini, the distance is roughly tripled in the case of a
firmly closed dimer. This means that the effective length of a
concatamer may be increased due to A2 unfolding by a factor of
2–3. Because hydrodynamic peak forces scale with the square of
effective length (7, 8), we assume that after A2 unfolding VWF
will be subjected to peak forces that are up to nine times higher
than the ones that induced initial A2 unfolding. At such high
forces, the strong intermonomer interaction in firmly closed di-
mers can dissociate, whereupon VWF can fully elongate. The
additional length increase due to this last elongation step can be
estimated to be ∼ 20%, assuming that one-half of the constituent
dimers were initially firmly closed. In general, lower forces than
specified above will also trigger the described conformational
changes of VWF, yet on longer timescales.
The above considerations suggest that unfolding of A2 do-

mains may trigger the full elongation of VWF. This cooperative
behavior may explain the abrupt elongation behavior of VWF
under high shear conditions (6). However, we note that in shear
flow, which can be conceptualized as a superposition of an elon-
gational and rotational flow component (10), VWF undergoes a
tumbling motion, whereupon individual subunits may relax and
refold. Although the refolding of the A2 domain has already been
studied in detail (8, 18, 19), it will be of great value to study the
dynamics of stem formation in dimers and the reversibility of the
strong intermonomer interaction, e.g., with the help of a markedly
stronger tag. Interestingly, a recent study has identified two distinct
regimes of VWF bundle relaxation (35). We speculate that the
regime of fast relaxation might be a result of A2 refolding and that
the regime of slow relaxation might be associated with the for-
mation of partially or fully formed stems.

Hidden length in firmly closed dimers implies a significantly
reduced length of VWF contributing to force sensing. Thus, a higher
ratio of firmly closed dimers in a concatamer leads to a decreased
initial force response to elongational flow. For example, the force-
sensing length of a concatamer comprised one-half of firmly closed
dimers is decreased by ∼ 30% compared with a completely flexible
concatamer with the same number of dimers. Subjected to elon-
gational flow, the concatamer with firmly closed dimers will there-
fore experience only roughly one-half of the force compared with
the fully flexible concatamer. Consequently, elongation of a VWF
concatamer with firmly closed dimers will require significantly
higher rates of elongational flow than elongation of a fully flexible
concatamer with an identical number of dimers. Importantly, small
changes of the local environment, mutations, and possibly drugs may
drastically affect the ratio of firmly closed dimers, thereby shifting
critical rates of elongational flow to activate VWF for hemostasis
and thrombosis.

Conclusion
In AFM-based single-molecule force measurements, we have iden-
tified a strong intermonomer interaction in VWF dimers that in-
volves the D4 domain and critically depends on divalent ions. At
high forces above ∼ 50 pN, the strong interaction could dissociate
and thereby provide ∼80-nm flexible length to VWF, corresponding
to the previously hidden stem length. We estimate that in VWF
concatamers roughly one-half of the constituent dimers are firmly
closed.While flexible dimers may serve to finely sense hydrodynamic
forces at an early stage of elongation, the ratio of firmly closed di-
mers clearly affects the effective length of VWF and will thus tune
its force-sensing ability in the bloodstream. Overall, our data eluci-
date force-sensing mechanisms of VWF, which are the key to its
function in hemostasis and its role in thrombosis.

Materials and Methods
Experimental Procedures, Data Analysis, and Engineering of Recombinant
Proteins. Please refer to Supporting Information.

Buffers. To mimic physiological conditions, we used 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM
NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4. For measurements with EDTA, we
used 20 mM Hepes, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.4.
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SI Results
SAXS Results. To characterize the conformation of dimeric A1-CK
constructs in solution, we performed SAXS measurements, both in
the presence and absence of divalent ions. SAXS is a powerful
technique to probe the structural ensembles and conformational
transitions of macromolecules in solution, under a wide range of
buffer conditions (36–38). The Kratky representation [q2 · IðqÞ vs. q]
is frequently used to represent scattering data (intensity I, scat-
tering vector q; for details, see SAXS data acquisition and
analysis) of flexible or partially folded macromolecular ensem-
bles (39). A well-defined peak in the Kratky plot is typical of
well-folded globular proteins; in contrast, an increase of the
q2-weighted intensity at high q is characteristic of unfolded or
partially folded structures. The SAXS data indicate a conforma-
tional transition of the ensemble of dimeric VWF constructs upon
the change from near-physiological buffer conditions (including
1 mMMg2+ and 1 mM Ca2+) to buffer containing 10 mM EDTA
(Fig. S9E). In the presence of divalent ions, the SAXS profile in
Kratky representation exhibits a plateau shape (with two small
peaks), implying an ensemble of mostly folded conformations.
However, a population adopting a more flexible conformation
may still be present. In the absence of divalent ions, the Kratky
plot changes shape, exhibiting a nonparabolic diverging shape for
higher q values, indicative of the dimeric constructs adopting a
more flexible ensemble. The radius of gyration determined from
the SAXS data changes from 22.5 to 20.5 nm upon addition of
EDTA. Moreover, the maximal intramolecular dimension Dmax
of the dimeric constructs is reduced when divalent ions are ab-
sent: we found a Dmax of 70 nm for dimeric constructs in near-
physiological buffer and a Dmax of 54 nm for constructs in EDTA
buffer. The shape of the PðrÞ function (a histogram of pairwise
distances in the molecule) calculated from SAXS data of dimers
under near-physiological conditions resembles the shape typical
of rather extended rod-like molecules (Fig. S9F). In contrast, a
shortening and steeper decay of the PðrÞ occurs when divalent
ions are absent, indicating a more globular ensemble of confor-
mations of A1-CK dimers. Both in the absence and presence of
divalent ions, the PðrÞ functions exhibit a peak at a distance of
10 nm, corresponding to the approximate diameter of a partially
or fully formed stem. Overall, the SAXS data are fully consistent
with the findings from AFM imaging: under near-physiological
buffer conditions, VWF dimers adopt elongated, rod-like confor-
mations, while still maintaining some amount of flexibility. Re-
moval of divalent ions by EDTA induces a conformational change
of the ensemble, characterized by a larger degree of flexibility and
as a result more globular conformations.

Simple Model for C-Terminal Stem Formation in VWF Dimers. The
AFM imaging data indicate that the stem formed by interactions
of the C domains in the VWF dimer has variable length (Fig. 4
and Fig. S9D). In the absence of divalent ions (Fig. S9D) or for
the D4-deletion mutant (Fig. 4C), the stem length exhibits an ap-
proximately exponential distribution. Here, we present a simple,
minimalistic model that can rationalize these observations. In our
model, we make several assumptions: first, we assume that the C
domains of both constituent monomers, which are covalently
linked at their CK domains, form the stem similar to a zipper, i.e.,
that they “zip up” hierarchically from the C terminus. In particular,
this means that we assume that C domain number k (numbering
from the C terminus) can only interact with C domain number k
on the opposite monomer and that this interaction is only pos-
sible if C domains k− 1 are already interacting. In principle, other

interactions between C domains could be possible as well, for ex-
ample, intramonomeric interactions or interactions between mono-
mers that do not correspond to the hierarchical zipper geometry.
However, because we only observe such interactions very in-
frequently in the AFM images, we assume the probability of in-
teractions that do not follow the strict zipper geometry to be
negligible in our model. Second, we make the assumption that
each pair of C domains in the zipper has an equal and constant
interaction free energy if it is in contact and that each pair of C
domains contributes equally to the length of the stem. These latter
assumptions, too, could be refined, e.g., by allowing different in-
teraction energies or different lengths for each pair of domains or
by introducing cooperativity between domains. However, our aim
was to build a simple and minimal model that can account for the
data, but not for all possibilities.
Given the assumption that domain pairs zip up with a constant

interaction free energy ΔG, the probability of n pairs of domains
to interact (with n= 0, 1, . . . , 6) is proportional to expð−n ·ΔG=kBTÞ
and the relative (normalized) fraction of dimers with n interacting
C domains is as follows:

f ðnÞ= e−n·ΔG=kBT

Pk=6
k=0 e−k·ΔG=kBT

. [S1]

We fitted Eq. S1 with the interaction free energy ΔG as the
only free parameter to the binned normalized stem length data
(number of bins equal to 7, within a range from 0 to 1), assuming
standard Poisson errors for the bins. We found that our simple
model provides a good fit to the data (Fig. S11); the best fit for
the D4-deletion construct yielded ΔG= 0.49 kBT ≘ 0.29 kcal/mol
(χ2red = 1.3), and for the EDTA condition we found ΔG= 0.56
kBT ≘ 0.33 kcal/mol (χ2red = 1.5).
The fact that our simple hierarchical zipper model can account

for the normalized stem length data in the absence of divalent
ions and for the D4-deletion construct suggests that the C-domain
interactions are close to thermodynamic equilibrium and do not
feature a high degree of cooperativity, at least under our imaging
conditions. The fact that the fitted interaction free energies are
very similar for the full-length construct in the presence of EDTA
and for the D4-deletion construct in the presence of divalent ions
(ΔG= 0.56 kBT vs. ΔG= 0.49 kBT) suggests that D4-domain in-
teractions are strongly suppressed in the absence of divalent ions
and that, in contrast, divalent ions do not play an important role
for C-domain interactions.
The fact that our simple model suggests relatively weak C-domain

interactions is fully consistent with the fact that we do not observe
peaks that would correspond to the dissociation of pairwise
interacting C domains in the single-molecule force measurements
(Fig. 1C). The opening of one pair of interacting C domains
lengthens the dimer by ∼10 nm in the direction of the applied force
(Fig. 1B, taking into account that there are six pairs of interac-
tions). This length change implies that a force of 2 pN—below the
detection limit of AFM force measurements—would bias the equi-
librium of interaction between opposite C domains by 2 pN·10 nm =
20 pN·nm ≈ 5 kBT, implying that in less than 1% of the cases at least
one pair of C domains remains bound in thermodynamic equilibrium.

SI Materials and Methods
Single-Molecule Force Measurements. VWF constructs, bearing a
Twin-Strep-tag II (WSHPQFEKGGGSGGGSGGGSWSHPQFEK)
and a ybbR-tag (DSLEFIASKLA), were covalently attached to
CoA functionalized glass slides. For functionalization, slides were
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silanized with (3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane (APDMES)
(40), and then coated with 25 mM of a 5-kDaN-hydroxy-succinimide
(NHS)-PEG-maleimide linker, and finally treated with 25 mMCoA.
Functionalized slides were incubated overnight and at 4 °C with
1 mg·mL−1 VWF constructs in OPTIPRO-SFM medium supple-
mented with Sfp-transferase and MgCl2 (25). After incubation
with proteins, slides were carefully rinsed with buffer. Before mea-
surements with EDTA, immobilized proteins were incubated for 8 h
with EDTA buffer.
AFM cantilevers with a silicon tip (BL-AC40TS-C2; Olympus)

were silanized with APDMES and then coated with 25 mMof the
5-kDa NHS-PEG-maleimide linker. Maleimide chemistry allowed
for covalent attachment of a Strep-Tactin construct bearing a single
cysteine residue (Strep-Tactin-Cys). To this end, Strep-Tactin-Cys
was initially reduced in the presence of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine
(TCEP) beads and then separated from TCEP beads by filtering.
After incubation of cantilevers with the NHS-PEG-maleimide linker,
cantilevers were incubated with 10 μM reduced Strep-Tactin-Cys.
Single-molecule force measurements were performed using

custom-built instruments (41), driven each by an MFP-3D AFM
controller (Asylum Research). Spring constants of the cantilevers
were determined individually using the thermal-noise method (42).
Force–extension traces were recorded in closed-loop mode at six
different pulling speeds ranging from 200 to 6,400 nm·s−1. To
probe different VWF molecules, the xy stage was moved by 100 nm
after each trace.

Analysis of Force–Extension Traces. For analysis, force–extension
traces were subjected to total variation denoising (43). In the
case of dimeric VWF constructs, only traces with two A2 un-
folding peaks were evaluated. Overlays of force–extension traces
were generated by offsetting undenoised characteristic traces in
direction of the extension axis. The offsets, which were chosen to
align curves with respect to the stretch before the rupture peak,
were within ∼20 nm. Heat maps of overlays were generated
based on a bin size of 2 pN × 2 nm.

AFM Imaging.VWF constructs carrying an N-terminal Twin-Strep-
tag were purified via a HiTrap StrepTrap (GE Healthcare) using
the AEKTA Explorer chromatography system (GE Healthcare)
and eluted with buffer containing 50 mMTris, 150 mMNaCl, and
2.5 mM d-Desthiobiotin (pH 8.0). Afterward, purified constructs
were buffer exchanged to the measurement buffer. We observed
O-glycosylation of the (GGGS)3 linker region of the Twin-Strep-
tag (Fig. S12), to a markedly higher extent for the full-length
constructs than for the truncated constructs, such as A1-CK. We
verified that the conformation of tagged constructs was un-
affected, by comparison with dimers lacking peptide tags, which
exhibited a very similar degree of compactness as both full-
length and truncated constructs. Force–extension traces of di-
mers were unaffected by abovementioned glycosylation, as ver-
ified by pulling heterodimers with a single Strep-tag, lacking the
(GGGS)3 linker (Fig. S4).
Dimers lacking peptide tags were purified by centrifuge filtration

using Amicon Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa (Merck Chemicals).
Shown in Fig. 4A are dimers lacking peptide tags. DelD4 dimers
shown in Fig. S10 were selected from a sample purified by cen-
trifuge filtration only, and very likely correspond to ybbR-tagged
homodimers, present as byproduct in the heterodimer sample.
Multimeric samples were purified by centrifuge filtration using
Amicon Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa and buffer exchanged to near-
physiological buffer.
For substrate preparation, we used a method similar to the one

reported by Vanderlinden et al. (44). Freshly cleaved mica sheets
(grade I; SPI Supplies) were incubated with 20 μL of a poly-L-
lysine solution [Mr, 500–2,000; 0.01% (wt/vol); Sigma-Aldrich; in
ultrapure water] for 30 s. Subsequently, they were rinsed with
25 mL of ultrapure water and dried in a stream of nitrogen. Twenty

microliters of buffer solution containing ∼ 5 μg·mL−1 of either
dimeric or multimeric VWF constructs were deposited on the
functionalized mica substrates and incubated for 30 s. Afterward,
the substrates were rinsed with 20 mL of ultrapure water and
dried in a stream of nitrogen.
AFM images of 1 μm2 and 1,024 × 1,024 pixels were recorded in

tapping mode in air using an MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research)
and silicon tips with resonance frequencies of ∼ 300 kHz and a
nominal spring constant of 26 N·m−1 (AC160TS; Olympus).

Processing and Analysis of AFM Images. Raw image data were
processed and analyzed using SPIP software (version 6.3.6; Image
Metrology). Image processing included plane correction (third-
order polynomial plane fitting and flattening according to the
histogram alignment routine) and Gaussian filtering. Dimers
were individually traced along their contour by following local
maxima in height, and different characteristic lengths were
extracted from the resulting height profiles. To quantify the
compactness of a dimer, we determined its stem length, i.e., the
distance from the CK domain to the position where the two
constituent monomers separate from each other. We further
measured the distance between the CK domain and the beginning
of higher N-terminal domains for the two monomers and used the
mean of these distances to normalize the stem length.

Sample Preparation for SAXS Measurements. For SAXS measure-
ments, dimeric A1-CK constructs carrying an N-terminal Twin-
Strep-tag were purified via a HiTrap StrepTrap using the AEKTA
Explorer chromatography system and eluted with buffer containing
50 mM Tris, 150 mMNaCl, and 2.5 mM d-Desthiobiotin (pH 8.0).
Eluates were buffer exchanged to near-physiological buffer or to
buffer containing EDTA. Purified constructs were concentrated to
the desired concentrations by centrifuge filtration using Amicon
Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa. Before each SAXS measurement, sam-
ples were filtered again using a centrifuge filter with a pore size of
0.22 μm (Sigma-Aldrich). Concentrations of each sample were de-
termined in a spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) assuming
standard protein extinction coefficients at a wavelength of 280 nm.

SAXS Data Acquisition and Analysis. SAXS data were collected at
the BM29 beamline (European Synchrotron Radiation Facility,
Grenoble, France) and at the P12 beamline [Deutsches Elektronen-
Synchrotron, Hamburg, Germany (45)]. SAXS data shown here
were collected at the P12 beamline at an X-ray wavelength λ of
1.24 Å and a sample-to-detector distance of 3 m, resulting in a q
range of 0.03–4.82 nm−1 [q= 4π sinðθÞ=λ, where 2θ is the total
scattering angle]. Data were acquired with an exposure time of
45 ms and 20 repeats per sample. Repeat exposures of the same
sample showed no signs of radiation damage and were averaged.
Matching buffer samples were measured using identical proce-
dures, and buffer profiles were subtracted for background cor-
rection. Protein concentrations varied from 0.4 to 1.2 mg·mL−1.
Measurements for different protein concentrations showed good
reproducibility after scaling by forward scattering intensity, in-
dicating the absence of aggregation or interparticle interference.
Data shown in Fig. S9E correspond to the highest measured
concentrations. We obtained radii of gyration Rg by Guinier
analysis of the lowest q data with the limit q ·Rg < 1.3. We used
the program PRIMUS to compute the pair distance distribution
function PðrÞ (46) (Fig. S9F). This approach also provides an
estimate for the maximum dimension of the macromolecule, Dmax.

Plasmid Construction. VWF-cDNA was cut out from the plasmid
pMT2-VWF (ATCC 67122; LGC Standards) by EcoRI (Life
Technologies) and inserted into the EcoRI site of the plasmid
pBKSJH- (a modified pBluescript KS, which has an EcoRI site
flanked on both sides by NotI sites; Agilent). The resulting
plasmid was digested with NotI (Life Technologies) and the insert
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was ligated into the plasmids pIRESneo2 (Takara Bio Europe)
(pIRESneo2-VWF) and pIREShygroTO2 (pIREShygroTO2-VWF).
The latter plasmid (pIREShygroTO2) was constructed by initially
cutting out the neomycin resistance of pIRESneo2 by SmaI (Life
Technologies) and XbaI (Life Technologies), and by blunting the
digest with T4-Polymerase (Life Technologies). From the plasmid
pcDNA3.1/Hygro(−) (Life Technologies), the hygromycin B re-
sistance was cut out by Eco72I (Life Technologies) and blunt-end
ligated into the digested and blunted pIRESneo2. Finally, a silent
mutation was introduced to destroy the EcoRI site of the hygromycin
B resistance. Plasmids pIRESneo2-VWF and pIREShygroTO2-VWF
were used for mutagenesis with the QuikChange Multi Site-Directed
Mutagenesis Kit (Agilent) to delete the VWF-Pro amino acid
sequence 26–763 (pIRESneo2-delPro-VWF and pIREShygroTO2-
delPro-VWF). pIRESneo2-delPro-VWF and pIREShygroTO2-del-
Pro-VWF were used to insert a 6×His-tag after amino acid 2813
by mutagenesis (pIRESneo2-delPro-VWF-His and pIREShygroTO2-
delPro-VWF-His). Similarly, pIRESneo2-delPro-VWF-His was used
to insert the yBBR-tag 5′ of amino acid 764 (pIRESneo2-delPro-
yBBR-VWF-His) and pIREShygroTO2-delPro-VWF-His to insert
the Twin-Strep-tag 5′ of amino acid 764 (pIREShygroTO2-delPro-
Twin-Strep-VWF-His). pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-VWF-His was fur-
ther used to introduce the C2771R mutation by mutagenesis and
insert the Twin-Strep-tag 5′ of the His-tag using the QuikChange
Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-
VWF-C2771R-Twin-Strep-His). pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-VWF-His
and pIREShygroTO2-delPro-Twin-Strep-VWF-His were used to
insert mutations N1493C and C1670S by mutagenesis using the
QuikChange Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (pIRESneo2-delPro-
yBBR-VWF-N1493C/C1670S-His and pIREShygroTO2-delPro-
Twin-Strep-VWF-N1493C/C1670S-His) (16). pIRESneo2-delPro-
yBBR-VWF-His and pIREShygroTO2-delPro-Twin-Strep-VWF-His
were used for mutagenesis to delete amino acids 1873–2255 (D4N-
TIL4) (pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-VWF-delD4-His and pIRE-
ShygroTO2 delPro-Twin-Strep-VWF-delD4-His). pIRESneo2-del-
Pro-yBBR-VWF-His and pIREShygroTO2-delPro-Twin-Strep-VWF-
His were used for mutagenesis to delete amino acids 1672–1874
(pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-VWF-delA3-His and pIREShygroTO2
delPro-Twin-Strep-VWF-delA3-His). pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-VWF-
His was used for PCR amplification of amino acids 1–25 and
the yBBR-tag and cloned in the NheI and EcoRI site of pIR-
ESneo2 (pIRESneo2-VWF-sig-peptide-yBBR). pIREShgroTO2-
delPro-Twin-Strep-VWF-His was used for PCR amplification of
amino acids 1–25 and the Twin-Strep-tag and cloned in the NheI
and EcoRI site of pIREShygroTO2 (pIREShygrTO2-VWF-sig-
peptide-Twin-Strep). In pIRESneo2-delPro-yBBR-VWF-His, an
EcoRI site 5′ of the amino acid 1238 was inserted by mutagene-
sis. The resulting plasmid was digested by EcoRI, and the fragment
encoding amino acids 1238–2813+His was ligated into pIRESneo2-
VWF-sig-peptide-yBBR (pIRESneo2-VWF-sig-peptide-yBBR-
VWF-A1-CTCK-His). The product of ligation into pIREShygroTO2-
VWF-sig-peptide-Twin-Strep was designated pIREShygroTO2-VWF-
sig-peptide-Twin-Strep-VWF-A1-CTCK-His. In pIRESneo2 del-
Pro-yBBR-VWF-His, an EcoRI-site 5′ of the amino acid 1463
was inserted by mutagenesis. The resulting plasmid was digested by
EcoRI, and the fragment encoding amino acids 1463–2813+His
was ligated into pIRESneo2-VWF-sig-peptide-yBBR (pIRESneo2-
VWF-sig-peptide-yBBR-VWF-A2-CTCK-His). The product of ligation
into pIREShygroTO2-VWF-sig-peptide-Twin-Strep was designated
pIREShygroTO2-VWF-sig-peptide-Twin-Strep-VWF-A2-CTCK-His.
For encoding monomers with a single N-terminal Strep-tag,
pIRESneo2-delPro-VWF-His was used to insert the Strep-tag 5′
of amino acid 764 by mutagenesis (pIRESneo2-delPro-Strep-tag-
VWF-His). pIRESneo2-delPro-Strep-tag-VWF-His was further

used to introduce the C2771R mutation by mutagenesis using the
QuikChange Multi Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (pIRESneo2-
delPro-Strep-tag-VWF-C2771R-His).

Transfection and Expression. HEK 293 cells (Deutsche Sammlung
von Mikroorganismen und Zellkulturen, Braunschweig, Germany)
were transfected in DMEM (Life Technologies) containing 10%
(vol/vol) FBS (Life Technologies) with 4 μg of plasmid (for co-
transfection, 2 μg of both plasmids) and 15 μL of Lipofectamine
2000 (Life Technologies). Twenty-four hours after transfection,
cells were transferred into selection medium with 500 μg·mL−1

G418 (Invivogen). For cotransfected cells, the selection medium
additionally contained 250 μg·mL−1 Hygromycin B (Invivogen).
After 2–3 wk, the resulting polyclonal cell culture was seeded for
expression. After 72 h of growing, the medium was changed against
OPTIPRO-SFM (Life Technologies) for secretion of VWF. The
culture supernatant was collected after 72 h and concentrated
using Amicon Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa.

Preparation of Strep-Tactin with a Single Cysteine. Two Strep-Tactin
(ST) constructs were designed: a wild-type construct and one har-
boring an N-terminal 6×His-tag as well as a unique cysteine (Cys)
residue. Both ST variants were PCR amplified from synthetic
templates (Centic) and cloned into pET vectors. Expression was
achieved in 1-L and 500-mL SB cultures of transformed Escher-
ichia coli BL21(DE3)-CodonPlus, respectively. The harvested cell
pellets were treated separately in the beginning and dissolved in
4 mL per 1 g cell mass B-PER (Life Technologies). After addition
of Lysozyme and DNase (Roche), cells were fully lysed by soni-
fication. Insoluble cell debris as well as inclusion bodies were sedi-
mented by centrifugation at 20,000 × g for 30 min. After discarding
the supernatant, the inclusion body-containing pellet was again
resuspended in 4 mL per 1 g washing buffer [30 mM Tris·HCl, pH
7.5, 150 mM NaCl, and 0.1% (vol/vol) Triton X-100]. Centrifu-
gation and washing of the inclusion bodies were repeated four
times, until the supernatant appeared fairly cleared. The inclusion
bodies containing the Cys-modified ST were then dissolved in 6
mL of solubilization buffer (20 mM Tris·HCl, pH 7.5, 6 M gua-
nidinium HCl), the ones containing unmodified ST in 12 mL. The
solubilized protein fractions were again subjected to centrifugation
for 30 min at 20,000 × g, and the supernatant with the unfolded ST
constructs was collected. After determining the protein concen-
tration in the solubilized fractions by measuring the absorbance at
280 nm, the entire amount of unmodified ST was used and mixed
with the volume equivalent of a 10th in mass of the latter with
6×His-Cys-ST. To accomplish refolding, the mixture was slowly
and dropwise added to a stirred reservoir of 500 mM 1× PBS and
10 mM β-mercaptoethanol. The mixture was stirred overnight at
4 °C to maximize refolding of the mixed ST. Next, the 500-mL
protein sample was filtered through a cellulose filter to remove
precipitate and then loaded onto a 5-mL HisTrap FF column (GE
Healthcare) for Ni–immobilized metal ion affinity chromatography
purification. Elution of the reassembled 1× Cys-ST tetramer was
achieved by a linear gradient from 10 to 300 mM imidazole (in 1×
PBS, 10 mM β-mercaptoethanol). The intended 1:3 stoichiometry
(1× 6×His-Cys-ST, 3× unmodified ST) was observed. Samples
were pooled after elution from the affinity column and dialyzed
against 1× PBS. As free reducing agent in the storage buffer would
later on interfere with Mal-PEG immobilization of the 1× Cys-ST,
bead-immobilized TCEP was added to the protein inside the di-
alysis tubing. ST was long-term stored at 4 °C in presence of TCEP
beads. Typically, yields of 15 mg of purified protein per 1.5 L
(500 mL for expression of His-tagged, Cys-ST, which is the yield
affecting constituent) culture could be obtained.
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originate from pulling firmly closed dimers. However, as tag unbinding occurs too early, the strong intermonomer interaction is not dissociated and dimers
remain only semistretched until tag unbinding.
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Fig. S6. Force–extension traces of type I for full-length and truncated dimers. (A–C) Individual traces (Left) and overlays of multiple traces (Right) for full-
length dimers (A) and truncated dimers A1-CK (B) and A2-CK (C). The overlays are based on the raw signal of the underlying traces.
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Fig. S7. Estimation of the persistence length of VWF’s C-terminal region from AFM imaging. Shown is the mean value of the mean-squared distance hR2
s,s+ Li as

a function of the separation L along the contour of VWF monomers (N= 10), which was parameterized by the coordinate s. The experimental data were fitted
using the following expression for 2D equilibrated polymer chains (47): hR2

s,s+ Li= 4P · ðL+ 2Pðe−L=2P − 1ÞÞ. The fitting parameter P denotes the bending per-
sistence length in the context of the WLC model. The value of 6.4 nm (reduced χ2red =0.76) obtained for P is close to the size of individual C domains (20). Fitting
a different model that assumes kinetic trapping on adsorption yielded a clearly nonsensical value of P = 3.5 μm (χ2red = 6.85), backing up the assumption of full
equilibration. It should be noted that minor deviations from full equilibrium would imply that the obtained value slightly underestimates the persistence
length. Errors bars represent the SD of the mean values.
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Fig. S8. Single-molecule force measurements on VWF dimers lacking the A3 domain. (A) Schematic representation of the pulling configuration. (B) Denoised
force–extension traces. Traces were essentially unaffected by deletion of A3, in particular the characteristic high-force peak. (C) Bimodal distribution of the
position of the first A2 unfolding event for all traces.
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Fig. S9. Flexibility of VWF dimers induced by addition of EDTA. (A) Denoised force–extension traces of EDTA-treated dimers showing A2 unfolding peaks only
at high extension values (type II). The characteristic high-force peak, which was observed for dimers under near-physiological conditions, was never observed.
(B) Unimodal distribution of the position of the first A2 unfolding event. (C) Representative AFM images of individual VWF dimers adsorbed from EDTA buffer
at pH 7.4. Arrows mark the positions of the CK domains. (Scale bar, 30 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (D) Distribution of the normalized stem length of
dimers adsorbed from EDTA buffer, showing a single peak decaying from zero stem length. (E) SAXS profiles in Kratky representation [q2 · IðqÞ vs. q] for dimeric
A1-CK constructs at pH 7.4 in the presence of divalent ions (light blue) and upon addition of EDTA (dark blue). (F) Distance distribution functions PðrÞ of dimeric
A1-CK constructs computed from experimental SAXS data represented in the same colors as in E. The PðrÞ functions are normalized to give equal areas.
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Fig. S10. Analysis of static lengths in dimeric VWF constructs. Characteristic lengths were determined from height profiles of individual dimers, obtained by
tracing each dimer in AFM images individually along its contour, following local maxima in height. Arrows indicate the position of the CK domains, which were
identified with the last C-terminal local maximum in height. The beginning of the higher N-terminal domains was defined as the position where the first large
increase in height N-terminal of the CK domains reached its half-maximum value. (Scale bar, 30 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (A) Analysis of wild-type
dimers. (B) Analysis of dimers lacking the D4 domain.
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Fig. S11. Distributions of the normalized stem length of dimers lacking the D4 domain (A) and wild-type (WT) dimers adsorbed from EDTA buffer (B). Both
distributions show a single peak decaying from zero stem length. To estimate the interaction free energy ΔG between opposite C domains, a simple model for
C-terminal stem formation was fitted to both distributions. The fit yielded an interaction free energy ΔG= 0.49 kBT for delD4 dimers and ΔG= 0.56 kBT for WT
dimers adsorbed from EDTA buffer (see SI Results).

Fig. S12. O-Glycosylation of GGGS linker repeats in Twin-Strep-tagged VWF (48–51). (A) Representative AFM image of VWF dimers purified via a Strep-Tactin
column. Most constituent monomers exhibited tentacle-like polymer chains protruding from their N termini. Such tentacles were only observed in dimers
carrying a Twin-Strep-tag and never observed as isolated ones on the surface. As a result of purification, at least one of the two constituent monomers of a
dimer carried an N-terminal Twin-Strep-tag and hence exhibited tentacles. Green arrowheads mark N termini free of tentacles, very likely corresponding to
ybbR-tagged monomers. White arrows indicate the position of the CK domain. (Scale bar, 50 nm; range of color scale, 2.4 nm.) (B) Representative AFM image of
truncated A1-CK dimers purified via a Strep-Tactin column. A1-CK dimers were—similarly to other truncated constructs—mostly free of tentacles. Blue ar-
rowheads mark occasional N-terminal tentacles. The conformation of A1-CK constructs was very similar to the conformation of full-length constructs and
constructs lacking tags. In particular, the observed ratios of compact and flexible dimers were very similar for all these constructs. Importantly, force mea-
surements on truncated heterodimers (Fig. S6) yielded very similar ratios of firmly closed and open dimers as measurements on full-length constructs. White
arrows indicate the position of the CK domains. Scale bar and range of color scale are as in A. (C) Representative AFM image of VWF homodimers carrying
single N-terminal Strep-tags without GGGS linker repeats. Tentacle-like polymer chains were not observed. Importantly, force measurements on heterodimers
with a single N-terminal Strep-tag yielded very similar ratios of firmly closed and open dimers as measurements on Twin-Strep-tagged heterodimers (Fig. S4).
Scale bar and range of color scale are as in A. (D) Representative AFM image of VWF monomers carrying a single N-terminal Strep-tag without GGGS linker
repeats. Tentacle-like polymer chains were not observed. Scale bar and range of color scale are as in A.
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Exponential Size Distribution of von Willebrand Factor
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Reinhard Schneppenheim,‡ and Joachim O. Rädler†*
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ABSTRACT VonWillebrand Factor (VWF) is a multimeric protein crucial for hemostasis. Under shear flow, it acts as a mecha-
nosensor responding with a size-dependent globule-stretch transition to increasing shear rates. Here, we quantify for the first
time, to our knowledge, the size distribution of recombinant VWF and VWF-eGFP using a multilateral approach that involves
quantitative gel analysis, fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, and total internal reflection fluorescence microscopy. We
find an exponentially decaying size distribution of multimers for recombinant VWF as well as for VWF derived from blood
samples in accordance with the notion of a step-growth polymerization process during VWF biosynthesis. The distribution is
solely described by the extent of polymerization, which was found to be reduced in the case of the pathologically relevant mutant
VWF-IIC. The VWF-specific protease ADAMTS13 systematically shifts the VWF size distribution toward smaller sizes.
This dynamic evolution is monitored using fluorescence correlation spectroscopy and compared to a computer simulation of
a random cleavage process relating ADAMTS13 concentration to the degree of VWF breakdown. Quantitative assessment
of VWF size distribution in terms of an exponential might prove to be useful both as a valuable biophysical characterization
and as a possible disease indicator for clinical applications.

INTRODUCTION

The large plasma glycoprotein von Willebrand Factor
(VWF) is essential for the initiation of blood coagulation
as it promotes adhesion of platelets to the injured vessel
wall as well as platelet aggregation (1,2). It is present in
human blood and the secretory granules of endothelial cells
and platelets. Plasma VWF plays a crucial role in early
hemostasis as it binds rapidly and tightly to collagen when-
ever blood is exposed to injured tissues (3). Remarkably,
VWF is a multimer that consists of several identical subunits
and its function in primary hemostasis strictly correlates
with its multimer size. Even though much research is being
done on its size-dependent functionality, only little is known
about the exact size distribution and its origin. Quantitative
deficiency of plasma VWF causes von Willebrand disease
(VWD) type 1, the most common congenital bleeding disor-
der (1). Although VWD is often caused by a lack of long
multimers, an aberrantly increased activity of VWF due to
larger than normal multimers is assumed to be a pathogenic
factor in thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura (2,4). The
size-dependent functionality relates to the shear flow-sensi-
tive structure of VWF, which responds to shear by expan-
sion to an elongated form, thereby exposing binding sites
for collagen and the platelet receptor GPIb (5). This process
highly depends on the extent of multimerization of VWF
because smaller multimers are more resistant to shear forces
than larger ones and subsequently binding sites for their
ligands are not as readily exposed (6,7). Consequently, the

size of the multimeric VWF is a critical factor for VWF’s
functionality and the question arises, which size distribution
is produced by VWF biosynthesis and how it is controlled in
homeostasis. In polymer science, the problem of polymer
size distribution has been addressed by the seminal work
of Paul Flory in 1936, in which he calculated the exact
size distribution of polymers based on the model of step-
growth polymerization reaction (8). He showed that a
theoretical prediction of a multimer size distribution is
possible if the mechanism and the kinetics of the synthesis
reaction are known. Vice versa, the size distribution pro-
vides clues with respect to the polymerization mechanism.

VWF is expressed as a proprotein (Fig. 1 A), which is
translocated into the endoplasmatic reticulum, where it
dimerizes via intermonomer disulfide bonds in the
C-terminal domain (Fig. 1 B). The dimers with a molecular
mass of 500 kDa represent the repeating unit of the VWF
multimer. They are transported from the endoplasmatic
reticulum (pH z 7.4) to the Golgi (pH z 6.2). This is the
place where multimerization occurs by formation of linear
multimers via interchain disulfide bonds at the N-terminal
resulting in multimeric VWF with molecular masses of up
to > 40.000 kDa (Fig. 1 C) (9–11). In this process, VWF
propeptide acts as an oxidoreductase to promote VWF
multimerization (12–14). The propeptide is then cleaved
for separate secretion (15,16). After multimerization,
VWF is either secreted constitutively to the plasma or stored
in Weibel-Palade bodies and released upon certain stimuli
(e.g., thrombin, plasmin, fibrin) without further multimeri-
zation taking place in the plasma (17). For a postsecretion
size regulation, circulating VWF undergoes cleavage by
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the specific metalloprotease ADAMTS13, a disintegrin and
metalloproteinase with a thrombospondin type 1 motif,
member 13 (Fig. 1 D) (18). As known from bleeding disor-
ders, defects in VWF multimer synthesis or size regulation
have fundamental implications in hemostasis and exhibit
defined patterns in VWF gel electrophoresis. Yet, the size
distribution of VWF and its molecular causation has not
been quantitatively studied so far.

Here, we investigate the size distribution of VWF using
fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS), quantitative
gel analysis, and total internal reflection fluorescence
microscopy (TIRFM). TIRFM allows for direct imaging
of recombinant VWF-eGFP multimers including the assess-
ment of VWF size by intensity analysis. Gel analysis is
widely accepted in VWF diagnostics for screening patient
samples for diseases. FCS measures the hydrodynamic
size of fluorescently labeled species in solution. In contrast
to gel analysis and TIRFM, FCS allows for measurements of
fluorescent VWF-eGFP in blood plasma and is therefore
well suited for VWF analysis in its native environment.
We compare the size distribution of recombinant VWF

and VWF-eGFP and its disease-related mutant VWF 2A
(IIC), which is characterized by an increased concentration
of dimers (19,20). We show that after secretion from VWF
producing cells, VWF has an exponential size distribution in
both healthy and pathologic form. The physiological and
pathological distributions are distinct in the extent of
polymerization characterizing the distribution. We also
show that proteolytic cleavage by ADAMTS13 leads to non-
exponential distributions that shift with time allowing for
in situ monitoring of VWF cleavage under blood plasma
conditions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Production of recombinant VWF

The recombinant fusion protein rVWF-eGFP was expressed and purified

separately in its monomer, dimer, and multimer form as described in detail

in the following:

Cloning of a VWF-enhanced green fluorescent protein
(EGFP) Plasmid

From the plasmid pIRESneo2-vWF (Takara Bio Europe/Clontech, Saint-

Germain-en-Laye, France) the stop codon was eliminated and an EcoRI

restriction site was introduced. The EGFP sequence was cut out from the

plasmid pEGFP-N2 (Takara Bio Europe/Clontech) by EcoRI and NotI

and inserted into plasmid pIRESneo2 by using its EcoRI/NotI restriction

sites (pIRESneo2-EGFP). Subsequently, VWF-cDNA from plasmid

pIRESneo2-VWF lacking the stop codon was cut out by EcoRI and cloned

into pIRESneo2-EGFP (pIRESneo2-VWF-EGFP).

pIRESneo2-VWF-EGFP was then used to produce three mutant

constructs:

1) pIRESneo2-vWF-delPro-EGFP with the retained signal peptide

sequence and the first three codons of the VWF propeptide but lacking

the rest of the propeptide corresponding to codons 26–763 (delT26-

R763). Expression of this construct will result in VWF monomers that

assemble into carboxy-terminal dimers but not into larger multimers.

2) pIRESneo2-vWF-delPro/C2771R-EGFP, which was produced by

in vitro-mutagenesis of construct 1), by exchanging codon 2771

for cysteine against the naturally occurring mutation to arginine

(p.C2771R). Expression of this construct results in VWF monomers

only, because p.C2771R causes a severe dimerization defect (R. Schnep-

penheim, unpublished) in addition to the multimerization defect of the

VWF-delPro construct 1.

3) PIRESneo2-vWF-C1099Y-EGFP, which was produced by in vitro-muta-

genesis of wild-type pIRESneo2-VWF-EGFP, by exchanging codon

1099 for cysteine against the naturally occurring mutation to tyrosine

(p.C1099Y). Expression of this mutant results in near normal quantita-

tive expression of mutant VWF, however, lacking large and medium

sized VWF multimers as in the phenotype IIC of VWD type 2A.

Generation of stable cell lines constitutively secreting VWF

Transfection of 293 cells was carried out as described previously (21). 48 h

after transfection cells were trypsinized and grown until confluence in

Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium buffer containing 10% fetal bovine

serum and G418 at 500 mg/ml for selection. After further propagation of

an aliquot of the stable cell line until 70–80% confluence, cell culture

medium was changed to OPTIPRO-SFM medium for serum-free expres-

sion. Cell culture medium was harvested after 72 h and concentrated by

Amicon Ultrafree (MWCO 100000 DA) if necessary.

FIGURE 1 Schematic representation of plasma VWF size regulation. (A)

VWF is synthesized by endothelial cells and megakaryocytes and originates

from a 360 kDa monomer. (B) Monomeric VWF is transported to the endo-

plasmic reticulum where it is dimerized through intermonomer disulfide

bonds. (C) Multimerization takes place in the Golgi apparatus, where the

dimers form multimers with sizes ranging from 500 to 40.000 kDa, which

are then secreted to the blood plasma. (D) Size control in plasma is provided

by the protease ADAMTS13. No further multimerization occurs after

secretion to the plasma.
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Blood samples

The patient samples were sent to our laboratory for the evaluation of VWF

multimers and subtyping of the already known VWD. Informed consent

was obtained from all subjects.

Quantitative gel analysis

VWF multimer analysis was carried out in sodium dodecyl sulfate agarose

gels combined with immunoblotting and luminescence visualization. The

luminescent blot was stored on electronic media using photo imaging

(FluorChem8000; Alpha Innotech, San Leandro, CA) (22). VWFmultimers

were separated via gel electrophoresis and visualized by detecting their

luminescent signal. Electrophoretic bands were visualized by means of

luminescent immunoblotting. Thereby, intensities were obtained by

labeling the proteins with horseradish peroxidase-conjugated antibodies

that cleave a chemiluminescent agent producing luminescence that is

proportional to the amount of protein (23).

The multimer patterns of rVWF and rVWF-eGFP are taken from

different gels, which were recorded on different days. Therefore, the run

times vary from sample to sample. As the run times are not used for data

analysis this does not have any influence on the analyzed data.

FCS

FCS detects the dynamics of fluorescently labeled molecules diffusing in

and out of a confocal volume (24–28) and can be applied to multicom-

ponent systems with different fluorescent species (29). It can be used for

measurements in crowded media like blood plasma, thus enabling the study

of molecules in their native environment (30). This ensures that the inves-

tigated molecules keep their natural properties, because these often change

in bulk fluids acting as solvents and thereby reducing effects such as

aggregation. FCS data analysis is described in detail in the Supporting

Material.

For FCS measurements, an Axiovert 200 microscope with a ConfoCor 2

unit (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a 40� (NA ¼ 1.2) water

immersion apochromat objective (Carl Zeiss) was used. An argon laser

(488 nm) was used for illumination. Samples were measured in eight-

well LabTek I chamber slides (Nunc, Rochester, NY). All measurements

were performed in 5 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0 with 1.5 M urea at a temperature

of 37�C controlled by an ibidi heating stage (ibidi GmbH, Martinsried,

Germany). At this urea concentration, VWF can be conceived as a semi-

flexible polymer as urea stretches it without affecting its basic structure.

These conditions are widely used for VWF analysis if measurements

with the stretched polymer have to be performed without shear flow

(4,31). eGFP functionality was proved to be functional under this buffer

condition in agreement with Alkaabi et al. (32). Measurements were per-

formed for 10 � 60 s (eGFP, monomer and dimer) and 20 � 6 min

(rVWF; rVWF-IIC). To ensure optimal fluctuation detection for multicom-

ponent analysis, we chose long measurement times to obtain sufficient

statistics while keeping concentrations low (20 nM for all samples).

Correlation was performed using ConfoCor 2 software. For FCS data anal-

ysis, a Labview routine was implemented.

TIRFM

TIRFM is a suitable technique for imaging fluorescent molecules on a trans-

parent substrate with single molecule resolution (33,34). The technique

uses the evanescent field of a totally internal reflected laser beam exciting

only fluorophores above the substrate surface within typically 100 nm. This

provides a high signal/noise ratio of the collected fluorescence and is

therefore well suited for direct imaging of fluorescent molecules.

For TIRFM measurements, rVWF was immobilized on epoxy silane-

coated glass slides and imaged using the TIRFM setup presented in (35).

For excitation in the total internal reflection mode, a 473 nm laser (iBeam

smart, TOPTICA, Gräfelfing, Germany) was used at a power of 0.4 mW.

The corresponding filter set consisted of a Chroma z 470/10, a Chroma z

470 RDC, and a Chroma HQ 525/50 (Chroma Technology GmbH, Olching,

Germany). The emitted light signal was detected by a back-illuminated

EMCCD camera (DU-860D, Andor, Belfast, Ireland). The EMCCD chip

was operated at a temperature of �90�C and the electron multiplication

gain was set to 300-fold. 3000 frames (21 � 21 mm2) were taken per image

sequence with a recording rate of 10 frames/s. All measurements were

carried out in phosphate buffered saline. To minimize eGFP bleaching

before the actual measurement, all adjustment procedures were carried

out at low laser power (0.1 mW).

Data analysis was obtained with a step detection algorithm. As the

routine cannot distinguish between on- and off-steps and fails in detecting

steps that occur within a very short time slot, the obtained step number was

corrected by eye for blinking and missed steps.

Proteolysis of full-length rVWF by ADAMTS13

Cleavage of recombinant VWF-eGFP by ADAMTS13 was achieved as

reported in Pruss et al. (36). Cleaved samples were stored at �80�C until

multimer analysis was performed.

RESULTS

Quantitative gel analysis of rVWF

Gel analysis is the most frequently used technique for VWF
multimer analysis (22,23,36). By quantitative analysis of the
intensity profiles obtained by antibody staining in gels
(Fig. 2, A,B and C,D, respectively) we yield the size distri-
bution of VWF, which in a semilogarithmic plot shows good
agreement with an exponential (Fig. 2, E and F). Hereby we
assume that antibody staining is proportional to the number
of dimers in the VWF multimer. The gels were evaluated
using luminescent immunoblotting implying that the
measured luminescent signal intensities in each band reflect
the number of antibody labels (Fig. 2, C and D). The signal
was normalized by the number of dimers i corresponding to
the size of the multimers in the respective band. These
normalized intensities correspond to the molar distribution
function and were plotted in a semilogarithmic diagram
versus the multimer size given in number of dimers i
(Fig. 2, E and F). We took gel data from both wild-type
rVWF and rVWF-IIC and their eGFP fusion analogs
(Fig. 2 A) as well as from VWF of normal plasma VWF-
NP and patient plasma VWF-IIC (Fig. 2 B). For rVWF,
clearly an exponential decay is found. One possible mecha-
nistic explanation for such an exponential decay is the Flory
theory of linear condensation polymers (8) that describes a
step-growth polymerization process taking place in an
enclosed reactor by the intermolecular reaction of bifunc-
tional compounds (for details, see the Supporting Material).
It predicts an exponential size distribution for step-growth
polymerization resulting in a molar fraction of i-mers
containing i subunits (8)

Ni

N
¼ ð1� pÞpi�1: (1)
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Here, Ni and N represent the number of i-mers and the total
number of VWF molecules, respectively. p indicates the
extent of polymerization, i.e., the number of polymerized
subunits to the total number of subunits, N. We assume
that VWF multimerization complies with the step-growth
polymerization model insofar as the formation of disulfide
bonds can be assumed to be independent of size and the re-
action volume is finite, which is a reasonable assumption
considering the fact that multimerization occurs in the Golgi
Apparatus only. Fitting the measured size distribution by the
exponential function N(i) ¼ N1p

i-1 yields an extent of poly-
merization of p ¼ 0.70 5 0.02 for rVWF. N1 is a constant
fitting parameter that contains information about the number
of dimers available for polymerization (for details, see the
Supporting Material). p describes the slope of the size distri-

bution: high values of p indicate a slowly decaying size dis-
tribution with long multimers being more abundant,
whereas small values of p indicate a steep decay with only
a small amount of long multimers. The same exponential
decay as for rVWF is found for rVWF-eGFP (black
squares), showing that the shape of the distribution does
not change significantly when fusing eGFP to VWF. The
recombinant VWF-eGFP construct is therefore well suited
for further studies employing fluorescence microscopy.
The pathological rVWF-IIC appears only in a few bands
of short sizes due to its lack of large multimers. Fitting
yields an exponential, as for physiological VWF, yet with
an extent of polymerization p ¼ 0.36 5 0.01 for rVWF-
IIC (dark green) and p ¼ 0.22 5 0.01 for rVWF-IIC-
eGFP (green).

Physiological VWF derived from blood samples also
exhibits an exponential decrease (Fig. 2 F) with an extent
of polymerization p ¼ 0.78 5 0.02 for normal patients.
However, the distribution function seems to exhibit a slight,
but systematic deviation underrepresenting the larger frac-
tion. This deviation can be attributed to ADAMTS13-
induced cleavage that occurs in plasma and is depicted in
the gels by the two satellite bands flanking the main bands
that are known to be the products of proteolysis. Patholog-
ical VWF-IIC from plasma of patients suffering from von
Willebrand disease type IIC shows an extent of polymeriza-
tion p ¼ 0.66 5 0.01.

FCS single-component analysis of rVWF

FCS allows for size measurements of fluorescently labeled
VWF in solution and is in principle capable to resolve mul-
tiple species with varying diffusion properties. We find that
the measured FCS autocorrelation functions of recombinant
VWF-eGFP are consistent with an exponential size distribu-
tion. First, we investigate recombinant VWF-eGFP (rVWF)
monomer and dimer. A single-component analysis provides
diffusion times (diffusion coefficients) of tD ¼ 322 ms (D ¼
31.9 mm2/s) for the monomer and tD ¼ 447 ms (D ¼
19.5 mm2/s) for the dimer (Fig. 3 A). Fig. 3 A also shows
purified eGFP as a control. The eGFP diffusion time of
tD ¼ 90 ms is in agreement with previous results (37).
Because VWF is a rather elongated protein (11) a crude
approximation of the VWF monomer and the VWF dimer
as cylinders with the same diameter and twice the length
for the dimer is reasonable. With these assumptions, the
measured diffusion coefficients correspond to a cylinder
3 nm in diameter and 85.3 nm (dimer) and 42.7 nm
(monomer) in length (for details, see the Supporting
Material). This is in accordance with experiments per-
formed by tapping mode atomic force microscopy (38)
and electron microscopy measurements (11).

The single-component analysis can also be used as a first
approximation of the full VWF distribution. Because it
averages over all the species within the sample, it cannot

FIGURE 2 Quantitative gel analysis of recombinant and blood plasma

VWF. (A) Multimer patterns of recombinant VWF distributions showing

a ladder of multimers. (B) Multimer patterns of VWF distribution of normal

plasma and of a patient with von Willebrand disease type IIC. (C and D)

Densitogram intensity is plotted versus multimer size in terms of dimer

number i. (E) Fits of normalized data show no significant difference in

size distribution between rVWF (gray squares) and fluorescent rVWF-

eGFP (black squares), stressing that the recombinant distribution with fused

eGFP exhibits a normal multimerization behavior. Best fits to the gel data

are obtained using an exponential function N(i) ¼ N1p
i-1 with an extent

of polymerization of p ¼ 0.70 (black dotted line). For pathological

rVWF-IIC (green triangles), a reduced extent of polymerization of p ¼
0.36 (dark green dotted line) for rVWF-IIC and p ¼ 0.22 (green dotted

line) for rVWF-IIC-eGFP is obtained. (F) Both plasma samples show like-

wise an exponential decay with a decreased p ¼ 0.66 for pathological

VWF-IIC (VWF-NP: p ¼ 0.78). We observe a small, systematic deviation

for large multimer sizes due to enzymatic cleavage in the plasma.
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reflect the different species within the VWF size distribu-
tion. Thus, single-component analysis is not able to provide
the actual size distribution N(i). However, it provides an
average VWF size and is suited to rapidly pinpoint differ-
ences between the physiological distribution of rVWF and
of the pathological distribution rVWF-IIC (Fig. 3 B)
showing an average diffusion time of tD ¼ 2244 5
515 ms (black line) for physiological and tD ¼ 712 5 22
ms (green line) for pathological rVWF. For rVWF, the diffu-
sion time is in good agreement with measurements per-
formed by Torres et al. (39) who detected an average
diffusion time of 2.0–3.5 ms for VWF-NP bound to fluores-
cently labeled antibodies. For rVWF-IIC, the lack of large
multimers explains the shift to shorter diffusion times in
our measurements. Although this single-component anal-
ysis does not contain quantitative information about the
size distribution of VWF, it is clearly sufficient to distin-
guish between the physiological and the investigated patho-
logical VWF distribution (Fig. 3 B).

FCS multicomponent analysis of rVWF

To examine the nature of the VWF size distribution a
multimer analysis was applied (Fig. 4) and found to be
consistent with the exponential size distribution measured
with quantitative gel analysis. The multimer analysis allows
to compare the autocorrelation function expected for a given
size distribution N(i) with the experimental autocorrelation
curve (see the Supporting Material, S1). Several distribution
functions were tested forN(i). Best results are achieved using
an exponential function N(i) ¼ N1p

i-1 in agreement with the
data obtained with quantitative gel analysis. The base is
found to be p ¼ 0.64 for physiological rVWF (Fig. 4 A)
and p ¼ 0.18 for pathological rVWF-IIC (Fig. 4 B).

The best fit to the exponential distribution shows a small
improvement over the initial single component analysis
(Fig. 4). The fact that the multicomponent analysis is
close to a single component fit is explained by the fact
that the FCS autocorrelation function weights each mole-
cule with its squared brightness (see the Supporting Mate-
rial). For rVWF-eGFP the brightness scales with the
number of dimers i, the resulting weighted size distribution

FIGURE 3 FCS measurements of recombinant VWF distributions and

their building blocks. (A) Single-component fits of eGFP (light blue),

rVWF monomer (dark blue), and rVWF dimer (purple) give correlation

times tD of 90 ms, 322 ms, and 447 ms. Assuming a cylindrical shape for

the dimer, the corresponding diffusion coefficient D¼ 19.5 mm2/s character-

izes a cylinder with length l ¼ 85.3 nm and d ¼ 3 nm. A clear shift toward

longer diffusion times can be seen for the multimer distribution rVWF

(black). (B) Single-component analysis was used as a first estimate of the

autocorrelation function of physiological rVWF (black). A clear shift can

be seen for pathological rVWF-IIC (green) that allows distinguishing

between normal and abnormal conditions. Average diffusion times of tD ¼
22445 515 ms (rVWF) and tD ¼ 7125 22 ms (rVWF-IIC) are obtained.

FIGURE 4 Multimer analysis of rVWF using FCS. (A) Multicomponent

fit (red dotted line) of the autocorrelation function of physiological rVWF

(black line) leads to a size distribution that decays with the base p ¼ 0.64.

Furthermore, the single-component analysis (gray dashed line) fits the

distribution well, yielding an average multimer size of i ¼ 6.3 5 1.4

dimers. (B) With the multicomponent fit (red dotted line) for the patholog-

ical distribution rVWF-IIC (green line), the base is determined to be p ¼
0.18, indicating the lack of large VWF multimers. Single-component fit

(gray dashed line) infers an average multimer size of i ¼ 2.05 0.1 dimers.
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is N0(i) ¼ i2 N(i), which exhibits a sharp maximum at the
average multimer size i ¼ 4.7. Due to the narrow weighted
distribution function, the multicomponent fit appears to be
close to the fit of a single species. The average multimer
size is in good agreement with the average multimer size ob-
tained with single-component analysis that yields i ¼ 6.35
1.3 for rVWF (for details see the Supporting Material S1).
For the mutant rVWF-IIC with p ¼ 0.18, an average multi-
mer size of i ¼ 1.5 is calculated compared to i ¼ 2.0 5 0.1
measured with the single-component fit. However, it is
important to note that the proper multicomponent analysis
using the proposed exponential size distribution N(i) de-
scribes the measured autocorrelation function the best
within the experimental accuracy.

Direct imaging of VWF with TIRFM

The data presented so far reveals an exponential size distri-
bution of VWF. Using TIRFM, we confirmed these results
by direct imaging. Under continuous excitation, the fluores-
cence signal of rVWF-eGFP was observed to decrease in
discrete steps over time. As described in (40) and explained
in detail in the Supporting Material S3, the number of
bleaching steps can be taken as a measure for the number
of eGFP-tagged VWF monomers. Counting bleaching steps
therefore provides a means for analyzing the VWF size
distribution. Measurements of an rVWF dimer sample
proved that this analysis method is indeed suitable for our
samples (see the Supporting Material S3).

For localizing the rVWF multimers, an average image of
the first 100 frames was calculated (Fig. 5 A) and regions of
interest were selected. Bleaching steps in the intensity-time
traces of these regions were identified with the step detec-
tion algorithm described in (41) (Fig. 5, B and C). The rela-
tive frequency for detecting a certain number of steps was
plotted versus the number of steps (Fig. 5 D) and each
step number was assigned to a certain multimer size. As
we count the multimer size in number of dimers i but the
bleaching steps scale with the number of monomers, two
bleaching steps add up to an increase of one in the multimer
size. Odd numbers of bleaching steps were round up to the
next even number. The thereby obtained size distribution
N(i) was plotted versus the multimer size in number of
dimers i. Fitting yields an exponentially decaying size distri-
bution N(i) ¼ N1p

i-1 with a base p ¼ 0.29 (Fig. 5 D),
convincingly confirming the findings from quantitative gel
analysis and FCS.

Effect of ADAMTS13 cleavage on VWF size
distribution

The VWF size distribution is after secretion into the blood
plasma dynamically controlled by the protease ADAMTS13
(Fig. 1 D) with defects in ADAMTS13 activity resulting in
unusually large VWF that cause thrombotic thrombocyto-

penic purpura. We investigated this time-dependent evolu-
tion of the VWF size distribution with FCS and found
systematic shifts to smaller multimer sizes that are no
longer exponentially distributed. Various concentrations of
ADAMTS13 were used to visualize different cleavage
states. rVWF concentrated to 65% of normal plasma con-
centration (0.65 units/ml) was digested by 0.12, 0.25, and
1.00 units/ml ADAMTS13. As expected, the cleavage due
to ADAMTS13 shifts the autocorrelation curves to higher
particle numbers (lower amplitude) and shorter diffusion
times (steeper decay). It is not possible to describe these
autocorrelation curves with a multicomponent analysis
with an exponentially decaying size distribution N(i), indi-
cating that the cleavage changes the shape of the distribu-
tion. Yet, using single-component analysis it is possible to
extract average diffusion times of tD ¼ 1045 ms, 813 ms,
and 617 ms (0.12, 0.25 and 1.00 units/ml ADAMTS13)
(Fig. 6 A). We find an exponential dependence of the
average multimer size in terms of dimer number i on the

FIGURE 5 Direct imaging of rVWF using TIRFM. (A) TIRFM image of

VWFmultimers immobilized on a glass surface. The multimer size is deter-

mined by counting eGFP bleaching steps as each rVWFmonomer is labeled

with one eGFP. The intensity-time traces of the two highlighted molecules

represent an 8-mer (B) and a dimer (C). The positions of the counted steps

are indicated with arrows. (D) The relative frequency for detecting a certain

number of steps in the intensity trace is shown as a bar chart. Size distribu-

tion analysis of N(i) (black squares) yields, in good agreement with the

results from quantitative gel analysis and FCS, an exponentially decaying

size distribution N(i) ¼ N1p
i-1 (red dots) with the base p ¼ 0.29.
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ADAMTS13 concentration with i ¼ 4.5, 2.6, and 1.2, corre-
sponding to 0.12, 0.25, and 1.00 units/ml concentration of
ADAMTS13 (Fig. 6 B).

To get an estimate of the size distribution in the presence
of ADAMTS13, the cleavage process was simulated based
on a model that assumes random cleavage sites combined
with equal cleavage probability for all multimer sizes
(Fig. 6 C). Starting with the measured exponentially shaped
multimer distribution, each iteration cuts each multimer
once at a random site. For each iteration, the average multi-
mer size of the generated size distribution is calculated and
plotted against the number of cleavage steps (Fig. 6 D).
Comparison of experiment and simulation (Fig. 6, C and
D), shows that the average multimer size scales exponen-
tially with the number of cleavages of each molecule, with
~0.1 units/ml ADAMTS13 and one cleavage step resulting
in the same average multimer size. This means that a 0.1
units/ml ADAMTS13 concentration is necessary to cleave
each molecule of a 0.65 units/ml VWF concentration once
within 5 h.

DISCUSSION

In this article, we found independent evidence that the size
of recombinant VWF is exponentially distributed. First

quantitative gel analysis of VWF based on antibody staining
indicates an exponential size distribution, second a FCS
multicomponent analysis of recombinant VWF-eGFP
proves consistent with the proposed distribution function,
and finally the frequency distribution obtained from direct
single molecule fluorescence imaging yields an exponential
dependence for the first five VWF-eGFP multimer sizes. An
exponential size distribution as such is not unexpected and
well known for both equilibrium polymers (42) and linear
condensation polymers (8). An equilibrium polymer forms
by reversible association of subunits with mutual binding
constant affinity. Prominent examples for equilibrium poly-
mers are actin, microtubulin, and other cytoskeleton fila-
ments (43). Linear condensation polymers are formed by
irreversible growth mechanisms. It is well established that
VWF is a covalently linked multimer as the VWF multime-
rization occurs via formation of disulfide bonds. Further-
more, it is understood that the VWF multimerization takes
place in the Golgi, where the propeptide of VWF itself
acts as oxidoreductase, thereby facilitating disulfide bond
formation that allows VWF to polymerize in this compart-
ment (12–14). An exponential size distribution results if
the reactivity of subunits is independent of the segment
size and takes place in a finite compartment. In this case,
the molar fraction of segments containing i subunits is given
by Eq. 1. The distribution is fully determined by a single
parameter, the extent of polymerization, p. This extent of
polymerization is limited both by the reaction rate of the
VWF molecules to each other and by the reaction time,
which is determined by the time the VWF remains in the
Golgi. We find that the fraction of polymerized dimers is
prVWF ¼ 0.70 5 0.02 for rVWF and prVWF-IIC ¼ 0.22 5
0.01 in case of the pathological form rVWF-IIC. It is note-
worthy that for the disease mutant VWF-IIC, the exponen-
tially decaying size distribution is maintained indicating
that the mechanism of biosynthesis is the same. As
aberrances in the size distribution of VWF-IIC are caused
by mutations in the VWF propeptide that prevent multime-
rization in the Golgi (44), a decreased reaction rate can be
assumed and explains the lower extent of polymerization.

The fact that the exponential VWF size distribution is in
accordance with a step-growth reaction mechanism allows
the quantification of a VWF distribution by a single param-
eter. Knowing the extent of polymerization p yields the
entire range of multimers. An interesting finding is the
fact that the extent of polymerization is in general fairly
low with far less long multimers being formed than hitherto
expected. For the physiological distribution rVWF, 30% of
VWF dimers remain as non-polymeric species. Multimers
consisting of five or more dimers account for only 24% of
the total number of VWF molecules whereas multimers
containing 10 or more dimers represent just 4%. Hence,
the polymeric form of VWF that is supposed to be the one
most relevant for VWF function is a minority species
of VWF. Secondly, as characteristic for the base of an

FIGURE 6 Multimer analysis after ADAMTS13-induced proteolytic

cleavage. (A) Varying concentrations of ADAMTS13 are used to visualize

different cleavage states. Correlation curves of rVWF distribution are

shifted toward lower correlation times and higher particle concentrations

(lower G(0)) with increasing protease concentration. (B) Single-component

analysis indicates an exponential decay of the average multimer sizes

with increasing ADAMTS13 concentration. (C) Simulation of a random

cleavage process shows the changes in the size distribution due to

ADAMTS13 cleavage. (D) Average multimer sizes decrease exponentially

with an increasing number of cleavage steps per molecule. Comparing the

decay constant in (B) and (D), ~0.1 units/ml ADAMTS13 and one cleavage

step per molecule lead to a similar effect on the average multimer size.
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exponential function, already small changes in p have a
strong leverage on the multimer distribution and conse-
quently a detrimental impact on the physiological state. A
loss of 25% in the extent of polymerization reduces the
number of 10mers by a factor of 100.

The size distribution of VWF is changed upon secretion
to the blood plasma by ADAMTS13-induced cleavage.
We used rVWF to mimic this cleavage process. Varied
cleavage states represented by different concentrations of
ADAMTS13 can be clearly distinguished from uncleaved
rVWF. The exponentially shaped size distribution is not
maintained during cleavage. Simulation of a random cleav-
age process allows us to relate the ADAMTS13 concentra-
tion to a certain number of cleavage steps. We show that
cleavage with 0.1 units/ml ADAMTS13 concentration under
partly denaturing condition in urea has the same effect on
the average multimer size as cutting each VWF molecule
once at a random site. In blood plasma, ADAMTS13-
induced cleavage is assumed to require shear-induced
stretching of VWF. We find that the size distribution of
healthy patients exhibits almost the same exponential size
dependence as recombinantly expressed VWF. Small devia-
tions at larger size fractions could be indicative of extracel-
lular ADAMTS13 activity in blood flow. Interestingly, the
size distribution of patients exhibiting von Willebrand
disease type IIC showed less deviation from the normal
case as predicted from the recombinant expressed VWF-
IIC. It must be assumed that the deficiency in the extent
of polymerization is partly compensated, possibly by
VWF expelled from Weibel-Palade bodies. Plasma VWF
is essential for the initiation of blood coagulation but is
immediately joined by VWF stored in the granules of endo-
thelium cells (Weibel-Palade bodies) at the beginning of
hemostasis so that long VWF multimers can be provided
whenever needed.

From a measurement technique point of view, we showed
that FCS is capable of following the evolution of VWF size
distribution under blood plasma conditions. This opens up
the possibility to use recombinant VWF-eGFP in combina-
tion with FCS as a diagnostic assay for ADAMTS13 activity
in hematology. Moreover, FCS has the capability to use
shear forces during measurement. Therefore, experiments
with urea as a stretcher could become redundant and be
replaced by measurements under shear flow in situ.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we reported on the exponential size distribu-
tion of recombinant and physiological VWF multimers.
We found evidence that the exponential distribution is the
generic outcome of VWF biosynthesis as disease-related
VWF mutant VWF-IIC also exhibits an exponential size
distribution, albeit with a smaller extent of polymerization.
In light of this finding, we hypothesize that the disease-
related mutation type IIC affects the polymerization reac-

tion. We show that FCS allows for monitoring the change
in VWF-eGFP size distribution under blood plasma condi-
tions over time. In particular, ADAMTS13 activity was
measured and it was shown that the decreasing average
VWF size is in agreement with the expected evolution of
an exponential distribution under random cleavage. We
believe that the extent of polymerization, describing the
size distribution of VWF, provides a valuable indicator in
VWF-related disease diagnostics and that FCS proves
valuable as a quantitative tool to follow the evolution of
VWF size distribution in vitro over time.
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Key Points

• The protein disulfide
isomerase is involved in VWF
dimerization by initiating
disulfide bond formation at
cysteines 2771 and 2773.

• von Willebrand disease-
associated mutations in the
dimerization domain of von
Willebrand factor disturb
processing by the protein
disulfide isomerase.

Multimeric von Willebrand factor (VWF) is essential for primary hemostasis. The bio-

synthesis of VWF high-molecular-weight multimers requires spatial separation of each

step because of varying pH value requirements. VWF is dimerized in the endoplasmic

reticulum by formation of disulfide bonds between the C-terminal cysteine knot (CK) do-

mains of 2 monomers. Here, we investigated the basic question of which protein cat-

alyzes the dimerization. We examined the putative interaction of VWF and the protein

disulfide isomerase PDIA1, which has previously been used to visualize endoplasmic

reticulum localization of VWF. Excitingly, we were able to visualize the PDI–VWF dimer

complex by high-resolution stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy and atomic

force microscopy. We proved and quantified direct binding of PDIA1 to VWF, using mi-

croscale thermophoresisand fluorescencecorrelationspectroscopy (dissociationcon-

stants KD 5 236 6 66 nM and KD 5 282 6 123 nM by microscale thermophoresis and

fluorescence correlation spectroscopy, respectively). The similar KD (2586 104 nM) mea-

sured for PDI interaction with the isolated CK domain and the atomic force microscopy

images strongly indicate that PDIA1bindsexclusively to theCKdomain, suggesting a key

role of PDIA1 in VWF dimerization. On the basis of protein–protein docking and molecular dynamics simulations, combined with

fluorescencemicroscopystudiesofVWFCK-domainmutants,wesuggest the followingmechanismofVWFdimerization:PDI initiates

VWFdimerization by forming the first 2 disulfide bondsCys2771-27739 andCys27719-2773. Subsequently, the third bond, Cys2811-28119, is

formed, presumably to protect the first 2 bonds from reduction, thereby rendering dimerization irreversible. This study deepens

our understanding of the mechanism of VWF dimerization and the pathophysiological consequences of its inhibition. (Blood.

2016;127(9):1183-1191)

Introduction

von Willebrand factor (VWF) is a multimeric glycoprotein essen-
tial for platelet-dependent primary hemostasis. The shear-induced
transition between a globular and a stretched conformation of VWF
high-molecular-weight multimers (HMWMs) leads to exposure of
binding sites for VWF partners, and thus the initiation of platelet
adhesion and aggregation. Because smaller multimers experience
lower shear forces than larger ones, VWF’s shear stress-activated
functions are dependent on multimer size.1,2 Mutations within the
VWF gene can lead to the inhibition of the VWF multimerization
process, and thereby cause distinct forms of the bleeding disorder
vonWillebrand disease (VWD). To understand the pathomechanism
behind these VWDvariants, it is of paramount interest to unravel the
details of VWF multimerization, which is established by the forma-
tion of intermolecular disulfide bonds.

The individual steps of VWF-HMWMbiosynthesis rely on distinct
pH conditions, which are realized by spatial separation of the involved
processes to different cell organelles. The first multimerization step
(dimerization) happens in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) by disulfide
bond formation between the C-terminal cysteine knot (CK) domains.
The recently solved crystal structure revealed that 8 of the 11 cysteine
residueswithin theCKdomain form intrachaindisulfidebonds,whereas3
(namely, Cys2771, Cys2773, and Cys2811) are used to form the in-
terchain connections for dimerization by formation of the 3 disulfide
bonds (Cys2771-27739, Cys27719-2773, and Cys2811-28119),3 as sug-
gested byKatsumi et al.4 Dimerization is strongly disturbed in patients
with CK domain mutations.5

The second multimerization step, the formation of N-terminal
disulfide bonds between the D9-D3 assemblies of VWF dimers, occurs
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in the trans-Golgi network and is facilitated by theVWFpropeptide that
consists of 2 D assemblies that both harbor a CGLC protein disulfide
isomerase consensus sequence, which is also present in the D3
assembly. Enabled by the lower pHof theGolgi apparatus, this intrinsic
oxidoreductase function is activated by protonation of histidine
residues adjacent to these CGLC sequences.6 Mutations within these
sequences inhibit multimerization but do not affect dimerization.
Therefore, dimerization does not appear to be performed by an intrinsic
oxidoreductase activity within VWF.

Because dimerization occurswithin the ER at neutral pH, it requires
an ER-localized member of the thiol-disulfide oxidoreductase family.
The protein disulfide isomerase PDI is one of the few members of this
protein family that is known to catalyze disulfide bond formation and
reduction, aswell as isomerization. It haspreviouslybeendescribed that
VWF colocalizes with PDI to prove VWF ER localization.7 Here we
investigated whether PDIA1might be the protein that dimerizes VWF.

Materials and methods

Immunofluorescence

Immunofluorescencewasperformedwith transfectedHEK293ornontransfected
human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVECs), as previously described by
Brehm et al.8 Antibodies used were rabbit anti-VWF (DAKO; 1:1000), mouse
anti-PDI (abcam, 1:500, PDIA1 specific), goat anti-rabbit AF488 (Invitrogen,
1:5000), and goat anti-mouse AF546 (Invitrogen, 1:5000). Images were captured
at room temperature (RT) with a confocal microscope (TCS SP5; Leica,
Wetzlar, Germany) or the fluorescence microscope BZ9000 (Keyence). For
settings, please refer to the respective figure legends.

Coimmunoprecipitation

Coimmunoprecipitationwas performed as described.9 For details, please refer to
the supplemental Methods, available on the BloodWeb site.

Stochastic optical reconstruction microscopy

Imaging was performed in Ibidi treat 8-well m-slides (Ibidi), using an imaging
buffer containing 100 mM b-mercaptoethylamine in phosphate-buffered saline
to facilitate sufficient blinking of the fluorophores.10 Stochastic optical re-
construction microscopy (STORM) data sets were acquired on a Nikon
N-STORM microscope equipped with an Apo TIRF 1003 oil immersion
objectivewith anumerical aperture of 1.49 (NikonGmbH,Düsseldorf,Germany),
a back-illuminated electron-multiplying charge-coupled device (EMCCD) camera
(iXon1 DU-897; Andor Technology Plc., Belfast, Northern Ireland), and a
quadband filter composed of a quadline beamsplitter (zt405/488/561/640rpc
TIRF; Chroma Technology Corporation, Bellows Falls, VT) and a quadline
emission filter (brightline HC 446, 523, 600, 677; Semrock Inc., Rochester, NY)
with an inclined illumination scheme11 to achieve a good signal-to-noise ratio.
For excitation of Alexa Fluor 647, a 647-nm continuous-wave fiber laser (2RU-
VFL-P-300-647;MPBCommunications Inc.,Montréal, Canada), and for Alexa
Fluor 488 the 488-nm line of an argon gas laser (35-IMA-840-019;Melles Griot
GmbH, Bensheim, Germany), was used. Formulticolor imaging, the lasers were
switched on and off alternately, controlled by an acousto-optic tunable filter. The
integration time of the EMCCD camera was set to 16 ms per frame, with an EM
gain of 300. Super-resolution images were reconstructed from a series of 12 500
images per channel, using theN-STORManalysismodule v. 3.3.1.15801 ofNIS
Elements AR v. 4.20 (Laboratory imaging s.r.o., Prague, Czech Republic), with
overlapping peak detection enabled.

Atomic force microscopy

Atomic forcemicroscopy (AFM) imagingwas performed in tappingmode in air,
using anMFP-3DAFM (AsylumResearch, Santa Barbara, CA) and silicon tips
(AC160TS-R3; Olympus, Japan), with resonance frequencies of approximately

300 kHz and a nominal spring constant of 26 N/m. Images of 1 mm2 were
recorded with a resolution of 1024 3 1024 pixels and analyzed using SPIP
software (Image Metrology, Denmark). Substrate preparation was performed as
described.12 Protein samples containing purified, recombinant VWF dimers
(50nM), recombinant humanPDIA1 (100nM) (GenwayBiotech Inc., SanDiego,
CA), or a mixture of both proteins were incubated at pH 7.4 for 45 min at RT in
buffer (20 mMHEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 20 mM EDTA) and quickly diluted
10-fold before sample deposition on the functionalized mica substrates. For
details on AFM, protein expression, purification, and VWF:Ag ELISA, please
refer to supplemental Material.

Sample preparation for binding studies

Human PDIA1 (Genway Biotech. Inc, San Diego, CA) was labeled with Alexa
Fluor 647 carboxylic acid, succinimidyl ester (Life Technologies GmbH,
Darmstadt, Germany). Measurements were conducted in 5 mM Tris buffer
containing 500 mMNaCl and 2.5 mMCaCl2 at 21°C. A fixed concentration of
labeled PDI (microscale thermophoresis [MST], 25 nM;fluorescence correlation
spectroscopy [FCS], 3 nM) was titrated against varying concentrations of
recombinant wild-type (wt) VWF, p.Cys2771Arg, and the isolated CK domain.
Samples were incubated for 30 min at RT before measurement.

MST

ForMST experiments, aMonolith NT.115 system (NanoTemper Technologies,
Munich, Germany) was used. Fifteen percent infrared laser and 20% light-
emitting diode power were applied for generating local temperature gradients
and illumination, respectively. Laser on and off times were set at 60 and 10 s,
respectively. Cold fluorescence was averaged over a time period of 5 s
before the temperature jump, and the warm fluorescence signal was averaged
over 30 s, starting 5 s after the temperature jump. About 5-mL sample
volumes were filled into standard treated capillaries (NanoTemper
Technologies) for measurements. For the theoretical background and MST
data analysis,13,14 please refer to supplemental Material.

FCS

FCS experiments were performed on an Axiovert 200 microscope with a
ConfoCor2 unit (Carl Zeiss, Jena, Germany) equipped with a 403 (NA5 1.2)
water immersion apochromat objective (Carl Zeiss, Jena). For sample illu-
minations, a 633 HeNe laser was used. Samples were measured in 8-well
LabTekI chamber slides (Nunc, Rochester, NY) 3 times for 10 3 180 s. For
details on FCS data analysis and theoretical background, refer to supplemental
Material.

PDI inhibitor studies

HUVECs in 8-well chamber slides (Ibidi) were incubated with 80 nM phorbol
12-myristate 13-acetate (PMA) for 25 min at 37°C/5% CO2 to induce VWF
release from Weibel Palade bodies (WPBs).15 Cells were washed 5-fold with
phosphate-buffered saline, and either medium or medium containing 2 mM
16F16 (Sigma-Aldrich, Taufkirchen, Germany) or 100 nM phenylarsine oxide
(PAO, Merck Chemicals, Darmstadt, Germany) was added. After indicated
times,VWFwas detected by immunofluorescence. Tovisualize allWPBswithin
the cells, merged Z-stack images were recorded using the quick-full-focus
function of the BZ9000 Keyence fluorescence microscope. In parallel, the same
experiment was performed with HUVECs in 6-well plates, and after 4 and 8 h,
cell lysates were prepared and investigated by standardWestern Blot techniques
(for details, refer to the supplemental Material).

Protein–protein docking

Protein–protein docking was employed to study interactions between the VWF
CK dimer and the catalytic region of PDI (the A domain). Structures of the CK
dimer, in its reduced form, were extracted from molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations (for details, see supplemental Material). CK dimer conformations,
sampled during the MD simulations, were clustered based on their root mean
square deviation (clustering cutoff of 0.15 nm), and 5 representative structures
were selected.Five structuresof theoxidizedPDIAdomainwerepicked from the
nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy ensemble of conformations (Protein
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Data Bank ID: 1MEK16) by following the identical clustering approach as for
CK, butwith a cutoff of 0.1 nm.Toaccount for protein-backbone and side chain
flexibility, each of the CK dimer structures was docked to each of the PDI A
domain structures, resulting in 25 different docking runs. To analyze effects of

the p.Cys2771Arg mutation, the same procedure was repeated using a
p.Cys2771Arg-containing CK dimer. To investigate the role of the CK
C-termini, additional structural models were generated by considering a trun-
cated CK dimer, both in its wt and its mutated form, with the last 5 C-terminal

Figure 1. Interaction of PDI and VWF shown by 2-color STORM super-resolution microscopy. Endogenous VWF and PDI in HUVECs were detected by indirect

immunofluorescence employing rabbit anti-VWF plus goat anti-rabbit Alexa Fluor 488 (shown in green) and mouse anti-PDI plus goat anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 647 (shown

in red), respectively. Colocalization is shown in yellow. Locations of magnified ROIs in the cell (left) are indicated by white squares and numbers. STORM data sets were

acquired on a Nikon N-STORM microscope with an Apo TIRF 1003 oil immersion objective (NA 1.49), a back-illuminated EMCCD camera, and a quadband filter

composed of a quadline beam splitter and a quadline emission filter. For excitation of Alexa Fluor 647 and 488, a 647-nm continuous wave fiber laser, and the 488-nm

line of an argon gas laser were used. For multicolor imaging, the lasers were switched on and off alternately, controlled by an acousto-optic tunable filter. The integration

time of the EMCCD camera was set to 16 ms per frame, with an EM gain of 300. Super-resolution images were reconstructed from a series of 12 500 images per channel,

using the N-STORM analysis module v. 3.3.1.15801 of NIS Elements AR v. 4.20 with overlapping peak detection enabled. Scale bar in the left cell image represents

5 mm; in magnified images, 100 nm.

Figure 2. PDI binds VWF. (A) Coimmunoprecipitation

of endogenous PDI and VWF from HUVEC lysates.

Immunoprecipitation was performed using either rabbit

anti-VWF antibody or control rabbit IgG bound to

protein G-agarose. Coimmunoprecipitating proteins

were separated by sodium dodecyl sulfate gel electro-

phoresis, and PDI was detected using mouse anti-PDI.

Lanes: input, cell lysate of untreated HUVECs; VWF,

immunoprecipitate from HUVEC lysate employing

anti-VWF antibody; control, immunoprecipitate from

HUVEC lysate employing rabbit control IgG. (B-D)

MST analyzes the movement of molecules in a temper-

ature gradient (B). (C) Binding of PDI to VWF was de-

tected as a decrease in thermophoretic depletion. (D)

PDI binds to wtVWF (black triangles), the isolated

CK domain (gray squares), and p.Cys2771Arg (gray

circles) with a very similar affinity (KD 5 240 6 100 nM).

(E-G) FCS detects the diffusive dynamics of molecules

(E). (F) Binding results in prolonged diffusion times

visualized by a shift of the autocorrelation curve G(t). (G)

In agreement with the MST measurements, we detect

similar affinities for wtVWF (black triangles) and mutant

p.Cys2771Arg (gray circles) (KD 5 300 6 100 nM).
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amino acids of each monomer deleted. Docking calculations were carried out
with PatchDock,17 a rigid-body docking algorithm, which predicts structures of
2 proteins in complex based on their shape complementarity. Amino acids
potentially participating in the binding were specified in the parameter file:
the catalytic residue Cys36 of PDI and all the existing cysteines involved in
interchain disulfide bonds of CK. All obtained conformations were further
refinedwith FireDock, using suggested parameters for the full refinement.18

Results

Physiological relevance of PDI–VWF interaction

Colocalization of VWF and PDI in the ER has been observed
previously,7,19 but this putative interaction and its physiological rele-
vance have not been described. Because the ER is the site of VWF
dimerization, we hypothesized that PDI might be the protein that
catalyzes the formation of the necessary interdimer disulfide bonds.
This reactionwould require interaction of PDIwith 2VWFmonomers.
To visualize these complexes, we performed high-resolution STORM
of immunofluorescently labeled endogenous PDIA1 and VWF in
HUVEC.We found PDI bound centrally within VWF clusters with
a size of ;200 nm; the expected size of VWF dimers20 (Figure 1;
regions of interest 1-4; for antibody specificity, refer to supplemental
Figure 1). The average localization precision of the STORM images
is about 14 and 13 nm for Alexa Fluor 488 and 647, respectively
(supplemental Figure 2). Coimmunoprecipitation of endogenous PDI

and VWF from HUVEC lysates provides additional evidence for
PDIA1–VWF interaction (Figure 2A). These findings support the
hypothesis that PDI is involved in VWF dimerization.

VWF and PDI are protein-binding partners

Because colocalization and coimmunoprecipitation per se do not
prove direct interaction of 2 proteins, we performed extensive binding
studies employing MST and FCS. These 2 methods detect complex
formation by the change in movement of molecules in a temperature
gradient (MST) or while diffusing through a confocal volume (FCS)
after addition of a protein-binding partner. We measured binding of
recombinant wtVWF to recombinant fluorescently labeled PDIA1
(Figure 2B-G) and demonstrated a direct interaction. To quantify this
interaction, the dissociation constants were determined. The values
measured by MST and FCS (KD 5 236 6 66 nM and KD 5 2826
123 nM, respectively) indicate specific binding of intermediate strength,
which would be expected for reversible protein interaction.

PDI binds VWF exclusively within its CK domain

VWF is rich in cysteine residues that lock the tertiary structure of the
VWFA1, A3, and C domains by formation of intramolecular disulfide
bonds. In the C-terminal CK domain, cysteines do not only form
stabilizing intramolecular disulfidebondsbut also linkVWFmonomers
through intermolecular disulfide bonds.3 To clarify PDI’s role in VWF
processing, we further performed MST of PDIA1 and the isolated
CK domain (Figure 2D). PDI binding to the CK domain exhibits a
dissociation constant (KD of 2586 104 nM) similar to the KD of PDI
binding to full-length VWF. These data indicate that PDI is not
generally involved inVWF folding (whichwould require binding to all
VWFdomains); they rather point to exclusive binding of PDI to theCK
domain of VWF. To confirm this hypothesis, we imaged adsorbed
VWF dimers with PDIA1 in AFM tapping mode (Figure 3). As
expected by the KD value for VWF–PDI binding, PDI was not bound
to all VWF dimers (supplemental Figure 3). To distinguish VWF
dimers without (Figure 3A) and with (Figure 3B) PDI bound to the
CK domain, we quantified the apparent height of the CK domain by
tracing each dimer individually along its contour (Figure 3C and
supplemental Figure 3). A distribution of themaximumheight yielded
2 distinct peaks (Figure 3D). The first peak, at 1.2 nm, coincides with
the only peak for PDI-free VWF (supplemental Figure 4A), and the
second peak, at 1.9 nm, matches the height expected for a complex of
the CK domain and PDI (free mean apparent height of PDI is 0.6 nm;
supplemental Figure 4B). Importantly, we did not observe binding of
PDI to any VWF domain other than CK.

PDI activity is required for VWF dimerization

Toprovidemore evidence that it is exclusively the activity of PDI that is
required for VWF dimerization, we investigated the effects of PDI
inhibition on VWF processing. We stimulated HUVECs (Figure 4A)
with PMA to deplete the cells of VWF stored inWPBs (Figure 4B), as
previously described.15 Then we observed the recovery of WPB for-
mation in the absence and presence of the PDI inhibitors 16F1621 and
PAO.22As described previously,23 thefirst smallWPB-like structures
were observed after 4 h (Figure 4C), and full recovery of cigar-shaped
WPBswas reached after 8 h in the absence of PDI inhibitors (Figure 4F).
In contrast, WPB formation was completely abolished in cells treated
with 16F16 (Figure 4D,G) and strongly reduced in the PAO-treated
cells (Figure 4E,H), indicating thatVWFdimerizationwas inhibited,
leading to loss of VWF multimers, and thus WPBs. The incomplete
inhibition by PAO canmost likely be explained by the concentration

Figure 3. Direct visualization of PDI bound to the VWF CK domain by AFM

imaging. AFM images (A-B) and respective height traces (C) of individual VWF

dimers co-adsorbed with PDI. PDI-free VWF dimers (A) and PDI-complexed VWF

dimers (B) show a clear difference in the apparent height of the CK domain (indicated

by arrows). Heights were analyzed by tracing each dimer individually along its

contour (for more details, please refer to supplemental Figures 3 and 4). Scale bar

represents 20 nm; range of color scale is 2.2 nm. (D) The distribution of the

maximum apparent height of n 5 246 traced CK domains reveals 2 distinct peaks at

approximately 1.2 and 1.9 nm, corresponding to PDI-free and PDI-complexed VWF,

respectively.
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below the 50% inhibition/inhibitory concentration value (12 mM)24

we had to use because the cells did not survive concentrations of
PAO higher than 500 nM. Immunofluorescence after 2 h of recovery
(Figure 4B) shows residual VWFwithin the cells, which most likely

consists of monomers and N-terminal dimers. Western blot analysis
of these HUVEC lysates showed that the VWF dimer content in the
inhibitor-treated cells (Figure 4, lanes F and P) is significantly lower
than in the cells that were allowed to recover from PMA treatment

Figure 4. Influence of PDI inhibitors on VWF

processing. HUVECs (A) were incubated with 80 nM

PMA for 25 min at 37°C/5% CO2 to induce VWF release

from WPBs (B). Cells were washed 5-fold with phosphate-

buffered saline, and either medium (C,F) or medium

containing 2 mM 16F16 (D,G) or 100 nM PAO (E,H) was

added. After 4 h (C-E) and 8 h (F-H), VWF was detected

by immunofluorescence. Images that combine all planes

of the cells were imaged, using the quick-full-focus func-

tion of the BZ9000 fluorescence microscope (Keyence)

equipped with a CFI Plan Apo l 603 H oil objective

(Nikon). Representative images of 1 of 5 independent

experiments are shown. Scale bar represents 10 mm.

The western blot shows VWF dimers in HUVEC lysates

before PMA treatment (U) and after 4 and 8 hours of

recovery without PDI inhibitors (C) or in the presence of

16F16 (F) or PAO (P).

Figure 5. Colocalization of VWF and PDI. wtVWF (A)

or VWF mutants p.Cys2771Arg (B) and p.Cys2773Alafs*76

(C) were transiently expressed in HEK293 cells. Forty-

eight hours after transfection, cells were fixed and VWF

proteins and PDI were detected by indirect immunoflu-

orescence employing rabbit anti-VWF and mouse anti-PDI

antibodies; secondary antibodies were goat anti-rabbitAF488

and goat anti-mouseAF546. Images were recorded with

a confocal microscope (TCS SP5, Leica), using an HC

PL APO CS2 63.0 3 1.40 oil ultraviolet objective and

the following settings: image size of 512 3 512 pixels,

laser power of the 543 and 488 lasers was set to 9% and

20%, respectively. Colocalization appears yellow in the

overlay images; for colocalization analysis, please refer

to supplemental Table 1. Scale bars represent 10 mm.
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without inhibitors (lane C) or untreated cells (lane U), indicating
inhibition of the formation of new dimers after PMA treatment by
PDI inhibitors. Because 16F16 is specific for PDIA1 and PDIA3,21

these data reduce possible protein candidates for catalysis of VWF
dimerization to these 2 isoforms.

Effect of CK domain mutations on PDI–VWF interaction

In patients withVWD type 2A/IID carrying the heterozygousmutation
p.Cys2771Arg, the formation of odd-numbered multimers resulting
from N-terminal disulfide bonding to wt multimers was observed.8,25

Homozygous expression yields N-terminally connected dimers only,
showing a complete inhibition of the C-terminal dimerization. To in-
vestigate the mechanism of this inhibitory effect on dimerization, we
performed colocalization and binding studies with the recombi-
nant mutant. PDIA1 showed equal colocalization with mutant
p.Cys2771Arg (Figure 5B; for quantification, see supplemental
Table 1) compared with wtVWF (Figure 5A). The dissociation con-
stants of p.Cys2771Arg binding to PDI, determined by both MST and
FCS, exhibited values comparable to those of wtVWF–PDI binding
(KD5 2356 92 nM [MST] andKD5 3506 75 nM [FCS]; Figure 2).

We further investigated colocalization of PDI and the VWF
frameshift mutant p.Cys2773Alafs*76. This mutant, previously iden-
tified in patients with VWD, exhibits a single base pair deletion
(8566delC) that leads to an altered amino acid sequence C-terminally
of residue 2772.26 PDI shows normal colocalization with mutant
p.Cys2773Alafs*76 (Figure 5C; for quantification, see supplemental
Table 1) compared with wtVWF. These data indicate that an initial
association betweenPDI andVWFoccursN-terminally of residue 2772
before the formation of disulfide bonds.

Mechanism of VWF dimerization by PDI

To predict potential binding modes of PDI to VWF and elucidate the
order of disulfide bond formation, we first performed protein–protein
docking of the catalytic A domain of PDI to the wtVWF CK domain
dimer. For all the resulting conformations of the complex, the minimal
distance between the catalytic site in the PDI A-domain and cysteines
2771, 2773, and 2811 of the CK dimer was between 0.6 and 1.2 nm
(Figure 6A), which is too large to induce disulfide bond formation.
Thus, these conformations do not correspond to any relevant catalytic
state. This is a result of the presence of the CK C-termini, which
obscured the accessibility of the PDI catalytic motif to cysteines
Cys2771 and Cys2773 over the entire course of the simulations
(Figure 6B). Although the bond linking the 2 C-termini (Cys2811-
Cys28119), was removed in the simulations, the separation between
these cysteines was only observed to partially increase in the sim-
ulations (supplemental Figure 5A). We thus speculate that the con-
formational rearrangement of the C-termini, which gives accessibility
to the catalytic cysteines Cys2771 and Cys2773, occurs on timescales
beyond our simulations. Nevertheless, the lack of this bond increased
the flexibility of the C-termini (supplemental Figure 5B). This result
emphasizes the role of this bond stabilizing the C-termini in a con-
formation obstructing the catalytic cysteines. The docking procedure
was repeated, this time after removal of the CK C-termini, mimicking
open flexible C-termini in the absence of bond Cys2811-28119. Now,
the PDI catalytic motif was found closer to the CK cysteines 2771 and
2773, at distances between 0.35 and 0.7 nm (Figure 6C). These
predicted structures of the complex likely represent realistic catalytic
conformations (Figure 6C). Similar results were obtained when
dockingwas performedwith themutant p.Cys2771Arg CK dimer: the

Figure 6. Implications of the VWF CK-PDI A-domain complex from protein–protein docking. (A) Minimum distance, d, between the PDI A domain catalytic site and the CK

dimer cysteines involved in dimerization (sulfur–sulfur distances are shown). PDI was docked to either the wt or the hypothetical p.Cys2771Arg CK dimer. The complete dimer (green) or a

truncated CK dimer (blue), lacking the C termini, was considered in each case (n5 25 for each set). (B) Typical conformation of the catalytic A domain of PDI (magenta) in complex with the

wtCK dimer (monomers: green and cyan), recovered from docking. The cysteine side chains of CK and the catalytic site of PDI (CS) are shown in stick representation. CK termini prevent

the CS from accessing the CK cysteines. (C) Structure of the typical docking conformation of PDI–wtCK complex (same colors and representations as in B) when the CK C-terminal amino

acids were removed to mimic opening of C-termini. The PDI CS approaches the indicated CK cysteines. (D) Proposed mechanism of CK dimerization mediated by PDI.
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PDI catalytic site approached the remaining Cys2773 only upon
removal of the CK C-termini. The distances are comparable to those
observed in calculations with thewtCKdimer (Figure 6A), suggesting
binding in a catalytically inactive state. Taken together, our docking
results suggest that PDI initiates VWF dimerization by catalyzing the
formation of the Cys2771-27739 and Cys27719-2773 disulfide
bonds. This reaction must occur before closing of the Cys2811-
28119 disulfide bond. The Cys2811-28119 link thus most likely
stabilizes the termini in a conformation shielding the other 2
disulfide bonds and renders them inaccessible to the enzyme
and the environment. The stabilizing role of this link is supported
by the observation of higher structural diversion and fluctuations
of the reduced C-terminal b-hairpin even within the microsecond
timescale of our simulations (supplemental Figure 5B).

Importance of disulfide bond Cys2811-28119

The existence of bond Cys2811-28119 in VWF dimers has been
described by Zhou et al.,3 but no patients with VWD carrying a
Cys2811 mutation have been identified. Therefore, no clinical
evidence is available to explain the importance of disulfide bond
Cys2811-28119. To confirm our hypothesis that this bond is nec-
essary to stabilize dimerization, we cloned mutant p.Cys2811Ala
and recombinantly expressed it in HEK293 cells. The intracellular
localization of this mutant (Figure 7B; supplemental Video 2) was
comparable to that of wtVWF (Figure 7A; supplemental Video 1),
but multimer analysis revealed residual monomers, odd-numbered
multimers (Figures 7G; supplemental Figure 6), and a mild loss of
HMWMs (Figure 7G). These data support the hypothesis that bond

Cys2811-28119 is critical to protect bonds Cys2771-27739 and
Cys27719-2773 from reduction.

Discussion

Employing different high-resolution methods, we found independent
evidence that PDIA1 directly binds to VWF with a strong affinity.
Moreover, we identified the CK domain as the only PDIA1 binding
domain within VWF. To show that VWF is dimerized by PDIA1
without the compensatory effect of other thiol isomerases,we could not
use siRNA because PDIA1 protein levels can only be reduced to 20%,
leading to overall reduction ofVWF levelswithout an obvious effect on
dimerization27-29 (supplemental Figures8and9).Nonetheless,wewere
able to rule out effects of PDIA2 because HUVECs do not express this
PDI isoform (supplemental Figure 10). By employing the PDIA1- and
PDIA3-specific inhibitor 16F16,21 we were able to reduce the can-
didates to these 2 PDI isoforms. It has previously been reported that
PDIA3 exhibits increased binding to misfolded VWFmutants with
N-terminalmutations.30 These data indicate that PDIA3 is able to bind
to N-terminal regions of VWF, which speaks against an involvement
of PDIA3 in dimerization, but for a role in protein repair of VWF
mutants. Thus, our data provide strong evidence that VWF dimeriza-
tion is performed mainly or even exclusively by PDIA1.

The combined data of our docking and MD simulations, as well as
the colocalization studies of VWD-associated VWF mutants, suggest
the followingmechanismofVWFdimerization (Figure 6D):An initial,
probably electrostatic, association between PDI and VWF occurs

Figure 7. Intracellular localization and multimer pattern of mutant p.Cys2811Ala. wtVWF (A) and VWF mutant p.Cys2811Ala (D) were transiently expressed in HEK293

cells. Forty-eight hours after transfection, cells were fixed and VWF proteins (A,D) and PDI (B,E) were detected by indirect immunofluorescence employing rabbit anti-VWF

and mouse anti-PDI antibodies, respectively. Z-stacks were recorded with a confocal microscope using an HC PL APO CS2 63.0 3 1.40 oil ultraviolet objective and the

following settings: image size of 512 3 512 pixels, laser power of the 543 and 488 lasers was set to 9% and 20%, respectively. Overlays are shown in (C) and (F). Three-

dimensional reconstruction was performed using the LAS software (Leica). Scale bars represent 10 mm. For movies of the rotating complete 3-dimensional reconstruction,

please refer to supplemental Videos 1 and 2. (G) Multimer analysis of recombinant wtVWF and mutant p.Cys2811Ala was performed by sodium dodecyl sulfate–agarose gel

electrophoresis and immunoblotting onto a nitrocellulose membrane with luminescent visualization. The figure is composed of one gel. The black line indicates deleted lanes

with mutants not relevant for this study. Additional bands in mutant p.Cys2811Ala resulting from odd-numbered multimers are indicated by black arrows. For resolution of the

monomer and dimer band, please refer to supplemental Figure 6.
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N-terminallyof residue2772.Theprotein–protein docking calculations
showed that the catalytic site of PDI canonly interactwithCys2771 and
Cys2773 as long as the C-termini are not obstructing them; a condition
that is met when the disulfide bond Cys2811-Cys28119 is not yet
formed. Hence, the latter bond has to be formed last. The docking
results further showed no preference of PDI for either Cys2771 or
Cys2773 in wtCK, suggesting PDI does not distinguish between these
2 cysteines. Therefore, oxidizedPDI initially establishes a disulfidebond
between its catalytic residue Cys36 and either Cys2771 or Cys2773 in
one VWF monomer. Then PDI catalyzes the formation of the first
disulfide bond, which can either be Cys2771-27739 or Cys27719-
2773 (step i, Figure 6D). In the next step, a new oxidized PDI molecule
binds (II) and catalyzes (III) the formation of the second disulfide bond.
The CKdimer is now stabilized by the 2 formed disulfide bonds, and the
CK C-termini assemble into a b-sheet conformation (IV), which brings
Cys2811 andCys28119 in proximity, enhancing their propensity to form
the last disulfide bond Cys2811-28119 (V). Our simulation data suggest
that formation of the latter bond is not necessarily catalyzed by PDI. It
could also be a spontaneous process or be catalyzed by a different
enzymeor even a smallmolecule (eg, glutathione).Wehypothesize that
this far C-terminal disulfide bond acts as a protective cover, rendering
oxidation of Cys2771 and Cys2773 by PDI (and thereby VWF
dimerization) irreversible by sterically occluding these 2 essen-
tial disulfides. Indeed, we found odd-numbered multimers and
residual monomers in the supernatant of cells expressing mutant
p.Cys2811Ala, indicatingpartial reopeningofVWFdimersby reduction
of the first 2 bonds (Figure 7G; supplemental Figure 6). The normal
intracellular localization and mild loss of HMWMs of this mutant
suggest that mutation of Cys2811 would lead to no or only very mild
bleeding symptoms. Together with the low incident of CK domain
mutations and an effect only expected for homozygous expression,
these datamight explainwhy thismutation has never been identified in
individuals with bleeding symptoms.

Our data can further explain the pathomechanism of VWD subtypes
induced by CK domainmutations: Formutant p.Cys2771Arg, we found
normal binding to PDI and complete abolishment of C-terminal
dimerization.5,8 Although MD simulations suggest small distances
between the 2 Cys2773 residues within a hypothetical p.Cys2771Arg
dimer (supplemental Figure 7), this bond cannot be formed as proven
by multimer analysis.5,8 Probably, conformational changes prevent the
formation of an alternative Cys2773-27739 bond, causing the dimeriza-
tion defect in p.Cys2771Arg. This hypothesis is supported by our
previous observation that conformational changes in the Cys2771Arg
monomer lead to an extended conformation that impedes the formation
of an alternative Cys2773-Cys27739 bond.8

Formutant p.Cys2773Arg, it has previously been described that this
mutation leads to odd-numbered multimers in heterozygous patients.31

However, homozygous expression reduces only formationofHMWMs,
showing merely a partial dimerization defect. The intracellular locali-
zation and colocalizationwith PDIwere found to be normal.31 Therefore,
PDI seems tobe able to at least useCys2771 to form residual dimers by
the formation of an alternative Cys2771-27719 bond.

Summarizing, our data showed, for the first time to our knowledge,
direct interactionofVWFandPDIA1.Wesuggest amechanismforVWF
dimerizationandfound indication that thepathomechanismofCKdomain
mutation-derived VWD phenotypes can be explained by inhibition of
PDI-catalyzed disulfide bond formation. Further, we used high-resolution
methods such as STORM, MST, FCS, and AFM that proved to be
valuable tools to investigate protein–protein interactions. These methods
are not yet commonly used in medical sciences or diagnostics but could
become increasingly important in these fields because they allow the
investigation of protein–protein interaction with higher resolution,
sensitivity, and specificity than currently preferred methods.
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A fast recoiling silk-like elastomer facilitates
nanosecond nematocyst discharge
Anna Beckmann1, Senbo Xiao2, Jochen P Müller5, Davide Mercadante2, Timm Nüchter1, Niels Kröger3,
Florian Langhojer4, Wolfgang Petrich3, Thomas W Holstein1, Martin Benoit5, Frauke Gräter2 and Suat Özbek1*

Abstract

Background: The discharge of the Cnidarian stinging organelle, the nematocyst, is one of the fastest processes in
biology and involves volume changes of the highly pressurised (150 bar) capsule of up to 50%. Hitherto, the
molecular basis for the unusual biomechanical properties of nematocysts has been elusive, as their structure was
mainly defined as a stress-resistant collagenous matrix.

Results: Here, we characterise Cnidoin, a novel elastic protein identified as a structural component of Hydra
nematocysts. Cnidoin is expressed in nematocytes of all types and immunostainings revealed incorporation into
capsule walls and tubules concomitant with minicollagens. Similar to spider silk proteins, to which it is related at
sequence level, Cnidoin possesses high elasticity and fast coiling propensity as predicted by molecular dynamics
simulations and quantified by force spectroscopy. Recombinant Cnidoin showed a high tendency for spontaneous
aggregation to bundles of fibrillar structures.

Conclusions: Cnidoin represents the molecular factor involved in kinetic energy storage and release during the
ultra-fast nematocyst discharge. Furthermore, it implies an early evolutionary origin of protein elastomers in basal
metazoans.

Keywords: Hydra, Nematocyst, Elastomer, Molecular dynamics, Single molecule force spectroscopy

Background
Elastic mechanisms in animals are highly diverse and
involve either single rapid movements as in jumping
froghoppers and many vertebrates [1] or rhythmic move-
ments as in flying insects [2]. The molecular springs in-
volved in elastic movements are as diverse but have in
common unstructured domains that lose conformational
entropy upon stretching, generating the restoring force,
which finally drives the elastic movement. Although elastic
mechanisms are well studied in arthropods, there are few
data for lower metazoans and the evolutionary origin of
elastic proteins.
Nematocytes or stinging cells of jellyfish and other

cnidarians produce a unique toxic organelle consisting
of a spherical capsule to which a long tubule is attached
[3,4]. The tubule is tightly coiled inside the capsule

matrix and expelled in a harpoon-like fashion during a
nanosecond discharge process [5]. By the synthesis of
poly-γ-glutamate at final maturation, nematocysts in hy-
drozoans are charged with an osmotic pressure of about
150 bars [6,7]. Prior to discharge, the capsule volume is
increased by 30% due to osmotic swelling [5,8] and the
explosive exocytosis releases the kinetic energy stored in
the elastically stretched capsule wall with an extreme ac-
celeration of 5,410,000 g [5]. After discharge, the size of
the capsule is reduced to about 50% (Figure 1A) [8,9].
The nematocyst wall is built of a dense matrix consist-

ing mainly of minicollagens, which represent a unique
feature of cnidarians [10-12]. Minicollagens constitute a
large protein family in Hydra and share a common do-
main organisation comprising a short central collagen
triple helix flanked by variable polyproline stretches and
cysteine-rich domains (CRDs) supposed to be involved
in network formation [4,13,14]. While minicollagens can
account for the high tensile strength required for the
capsule wall to withstand a pressure of 150 bars [11],
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elastomeric proteins, which can store the energy for the
extraordinarily fast kinetics of discharge, are unknown.
Recently, we have presented the proteome of Hydra

nematocysts, which showed an extracellular matrix-like
composition of the nematocyst supra-structure [14]. A
novel component of the insoluble nematocyst shell was
designated Cnidoin, a protein with a central glycine-
glutamine-rich sequence flanked by minicollagen CRDs
(Figure 1B). The highly repetitive central domain is
homologous to the glycine-rich sequence of the spider
silk protein Spidroin-2 [15]. A conserved motif in both
proteins is GXGQQ, where X is cysteine in Cnidoin and
proline in Spidroin-2 (Figure 1C). Cnidoin protein has
been shown to be co-localised with minicollagens in the
nematocyst wall, suggesting a mechanical function in
nematocysts [14].
It is well accepted that disordered peptides such as

Spidroins, the PEVK segment in titin, or resilin in the
muscle of fly wings can serve as elastic elements in pro-
tein structures and materials [16-18]. Elongation of such
an unstructured peptide is entropically unfavoured and
involves rupturing of non-specific interactions of hydro-
phobic or electrostatic nature along the chain. Conse-
quently, this process requires significant mechanical
force, resulting in high elasticity. The elastic features of
disordered peptides as defined by their amino acid se-
quence have been documented by both experimental
atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, with remarkable agree-
ment [16,19-21].
Here, we provide evidence for an elastomeric function

of Cnidoin in nematocyst morphogenesis and discharge.
As with minicollagens, Cnidoin is expressed exclusively
in developing nematocytes in the body column of Hydra.
We demonstrate a concomitant incorporation of Cni-
doin and minicollagens into both the wall and tubule
structures of all nematocyst types. Recombinantly ex-
pressed and purified Cnidoin protein has a high tendency

for aggregation and forms amorphous sheets and fibres
as described for spider silk proteins. MD simulations of
the repetitive elastic sequence of Cnidoin suggest an
elastic behaviour comparable to other elastomeric pro-
teins, such as the silk disordered domain or resilin. The
predicted molecular elasticity is in line with force spec-
troscopy measurements on single Cnidoin molecules.
Our data provide an explanation for the unusual bio-
mechanical properties of the Cnidarian nematocyst at
the molecular level and give insights into the evolution
of elastomeric proteins.

Results
Primary structure and domain organisation of Cnidoin
A full-length clone for Cnidoin was isolated from Hydra
magnipapillata cDNA based on the predicted gene se-
quence annotated in our recent proteome analysis [14].
The primary structure comprises a signal peptide (1–21)
and an unusually large putative propeptide (22–111) ter-
minating at a basic Lys-Arg dipeptide sequence, which is
conserved in diverse nematocyst proteins (see Additional
file 1: Figure S1A). The predicted mature protein con-
tains 403 amino acids and has a calculated molecular
weight of 41.6 kDa. The central part of the protein com-
prises an extended sequence rich in glycine and glutam-
ine residues whose repetitive motif QMQGCGQQXP (X
is mostly methionine) shows high similarity to the elastic
glycine-rich sequence of the major spider silk compo-
nent from Nephila clavipes, Spidroin-2 [22] (Figure 1C).
The amino acid composition of the elastic motif in Cni-
doin is unusual in containing a high percentage of me-
thionine and cysteine (see Additional file 1: Figure S1B).
At both termini Cnidoin contains short CRDs ho-
mologous to those in canonical minicollagens as
minicollagen-1 (NCol-1) [23], suggesting a possible
linkage to the minicollagen network via intermolecular
cysteine links (Figure 1B). The Cnidoin primary se-
quence does not contain N-glycosylation sites, but

Figure 1 Capsule recoil after nematocyst discharge and sequence elements in Cnidoin primary structure. (A) capsule size change during
discharge of a stenotele. (B) domain organisation of Cnidoin and Minicollagen-1 (NCol-1) and alignment of respective CRD domains. Conserved
cysteines are highlighted. (C) alignment of the elastic domain of Cnidoin with a homologous sequence in Spidroin-2. Highlighted is the GxGQQ
motif present in both sequences.
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several potential sites for O-glycosylation. Treatment of
nematocyst preparations with N- and O-glycosidases,
however, did not result in a molecular weight shift rul-
ing out posttranslational modifications by sugars (data
not shown).

Cnidoin is expressed in developing nematocyst nests and
co-localises with minicollagens
Whole mount in situ hybridisation (ISH) experiments
were carried out to determine the expression pattern of
the Cnidoin gene. As shown in Figure 2A the expression
of Cnidoin is restricted to developing nests of nemato-
cytes in the body column of Hydra. Tentacles, head and
peduncle regions were free of signals. This pattern is
highly reminiscent of other nematocyst-specific struc-
tural genes, such as minicollagens or NOWA [24,25]. As
shown in Figure 2B, mostly late stages of developing
capsules with a pronounced nematocyst vesicle showed
a Cnidoin signal. In nests of early developmental stages
the signal was not detectable probably due to lower ex-
pression rates (data not shown). When double ISH ex-
periments using Cnidoin and NCol-1 probes were
performed, the signals were mostly co-localised in devel-
oping nematocyte nests (Figure 2C).

To localise Cnidoin protein during capsule develop-
ment, whole mount immunostainings were performed
using a polyclonal Cnidoin antibody raised against the
C-terminal CRD. Nematocytes in Hydra develop in nests
of 8 to 32 cells that originate from interstitial stem cells
(i-cells). Their morphogenesis involves the continuous
secretion of proteins into a growing post-Golgi vesicle.
Capsule maturation is marked by nematocyte separation
into single cells that migrate to the tentacles to be in-
corporated into battery cells. Immunostainings using
paraformaldehyde (PFA) fixation showed Cnidoin in de-
veloping nematocyst nests of all stages and capsule types
in the body column of Hydra (Figure 2D-E). The stain-
ing pattern is again highly reminiscent of minicollagens
that lose antigenicity during capsule maturation [24,25].
Co-staining using minicollagen-1 antibody revealed a
co-localisation of the two proteins to a large extent in
the developing capsule walls (Figure 2F, H). In contrast
to PFA fixation, Lavdovsky fixated animals showed in
addition tubule staining patterns in developing nests,
which co-localised with the tubule-specific minicollagen-
15 (Figure 2G, I). This observation might be due to
an altered molecular arrangement of Cnidoin in the
different capsule parts. The loss of Cnidoin staining

Figure 2 Gene expression pattern and immunohistochemical localisation of Cnidoin. (A) gene expression pattern as shown by in situ
hybridisation. The signal is detected in nests of developing nematocytes in the body column. (B) close-up of nematocyte nests shown in A. (C)
double in situ hybridisation of Minicollagen-1 (red) and Cnidoin (blue). (D) Antibody staining reveals nests of developing nematocytes in the body
column of Hydra. (E) enlarged view of the immunostaining shown in D. (F) costaining of Minicollagen-1 and Cnidoin in PFA-fixed animals. Both
signals localise to the capsule wall. (G) co-staining of Minicollagen-15 and Cnidoin in Lavdovsky-fixated animals. This fixation reveals the presence
of both proteins in the tubule of developing nematocysts. (H) enlarged view of a nest with Cnidoin and Minicollagen-1 immunostaining.
(I) magnification of a nest with a tubule-specific signal for Cnidoin and Minicollagen-15. PFA, paraformaldehyde.
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in the tentacles indicates a tight incorporation of
the protein into the collagenous wall and tubule
structures as already suggested by the possession of
CRDs.

Recombinant Cnidoin is highly hydrophobic and
spontaneously forms fibrous aggregates
In western blot analysis Cnidoin was detected as a single
band of about 42 kDa in hydra lysates, isolated nemato-
cyst capsules as well as in nematocyst ghosts (Figure 3A).

This is slightly lower than the calculated molecular mass
of 51.6 kDa including the putative propeptide, indicating
that propeptide cleavage does occur during secretion
into the nematocyst vesicle. When expressed recombi-
nantly in HEK293 cells, full-length Cnidoin exhibited a
molecular mass of about 53 kDa, which matches the cal-
culated mass of Cnidoin including a C-terminal his-tag
(53.1 kDa) (Figure 3A). We conclude that in HEK293
cells propeptide cleavage does not occur resulting in the
observed molecular mass difference to the native pro-
tein, which accounts for the propeptide fragment. The
western blot signal was exclusively detectable under re-
ducing conditions suggesting an incorporation of Cni-
doin into the disulphide-linked capsule wall polymer
similar to NCol-1 and NOWA [13,26].
When full-length Cnidoin was expressed in bacteria

the protein formed highly insoluble aggregates that
were already detectable as large pellets after cell lysis.
Purification of Cnidoin via histidine tag was, therefore,
performed under denaturing conditions using 8 M
urea, which led to transient solubilisation of the protein
aggregates. Cnidoin was essentially insoluble in physio-
logical aqueous buffers. The recombinantly expressed
protein exhibited a lower apparent molecular mass of
about 38 kDa and a prominent double band, probably
indicative of altered migration behaviour by intramo-
lecular disulphide bonding. Purified Cnidoin spontan-
eously formed macroscopic fibrillar structures in 8 M
urea when cooled samples were gradually brought to
room temperature [14]. This coacervation process is
reminiscent of elastin-derived peptides where spon-
taneous self-assembly of monomers is induced by
temperature increase depending on protein and salt
concentration [27]. The driving force for coacervation,
which precedes microfibrillar deposition and cross-
linking in elastin, are hydrophobic domain interactions
in an aqueous environment. Analysis of Cnidoin fibres
by transmission electron microscopy revealed bundles
of linear fibres in the nanometre range reflecting the
common filamentous nature of elastomeric proteins
(Figure 3B). Due to the presence of terminal minicolla-
gen CRD domains we hypothesised that Cnidoin poly-
merisation was dependent on disulphide coupling. This
was demonstrated by glutathione treatment of recom-
binant Cnidoin samples, which showed gradual formation
of high molecular weight oligomers in non-reducing
SDS-PAGE (Figure 3C). A similar behaviour is observed
for recombinant NCol-1 samples [13], suggesting a
possible copolymer formation of both proteins. Our
hypothesis was further strengthened by incubating re-
combinant NCol-1 with increasing amounts of Cnidoin
in the presence of glutathione, which resulted in a
dose-dependent increase of disulphide-linked polymer
formation (see Additional file 2: Figure S2).

Figure 3 Western blot detection and self-aggregation of Cnidoin.
(A) western blot analysis of Cnidoin in isolated nematocysts, the
insoluble fraction of nematocysts (ghosts), whole hydra lysate,
and after recombinant expression in bacteria and HEK293 cells.
(B) transmission electron micrograph of recombinant Cnidoin
forming bundles of fibres. Scale bar is 100 nm. (C) western blot
analysis of recombinant Cnidoin induced to form disulphide-
linked polymers by glutathione treatment.
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Cnidoin shares elastomeric functions with other
disordered proteins
The sequence composition of Cnidoin (see Additional
file 1: Figure S1B) with a high glycine and proline con-
tent of 24% and 10%, respectively, shows typical features
of disordered proteins. Intrinsically unstructured pro-
teins have been classified previously as sequences with
low overall hydrophobicity and high net charge as
compared to structured proteins [28,29]. These two
properties are believed to prevent the formation of a
solvent-inaccessible protein hydrophobic core typically
formed by proteins with a well-defined structure. How-
ever, with a high mean hydrophobicity of 0.48 and a low
mean net charge of 0.007, Cnidoin falls into the region
known to be covered by natively folded proteins. Never-
theless, the high glycine and proline content impedes
the formation of a native structure, as predicted by Dis-
EMBL (see Additional file 3: Figure S3A) [30]. While the
high hydrophobicity in this case does not result in pro-
tein core formation, it gives rise to the observed high
propensity for self-aggregation (compare Figure 3B).
Again, Spidroin-2 follows similar tendencies with a
(slightly lower) mean hydrophobicity of 0.39, a mean net
charge of 0.0002 and a proline content of 8% to 15%.
We investigated the degree of ordering additionally by

using mid-infrared spectroscopy following the consider-
ations of Byler and Susi [31], who showed that disor-
dered proteins such as casein exhibit a low number of
spectral components in the so-called Amide I band of

the mid-infrared spectrum. Furthermore, both the exist-
ence and the above-average width of a peak around
1,645 cm−1 (that is, around a wavelength of 6.08 μm)
were considered as an indication of a low degree of or-
dering. The number of spectral components of casein
together with the corresponding numbers for other
standard proteins investigated is shown in Additional file 3:
Figure S3B [31]. The optimum number of components
in Cnidoin tended to be low in relation to standard
proteins known to be highly ordered [31] and compar-
able to that of casein. Moreover, Cnidoin does exhibit a
broad peak around 1,645 cm−1 (see Additional file 3:
Figure S3C). In this sense, our spectroscopic data and
its analysis support the hypothesis of the disordered na-
ture of Cnidoin.
To further experimentally confirm the sequence-based

prediction of high disorder in Cnidoin, we performed
AFM single molecule force spectroscopy using a Cnidoin
construct with a C-terminal type I dockerin tag and an
N-terminal ybbR tag (Figure 4A). While the ybbR tag
allowed for attaching the construct covalently to a
coenzyme A surface, the dockerin tag enabled specific
non-covalent binding of the construct to a type I cohesin
functionalised cantilever tip (see Additional file 4: Figure
S4). By retracting the tip from the surface, Cnidoin mol-
ecules were stretched via the C-terminal dockerin tag
while force-distance traces were recorded. As previously
shown in AFM experiments, forced dissociation of the
type I cohesin-dockerin interaction preferentially goes

Figure 4 AFM force spectroscopy on recombinant Cnidoin monomers. (A) Schematic diagram of the AFM force spectroscopy experiment
on single Cnidoin molecules, containing several cysteins with thiol groups (orange dots). For breaking disulphide bonds and preventing their
reformation, Cnidoin was treated with TCEP and iodoacetamide. (B) Typical force-distance traces of Cnidoin displaying a final double peak, which
is characteristic of the cohesin-dockerin rupture [1]. Force-distance traces show characteristic worm-like chain (WLC) behaviour and lack further
pronounced features, corroborating the disordered nature of Cnidoin molecules. For quantification of contour and persistence length, a WLC
model was fitted to the data (red line). (C) Histogram of the contour length distribution of stretched Cnidoin, yielding an average contour length
of 94 nm and a standard deviation of 43 nm. (D) Histogram of the persistence length distribution of Cnidoin, yielding an average persistence
length of 0.37 nm and a standard deviation of 0.23 nm. AFM, atomic force microscopy; TCEP, (tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine).
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along with a characteristic double peak of 8 nm separ-
ation in contour length space [32]. This characteristic
feature was used as a positive indicator for a specific
stretching event (For evaluation of discarded curves see
Additional file 5: Figure S5). Force-distance traces of
Cnidoin molecules showed characteristic worm-like chain
(WLC) behaviour without any further pronounced fea-
tures (Figure 4B). The latter would indicate conform-
ational rearrangements, as seen in stretching of structured
proteins [33]. The lack of such features in force-distance
traces of Cnidoin corroborates the disordered nature of
the protein. Fitting a WLC model yields a distribution
of both contour (Figure 4C) and persistence length
(Figure 4D). Within a standard deviation of 43 nm, the
average contour length of 94 nm is in good agreement
with the estimated contour length of 110 nm (283
amino acids at an extension of 0.32 nm per amino acid
plus an overall linker length of 20 nm including the
polyethylene glycol (PEG) linker and the cellulose-
binding module (CBM)-cohesin-dockerin anchor). The
slight shift to smaller contour lengths may result from
non-specific adsorption of Cnidoin molecules to the
surface. Because of the harsh disulphide treatment,
oppressing intermolecular bonds, only a minor fraction
of curves yield contour lengths significantly larger than
expected. Importantly, the featureless WLC characte-
ristic of force-distance traces does not vary with the
contour length, nor does the persistence length. The

persistence length, which measures the apparent flexi-
bility of a polymer against entropic force, yields an
average of 0.37 ± 0.23 nm. This value matches the per-
sistence length of 0.4 nm, which is frequently assumed
for stretching unfolded proteins at similar force ranges
in AFM experiments [33-35]. The standard deviation of
the persistence length results predominantly from in-
trinsic uncertainty of the zero force in AFM experi-
ments. In conclusion, the featureless and WLC like
force-distance traces of Cnidoin measured by AFM
confirm the high disorder of the protein’s structure.
To complementary assess the elasticity of Cnidoin, we

calculated the force-extension profile of two representa-
tive repeat units of Cnidoin using umbrella sampling
[20]. To this end, Cnidoin peptide conformations were
extensively sampled at varying end-to-end distances dZ
(Figure 5A). Resulting average resisting forces against
Cnidoin extension are shown in Figure 5B, with the
resulting free energy shown in the inset. We observed a
force plateau followed by a steep increase in force at lar-
ger extensions. The mean forces were fitted by the WLC
model (solid line in Figure 5B), [36], which predicted
persistence lengths of 0.89 ± 0.1 and 0.66 ± 0.06 nm for
the Cnidoin repeat units shown in Figure 5B in red and
black, respectively. Therefore, Cnidoin is found to be as
elastic as silk disordered peptides, which have formerly
been reported to have a persistence length of 0.74 nm in
MD simulations in the force range probed here [20].

Figure 5 Molecular elasticity of Cnidoin peptides from MD simulations. (A) two representative (collapsed and extended) conformations of a
Cnidoin peptide unit. To obtain force-extension curves, N-terminal C-alpha atoms (blue spheres) were fixed, while the C-termini (red spheres)
were subjected to a force acted along the extension (red arrows). (B) mean forces calculated from umbrella sampling. The force profiles of two
different Cnidoin repeat units (squares) were fitted with the worm-like chain model (solid lines). Resulting free energy profiles along the end-to-
end distance are shown in the inset. (C) residue-averaged hydrophobic surface burial of two Cnidoin peptides measured by disappearance of
solvent accessible surface area (ΔSASA). (D) PPII conformation content in the Cnidoin peptides along peptide extension. (C) and (D) use the
same colour code as (B). MD, molecular dynamics; PPII, polyproline II.
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Hence, the MD simulations confirm the finding from AFM
experiments of a featureless force-extension curve resem-
bling a disordered protein such as silk. We note that for
both silk [20,37] and Cnidoin investigated here, the persist-
ence length from simulations is higher than in experi-
ments, although the second simulated Cnidoin repeat unit
lies within the experimental range (Figure 5B, red line).
As demonstrated in Figure 3, Cnidoin has a strong

tendency for aggregation, which might be additionally
enhanced by intermolecular disulphide links in the elas-
tic domain. In order to assess Cnidoin in the biological
environment of mature nematocysts, we resorted to MD
simulations of single Cnidoin fragments and of a Cni-
doin fragment embedded into a bundle of fragments, re-
spectively. In agreement with the prediction of high
disorder from sequence and the absence of forced
unfolding events in AFM experiments (Figure 4B-D),
Cnidoin peptide units did not form stable secondary
structures in our simulations. The secondary structure
of two Cnidoin peptides was monitored during 500-ns
equilibrium MD simulations by DSSP: Dictionary of
Secondary Structure for Proteins [38]. The peptides were
found to form coils, bends and turns as well as a
polyproline-II type structure (see below), all of which are
typical backbone propensities of disordered peptides.
The sequence motif GCGQQ was found to exist as a
turn, and thus structurally related, but, due to the miss-
ing proline, not identical to the π-helix formed by the
silk protein motif GPGQQ [39].
A mean force of 12.7 ± 0.7 pN was found to dominate

at low extensions between 1.0 to 3.5 nm of single Cni-
doin peptides. This mean resisting force results from
both rupturing non-specific interactions along the chain
and also entropic effects. We find the burial of hydro-
phobic side-chains from water to be one of the key
driving factors that generate resisting forces against ex-
tension of Cnidoin. As shown in Figure 5C, the hy-
drophobic surface of Cnidoin buried during collapse is
0.17 ± 0.03 nm2 per amino acid, as measured by the de-
crease in hydrophobic solvent accessible surface area
(ΔSASA). This hydrophobic surface burial is similar in
magnitude to the related silk peptides, and one of the
highest among reported disordered proteins [20]. To-
gether with the extraordinarily high mean hydrophobi-
city of these two types of disordered proteins, Cnidoin
and silk have been apparently designed to self-assemble
into larger aggregates driven by the hydrophobic effect.
Polyproline II (PPII) conformation, an extended peptide
conformation frequently observed in high proline-content
peptides, was also monitored as a function of peptide ex-
tension [40]. As depicted in Figure 5D, the PPII content in
the Cnidoin peptide increased with stretching as observed
for other disordered proteins previously [20] and is
another factor contributing to the resistance against

extension and, thus, to the elasticity. We find the stretch-
ing of Cnidoin molecules within a bundle of Cnidoin pro-
teins to give rise to higher force-extension curves (plateau
at approximately 400 pN). Fitting yields an apparent
persistence length of approximately 0.1 ± 0.003 nm, (see
Additional file 6: Figure S6) which is lower than the one
obtained for single Cnidoins (Figure 5B), reflecting a
stronger coiling propensity. Thus, in the context of ma-
ture nematocysts, intermolecular interactions of similar
nature as those discussed here for a single peptide can
give rise to a further increase of the apparent elasticity
of Cnidoin in bundles or networks.
The hypothesis that the shortening of Cnidoin pep-

tides drives the extremely fast discharge of nematocysts
has been confirmed by the observation that Cnidoin is
equipped with the elasticity required to drive such a dis-
charge. Fast collapse dynamics of Cnidoin would be re-
quired given the short sub-microsecond time scale of
discharge [5]. To test the collapse dynamics, highly
stretched conformations of the two repetitive Cnidoin
peptide units were subjected to force-quench simula-
tions to monitor collapse dynamics in comparison to
other disordered peptides, namely two silk amorphous
peptides and two domain linker peptides in the von
Willebrand Factor (vWF). Both are also disordered pep-
tides but with sequence compositions similar to folded
proteins (see Additional file 7: Figure S7) [17,41]. The
number of trajectories in which a fully stretched peptide
has reached the collapsed state is shown in Figure 6,
from which the lifetime of the extended state was calcu-
lated. The Cnidoin peptide was found to have a lifetime
of 5.7 ns, which is longer than that of silk (3.7 ns) and
shorter than that of the vWF linker (10.5 ns). Thus, Cni-
doin has a moderate collapse dynamics between the
highly elastic silk protein and the vWF linker, for which

Figure 6 Cumulative successful collapsing events of four
disordered proteins. Each data set contains 20 independent
collapse simulations along with an exponential fit (solid line) to
determine the lifetime of the extended state.
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an elastomeric function is unknown. The lifetime of ex-
tended mutated Cnidoin peptides lacking methionines
was found to be 4.7 ns, suggesting that the large methio-
nine side chains do not favour fast collapse. The high
content of methionine residues in Cnidoin thus is likely
to have a function different from enhancing collapse.

Discussion
Elastomeric proteins confer the biomechanical proper-
ties for fibres and matrices that undergo reversible and
repetitive deformation [42]. They have evolved in a di-
verse range of animals and often fulfil highly specialised
biological functions as in lung alveoli of higher verte-
brates, wing joints of flying insects or in spider silk [43].
Although exhibiting a broad range of sequence varia-
tions, rubber-like elastomeric proteins share common
properties in combining repetitive, highly disordered se-
quence elements with cross-linking motifs. In addition,
most elastomeric proteins undergo spontaneous self-
assembly to polymers by their hydrophobic nature [43].
Our combined experimental and computational study

suggests that Cnidoin shares elastomeric functions with
other disordered proteins. Having a similar persistence
length with silk protein, the Cnidoin repetitive sequence
features high flexibility among unstructured peptides.
The extension of Cnidoin requires a noticeable mean
force of around 12 pN for extensions between 10% and
70% of the contour length. We believe this high elasticity
confers the high internal pressure of the nematocyst and
agrees with the mechanical work upon collapsing Cni-
doin with an apparent persistence length of 0.4 nm from
50% of its contour length to a fully collapsed state. This
scenario brings the molecular measurements in line with
the macroscopic mechanical observations, supporting
the notion of a pressurised nematocyst that comprises a
wall of assembled and highly extended elastomeric Cni-
doin cross-linked by largely inextensible minicollagen
and possibly disulphide bonds (Figure 7).
The biological function of the remarkably high me-

thionine content of 17% in Cnidoin is intriguing. As the
metabolic costs for methionine synthesis are the highest
among all amino acids [44], rendering it a rare residue
in proteins on average, and yet methionines do not
favour fast peptide collapse nor feature outstanding
hydrophobicity, they should contribute to the mechanics
of nematocysts in a distinct way. The sulphur atom in
methionine side-chains might be used as an additional
cross-linking point, for example, via thioether bonds, in
the peptide matrix of the nematocyst wall, which is sub-
ject to further investigations.
Apart from the extraordinary methionine and cysteine

content, Cnidoin exhibits an overall amino acid compos-
ition, which on first sight is contradictory to its mechan-
ical function. Most disordered proteins feature a lower

hydrophobicity and higher net charge than natively
folded proteins, which is key to abstaining from forming
a well-structured protein hydrophobic core. However,
here and analogously for silk, the remarkably hydropho-
bic Cnidoin impedes core formation by a high glycine
and proline content and yet drives self-assembly into a
robust protein wall withstanding high pressure without
leaking.
Interestingly, the high proline content of Cnidoin falls

into the region covered by silk spidroin type-2 proteins
and is known to be the primary reason for the high ex-
tensibility and elasticity of silk fibers [45,46], suggesting
that prolines take over the same role in the nematocyst
wall.
Cnidoin as a highly extensible and yet robust wall ma-

terial provides the elasticity for a fast discharging nem-
atocyst. Our computational analysis on single Cnidoins
and Cnidoin bundles suggests that the disordered region
can gain additional rubber-like elasticity through inter-
molecular interactions, which may additionally include
covalent cross-links between cysteines and possibly me-
thionines. Pressing questions are how numerous these
cross-links are in the nematocyst wall, how they can
cause a limited order in the network, how they possibly
provide additional elasticity, similar to the tyrosine- or
lysine-mediated cross-links in the elastomers resilin and
elastin, and how they prevent leaking even under ex-
treme pressures.

Conclusions
Our data show for the first time how the extremely fast
and powerful dynamics of nematocyst discharge in
Hydra can be explained on the molecular level (Figure 7).
The extraordinarily high speed of discharge is due to the

Figure 7 Model of elastic nematocyst discharge. (A) schematic
representation of nematocyst architecture and minicollagen and
Cnidoin components (capsule redrawn from [4]). (B) model of the
elastic, tear-proof minicollagen-Cnidoin copolymer facilitating
nematocyst discharge.
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release of energy stored in the stretched configuration of
the minicollagen-Cnidoin copolymer of the capsule wall
that is under a very high initial osmotic pressure
(Figure 7B). During discharge the capsule collapses and
releases the energy (Figure 1A). The mode of copolymer
formation as suggested by the possession of homologous
CRDs in Cnidoin and minicollagens represents an at-
tractive mechanism for biotechnological approaches as it
offers unlimited fine-tuning of the ratio between elastic
and stress-resistant components in forming polymers
with different mechanical properties. Future research
will show how the formation of such polymers might be
feasible under controlled conditions.

Methods
Animals
Hydra magnipapillata was used for all experiments.
Animals were cultured in Hydra medium at 18°C and
fed two to three times a week with freshly hatched
Artemia salina nauplii. Animals used for the experi-
ments were starved for 24 hours. Intact nematocysts
were isolated from whole Hydra tissue as described by
Weber et al. [47]. Sucrose (10%) was added to the solu-
tions in order to prevent an osmotically triggered dis-
charge of the nematocysts.

Isolation of Cnidoin cDNA and construction of expression
vector
Preparation of whole RNA was performed using the
RNeasy Mini Kit (Qiagen, Venlo, Netherlands) according
to the manufacturer’s instructions. The isolated RNA
was transcribed by reverse transcriptase into cDNA.
Using a pair of primers encompassing the predicted Cni-
doin sequence (forward: ATGTCTCGATTACTACTTC,
reverse: TTATCTCTTTTTACCAAAAGCTCC), a PCR
was performed and the purified PCR product was ligated
into the pGEM-T Vector (Promega, Madison, WI, USA)
by TA cloning and the sequence was verified by auto-
mated sequencing.
Recombinant expression in Escherchia coli BL21 (DE3)

cells was performed from a pET21b vector, which intro-
duces a C-terminal polyhistidine tag. Cnidoin protein
was exclusively found in inclusion bodies and purified
under denaturing conditions (8 M urea) using Ni-NTA
beads. For force spectroscopy experiments a Cnidoin
fragment carrying an N-terminal ybbR-tag and a C-
terminal dockerin-histidine-tag was generated by cloning
the cDNA fragment coding for amino acid residues 150
to 419 including primer sequences coding for the re-
spective tags into the pet21b vector.

SDS PAGE and western blot
A polyclonal guinea pig antibody was raised against a pep-
tide encompassing the sequence of the second C-terminal

CRD domain (GCAPSCQQQCIPSCPRGCCGA) of Cni-
doin (Eurogentec, Seraing, Liège, Belgium). Isolated nema-
tocysts were solubilised by heating (95°C, 10 minutes) in
sample buffer with or without 2-mercaptoethanol as indi-
cated in the experiments. Hydra lysate was prepared by
dissolving an animal in reducing or non-reducing sample
buffer by heating and vortexing. Nematocyst ghosts, the
insoluble fraction of nematocysts, were obtained by ex-
tended SDS washing of the isolated and discharged cap-
sules. The ghosts were afterwards solubilised in sample
buffer. The samples were separated by SDS-PAGE using
12% gels and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes by
wet blotting. Blocking was performed for one hour with
5% milk powder in PBS 0.1% Tween20. After three 10-
minute washes with 0.5% milk powder in PBS 0.1%
Tween20, the membrane was incubated with the Cnidoin
antibody (1:1000 in washing solution) for 1.5 hours,
followed by three five-minute washing steps. The primary
antibody was detected using an anti-guinea pig antibody
coupled to horseradish peroxidase (1:1000 in washing so-
lution) for one hour.
For the polymerisation assay, reduced glutathione was

added to a final concentration of 1 mM to recombi-
nantly expressed Cnidoin. The protein was incubated at
37°C. Samples were taken at indicated time points,
mixed with non-reducing sample buffer and boiled for
five minutes at 95°C. Afterwards the samples were kept
on ice, until all time points were covered. The samples
were separated by a gradient SDS-PAGE (4% to 20%),
blotted on nitrocellulose, blocked with 5% BSA and de-
tected by an anti-penta-his antibody.
The copolymerisation of recombinant Minicollagen-1

MBP (maltose binding protein) and Cnidoin was per-
formed in the presence of 10 mM reduced glutathione.
Minicollagen-1 MBP was purified by Ni-NTA from
HEK293 cell culture supernatant as described [13,26].
Cnidoin was obtained by isolating recombinant protein
from E. coli. As indicated in the experiment, various
amounts of Cnidoin were added to the Minicollagen-1
containing sample in the presence of glutathione. The
sample was mixed with non-reducing sample buffer and
boiled immediately at 95°C. Separation and detection
was performed as described above.

Immunocytochemistry
H. magnipapillata were relaxed in 2% urethane in Hydra
medium and then fixed in freshly prepared 4% PFA in
hydra medium or Lavdovsky’s fixative (50% ethanol, 10%
formaldehyde, 4% acetic acid, 36% water) for thirty mi-
nutes or five hours, respectively. The fixative was re-
moved by three 10-minute washing steps with PBS 0.1%
Triton X100. The antibody was diluted 1:250 in PBS 1%
BSA and incubated overnight at 4°C. For co-stainings
with two antibodies, both antibodies (minicollagen-1
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1:500, minicollagen-15 1:1000) were incubated simultan-
eously overnight at 4°C. To remove unbound antibodies
three 10-minute wash steps with PBS 0.1% Triton X100
were performed. The incubation with the second anti-
bodies was performed for two hours at room temperature.
For detection of Cnidoin, a goat anti-guinea pig Alexa 568
coupled antibody was used, and for Minicollagen-1 and
Minicollagen-15 a goat anti-rabbit Alexa 488 coupled anti-
body. The secondary antibodies were diluted 1:400 in PBS
1% BSA. To remove unbound antibodies, the animals
were washed three times with PBS and then mounted on
object slides with PBS 90% glycerol.

In situ hybridisation
The in situ probes were amplified from the Cnidoin-
pGEM-T construct by PCR using the M13 forward and
reverse primers. The purified PCR product was tran-
scribed in vitro to DIG labelled RNA by Sp6 RNA poly-
merase (antisense probe), purified by precipitation with
ammonium acetate and quality checked on a 1% agarose
gel. As negative control, the sense probe was produced
in the same way, using the T7 RNA polymerase. The in
situ probes were diluted to approximately 5 ng/μl and
then used in a 1:100 dilution for the experiment.
Animals were relaxed with 2% urethane in Hydra
medium and fixed overnight with freshly prepared 4%
PFA in Hydra medium. The fixed animals were trans-
ferred to 100% ethanol and rehydrated in five minute
steps using 75%, 50%, 25% ethanol in PBS, 0.1%
Tween20 (PBT). After three five-minute washing steps
with PBT the animals were incubated with 1× proteinase
K in PBT for seven minutes. The reaction was stopped
by adding 4 mg/ml glycine in PBT. Then, the animals
were equilibrated twice in 0.1 M triethanolamine (TEA)
for five minutes and incubated for five minutes each
with 0.25% and 0.5% acetanhydride in TEA, followed by
two washing steps with PBT. Then, a re-fixation with 4%
PFA was performed for 20 minutes at room tem-
perature, followed by five five-minute washing steps with
PBT. The animals were incubated with hybridising solu-
tion (50% formamide, 5× SSC (0.75 M NaCl, 0.075 M
sodium citrate in water, pH 7.0), 1× Denhardt's (0.02%
polyvinyl pyrrolidone, 0.02% Ficoll, 0.021% BSA in
water), 0.2 mg/ml yeast RNA, 0.1 mg/ml heparin, 0.1%
Tween20, 0.1% Chaps, 10% H2O) for 10 minutes and
then pre-hybridised in hybridising solution for two hours
at 55°C. The probes were diluted in hybridising solution
and denatured by heating (75°C, 10 minutes). The ani-
mals were incubated with the probes for 2.5 days at
55°C. Unbound probes were removed by five-minute
washing steps with 100%, 75%, 50%, 25% hybridising so-
lution in 2× SSC (0.3 M NaCl, 0.03 M sodium citrate in
water, pH 7.0) followed by two incubations for 30
minutes in 2× SSC, 0.1% Chaps. The animals were

equilibrated in maleic acid buffer (MAB: 100 mM maleic
acid, 150 mM NaCl in water, pH 7.5) 2× for 10 minutes
and blocked in 1% blocking reagent (Roche, Indiana-
polis, IN, USA) in MAB for two hours at room
temperature. For detection of the DIG labelled RNA
probes, an anti-DIG antibody coupled to alkaline phos-
phatase was used at 1:4000 in blocking solution at 4°C
overnight. Unbound antibody was washed out during
eight 30- to 60-minute washing steps with MAB, followed
by an overnight washing step. To detect the signal the ani-
mals were first equilibrated 2× for 10 minutes in NTMT
(100 mM NaCl, 100 mM Tris pH 9.5, 50 mM MgCl2, 0.1%
Tween20) at room temperature and then incubated in
NBT/BCIP (Roche, Indianapolis, IN, USA) 1:50 in NTMT
in the dark at 37°C. When reaching the optimal signal to
background ratio, the reaction was stopped by adding
100% ethanol. The animals were rehydrated by incubation
for five minutes in 75%, 50% and 25% ethanol in 0.1× PBS.
After a final rehydration step in PBS the animals were
mounted on microscope slides in PBS 90% glycerol.
For double in situ hybridisation with Minicollagen-1

the animals were incubated simultaneously with DIG-
labelled Cnidoin and fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-
labelled Minicollagen-1 probes. After incubation with
the DIG antibody (1:2000) and MAB washing, the stain-
ing with NBT/BCIP was performed. The staining reac-
tion was stopped with ethanol and after rehydration the
animals were incubated with the FITC antibody (1:2000)
overnight. After MAB washing, the minicollagen-signal
was detected with the FastRed substrate (Roche). The re-
action was stopped with 100 mM glycine, 0.1% Tween20,
pH2.2. Samples were washed in PBS and mounted on
microscope slides with PBS 90% glycerol.

Microscopy
Fluorescence images were captured with the Nikon A1R
confocal laser-scanning microscope (Nikon, Tokyo,
Japan), in part at the Nikon Imaging Center, Heidelberg,
Germany. In situ images were captured with the Nikon
Eclipse 80i (Nikon, Tokyo, Japan).

Transmission electron microscopy of recombinant
Cnidoin
Supernatants of recombinant Cnidoin samples solubilised
in 8 M urea were absorbed to freshly glow-discharged thin
carbon films supported by thick perforated carbon layers
and negatively stained with uranyl formiate following
standard procedures [48].

AFM force spectroscopy on recombinant Cnidoin
monomers
Purified Cnidoin samples were stored at −80°C and thawed
on crushed ice. Following the manufacturer’s protocol
(Pierce, Rockford, Illinois, USA) samples were treated with
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TCEP for breaking inter- and intramolecular disulphide
bonds and additionally with iodoacetamide for preventing
their reformation.
Cnidoin constructs, bearing a C-terminal type I dock-

erin tag (GDVNDDGKVNSTDAVALKRYVLRSGISINT
DNADLNEDGRVNSTDLGILKRYILKEIDTLPYKN) and
an N-terminal ybbR tag (DSLEFIASKLA), were cova-
lently attached to a functionalised glass slide displaying
a coenzyme A (CoA) surface (Figure 4A). For func-
tionalisation, glass slides were silanised with 3-
aminopropyldimethylethoxysilane (ABCR) [49], coated
with 25 mM N-hydroxy-succinimide (NHS)-PEG-
maleimide (M = 425.39 g/mol) and treated with 25 mM
CoA. Functionalised glass slides were incubated with
1 mg/ml of treated proteins in the presence of Sfp-
transferase and MgCl2. After an incubation period of
two hours, glass slides were carefully rinsed with Tris-
buffered saline (25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl, pH 7.2),
ensuring a permanent liquid environment for immobi-
lised proteins and a loss of non-immobilised proteins.
Silicon nitride AFM cantilevers bearing a silicon tip
(BL-AC40TS-C2, Olympus, Center Valley, Pennsylva-
nia, USA) were aminosilanised and coated with (NHS)-
PEG-maleimide (M = 425.39 g/mol). Functionalised
cantilevers were incubated with a 50 μM solution of
CBM A2C-Cohesin (Addgene: pET28a-ybbR-HIS-
CBM-CohI, 58709) [33] from Clostridium thermocel-
lum, enabling specific binding to dockerin tagged
proteins. All measurements were performed in Tris-
buffered saline (25 mM Tris, 72 mM NaCl, pH 7.2)
supplemented with 1 mM CaCl2 and 10 mM dithio-
threitol (DTT) and protease inhibitor mix (Roche).
Single molecule force spectroscopy was performed

using custom-built instruments [50] each driven by an
MFP-3D AFM controller. Spring constants of the canti-
levers were determined individually using the thermal
noise method within 20% deviation of the nominal
value of 0.07 N/m. Force-distance traces were recorded
in closed-loop mode at pulling speeds ranging from
200 nm/s to 6,400 nm/s. With each trace the xy-stage was
moved by 150 nm to probe a new position on the surface.
For studying Cnidoin stretching, only retract traces with a
final double peak (Figure 4B) were considered. This fea-
ture is characteristic of the cohesin-dockerin rupture [32]
and guarantees that Cnidoin was stretched specifically
from its C-terminus. A WLC model was fitted from zero
to the first of the double peaks.

Molecular dynamics simulations of Cnidoin’s repetitive
sequence units
Two repetitive sequence units, namely QMQGCGQQM
PPMMSGCGG and QMQGCGQQLPLMMPGCVG, were
selected for investigation with MD simulations. Both of
the units contain the GCGQQ motif and also a high

content of methionine, two major features of Cnidoin
(Figure 1C, Additional file 1: Figure S1B). Initial extended
structures of these two units were constructed using
Pymol [51] and were parameterised at the all-atom level
resolution using the OPLS-AA force field [52].
All simulations were carried out using the MD soft-

ware package Gromacs 4.5.3 [53]. The two Cnidoin pep-
tide units with extended initial structures were first
solvated in boxes of TIP4P water molecules with an ion
concentration (Na+ and Cl−) of 0.1 mol/liter [54]. A cut-off
of 1.0 nm was used for non-bonded interactions, and the
Particle-Mesh Ewald method was chosen to sample long-
range electrostatic interactions [55]. Periodic boundary
conditions were employed to remove artificial boundary ef-
fects. In order to use a time step of 0.2 fs, all covalent bonds
were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [56]. All sim-
ulations were performed under a constant temperature of
300 K and a constant pressure of 1 bar, using Nose-Hoover
temperature coupling and Parrinello-Rahman pressure
coupling methods, with coupling time constants of 0.4 ps
and 4 ps, respectively [57-59]. The simulation systems were
first energy minimised by using the steepest descent
method. Equilibration of the solvent molecules was carried
out for 500 ps, with all heavy atoms in the peptide re-
strained by a force constant of 1000 kJ · mol−1 · nm−2. The
two Cnidoin units were then fully equilibrated for 500 ns
individually. Energy and coordinates of the simulation sys-
tems were collected every 1,000 time steps. The same simu-
lation parameters were used in the following simulations
unless otherwise specified.
Umbrella sampling along the end-to-end distance of

the two-peptide units was performed to probe their elasti-
city. Structures of the two units with shortest end-to-end
distances in the above-mentioned 500 ns equilibration
were chosen as starting points. Two new simulation sys-
tems comprising approximately 55,000 atoms, which were
large enough to accommodate fully extended peptides,
were set up. The peptides were extended by applying a
pulling force as in force-probe MD simulations [60]. Pep-
tide conformations covering Z-components of end-to-end
distances between 0.4 and 7.0 nm were chosen as starting
structures for the umbrella sampling runs, with distance
intervals of 0.4 nm. A force constant of 500 kJ · mol−1 ·
nm−2 was used for the umbrella potential. The sampling
times were changed with peptide extensions, with longer
simulation times of 150 ns for extensions shorter than
2.0 nm because of higher fluctuations, and shorter times
of 50 ns for longer extensions. The potential of mean
force was calculated by using the weighted histogram ana-
lysis method [61]. Representative structures obtained
from sampling at different extensions are shown in
Figure 5A.
The dynamics of Cnidoin peptide collapse were inves-

tigated in an additional set of MD simulations. In these
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simulations, the two Cnidoin peptide units were first
held by a constant pulling force of 415 pN at both ter-
mini for 20 ns to obtain a conformational ensemble with
large end-to-end distances. We chose 10 of the stretched
peptide conformations and initiated force-quench MD
simulations in the absence of a pulling force to monitor
peptide collapse. We defined structures with an end-to-
end distance of 1.5 nm or smaller as the collapsed state,
and measured the time each of the fully stretched pep-
tides required to reach this state. For comparison, two
disordered peptides from the sequence-related silk pro-
tein (Spidroin-1 and Spidroin-2) and, as a representative
of a non-elastomeric protein, two disordered peptides
from the vWF linker between domains A1 and A2, were
chosen to perform the same collapse force-quench MD
simulations (peptide sequences are shown in Additional
file 7: Figure S7). Aiming at understanding the dynamical
effects from the high percentage of methionine residues,
for an additional set of simulations, all methionines in the
Cnidoin peptides were mutated to alanines. The mutated
Cnidoin peptides were then subjected to the same force-
quench MD simulations.

Molecular dynamics simulations of a bundle of Cnidoin’s
repetitive sequence units
The repetitive sequence unit QMQGCGQQLPLMMPG
CVG previously simulated in isolation was incubated
with three other identical peptides spaced 2 nm along
one of the Cartesian coordinates. Protein fragments were
placed at the center of a cubic box with dimensions of
10 nm3. Simulation parameters and force fields were
adopted from the simulations described above, if not
otherwise mentioned. After a first energy minimisation
the system was equilibrated in two steps. Firstly, tem-
perature was coupled in a canonical (NVT) ensemble
using a Nose-Hoover thermostat and secondly, pressure
was coupled in an isobaric (NPT) ensemble using a
Parrinello-Rahman barostat [57-59]. NVT and NPT
equilibration runs were performed for 500 ps each, dur-
ing which solvent molecules were able to accommodate
around the protein that was fixed in space through the
application of a 1,000 kJ · mol−1 · nm−2 force constant on
each protein’s Cα atom. During the temperature-
coupling step a set of initial, Boltzmann-distributed, vel-
ocities was generated. After equilibration, a 50 ns pro-
duction molecular dynamics run was performed at the
equilibrium, at a constant temperature of 300 K and a
pressure of 0.1 bar. During such a run, the four fila-
ments collapsed into a bundle subsequently used for the
pulling simulations.
For the pulling simulations of a Cnidoin fragment em-

bedded into a bundle of Cnidoin segments, the filament
with the highest number of intermolecular contacts in-
side the bundle was chosen for pulling. The C-terminus

Cα was set as pulling group whereas on the N-terminus
Cα a positional restraint was placed using a force con-
stant of 1,000 kJ · mol−1 · nm−2. The C-terminus Cα was
pulled along the Z-component, as previously described,
using an umbrella potential of 500 kJ · mol−1 · nm−2. Ten
independent, pulling simulations were carried out.

Fourier-transform mid-infrared spectroscopy
The degree of ordering was assessed on the basis of
Fourier-transform mid-infrared spectroscopy of dried
films of Cnidoin elastic domain. For recombinant ex-
pression of the Cnidoin elastic domain a DNA fragment
coding for amino acids GGQM-AGCG was amplified by
PCR and cloned four times as a tandem repeat into the
pet21 vector (Novagen, Whitehouse Station, New Jersey,
USA). Protein purification was performed under de-
naturing conditions via the C-terminal his-tag. For elu-
tion, buffer conditions were changed to PBS (136.9 mM
NaCl; 2,7 mM KCl; 1.5 mM KH2PO4; 8 mM Na2PO4)
including 10 mM DTT, 500 mM NaCl, 250 mM imid-
azole as well as protease inhibitor mix and the eluted
protein was immediately used for the experiment. For
comparison, nine further proteins (hemoglobin, bovine
serum albumin, concanavalin, ribonuclease s, lysozyme,
ferritin, cytochrome c, elastase, casein) were investigated
in the same manner. Thus, nine different protein solutions
at 1 mg/ml each were prepared in the elution buffer for
Cnidoin elastic domain. Each solution was pipetted to 10
wells (50 μL per well) of a 96-well silicon sample carrier
and left to dry. This procedure was repeated on three fur-
ther sample carriers and each sample carrier was then in-
vestigated separately in order to check for consistency and
reproducibility. Details of the technical setup for spectros-
copy are described in [62]. After vector normalisation in
the region from 1,600 cm−1 to 1,715 cm−1 and background
subtraction, the median absorbance of each nine-fold rep-
lication on each sample carrier was calculated. In order to
investigate the degree of ordering of the proteins we
followed the implications of Byler and Susi [31] in that,
both a low number of spectral components in the overall
amide I band as well as the existence and strength of a
peak around 1,645 cm−1 are indicative for a low degree of
ordering. The number of spectral components was esti-
mated from fitting one Gaussian curve per spectral com-
ponent and comparing the fit results on the basis of the
Akaike Information Criterion [63]. Median spectra were
fitted with up to 13 Gaussian curves and up to 10 random
starting conditions for any fixed number of Gaussian
curves. An example of a median spectrum of Cnidoin is
shown in Additional file 3: Figure S3C together with a fit
result for five Gaussian curves (that is, five spectral com-
ponents). All fit results were analysed by means of the cor-
rected Akaike Information Criterion (AICc). Weights for
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the fit with i Gaussian curves were set to be
e−

AICcmin− AICci
2

P
i
e
−
AICcmin− AICci

2

and the weighted arithmetic mean was calculated in order
to yield the optimum number of Gaussians as well as its
standard deviation.
For the investigation of peak positions and widths,

those spectral components which contributed less than
1% to the total signal (area under the curve) were omit-
ted from further analysis in order to avoid misleading
conclusions. The peak around 1,645 cm−1 in the case of
Cnidoin had an average width of 17.3 cm−1 and, math-
ematically, the difference from the widths of the other
peaks is significant on the basis of a two-sided t-test.
However, despite the clear indications for the lower

degree of ordering in Cnidoin, it has to be noted that
many assumptions and simplifications enter into this
analysis such that the results should be considered as
supplementary information supporting the hypothesis of
Cnidoin being a mainly unordered protein.

Additional files

Additional file 1: Figure S1. Primary structure and amino acid
composition of Cnidoin. (A) amino acid sequence and domain organization
of Cnidoin. Signal peptide is in turquoise, propeptide in green, CRDs in
yellow and the elastic domain in dark blue. Underlined is the second
C-terminal CRD used as epitope for antibody generation. (B) amino acid
composition of the elastic Cnidoin domain shows a high content in glycine,
glutamine and methionine as well as cysteine and proline.

Additional file 2: Figure S2. Co-polymerisation of Minicollagen and
Cnidoin. Polymer products of recombinant Minicollagen-1-MBP as
detected by Western blot are more pronounced with increasing amounts
of recombinant Cnidoin.

Additional file 3: Figure S3. (A) Disorder prediction of Cnidoin by
DisEMBL. Disorder scores of loops and coils for each residue in Cnidoin are
shown. Expected level of disorder is shown as orange dashed line.
Repetitive sequence units in Cnidoin are highlighted by the light blue
region. (B) Number of spectral components observed in the mid-infrared
spectra of Cnidoin and other proteins. The red triangles represent the
average number of components derived from multiple repetitions of the
measurement procedure and the error bars indicate the standard deviation.
Blue dots are the results obtained from Byler and Susi [31], from where it
can be inferred that a low number of spectral components represents a low
degree of ordering of the protein. (C) Example mid-infrared spectrum of
Cnidoin together with a fit result for the case of five spectral components.

Additional file 4: Figure S4. Forces of cohesin-dockerin rupture events
as a function of the corresponding loading rates. For double rupture
events, the ‘2nd’ denotes the final peak. In agreement with [32] forces are
in the order of 100 pN and are highest for the second peak, followed by
the first peak of double events, and are lowest for single rupture events.

Additional file 5: Figure S5. (A) Force-distance traces of Cnidoin
displaying only a final single peak. Double as well as single peak traces
show identical characteristic worm-like chain (WLC) behaviour and lack
further pronounced features. For quantification of contour and persistence
length, a WLC model was fitted to single peak traces (red line). (B) Histogram
of the contour length distribution of Cnidoin based on single peak traces.
The average contour length of 97 nm and its corresponding standard
deviation of 38 nm are in excellent agreement with average contour length
(94 nm) and standard deviation (43 nm) for double peak curves (Figure 4C).
(C) Histogram of the persistence length distribution of Cnidoin based on
single peak traces. The average persistence length of 0.42 nm and its

corresponding standard deviation of 0.21 nm are in excellent agreement
with average persistence length (0.37 nm) and standard deviation (0.23 nm)
for double peak curves.

Additional file 6: Figure S6. Molecular elasticity of Cnidoin’s repeat
engaging intermolecular contacts. The figure shows force-extension
profiles for Cnidoin’s repetitive unit QMQGCGQQLPLMMPGCVG in the
absence of other filaments in solution (red) and in the presence of four
other identical fragments (black) as obtained from the average of 10
pulling simulations. The force-extension profiles have been fitted (solid
lines) using a WLC model [36]. The obtained persistence length is 0.72 ±
0.02 nm for the single filament in water and 0.1 ± 0.003 nm for the
filament embedded into the bundle. The snapshots at the top of the
curves report the stretching of the pulled filament (orange) with respect
to the bundle. The N-terminal position-restrained Cα is represented as a
black sphere whereas the C-terminal pulled Cα is red. Filaments are
represented as strings and atomic particles and bonds are shown using a
balls and sticks representation and coloured by atom type.

Additional file 7: Figure S7. Disordered peptide sequences studied
beside Cnidoin peptide units. Each of the sequences used in this study
has 18 residues as those in Cnidoin peptides. Mutation points in Cnidoin
peptides from methionine to alanine are highlighted in red in the figure.
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ABSTRACT 

Von Willebrand factor (VWF) is a multimeric plasma glycoprotein that is activated for hemostasis 

by increased hydrodynamic forces at sites of vascular injury. Here, we employ AFM single-molecule 

force measurements, AFM imaging, and small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) to show that structure and 

mechanics of VWF are governed by multiple pH-dependent interactions with opposite trends within 

dimeric subunits. Particularly, the recently discovered strong intermonomer interaction, which induces a 

firmly closed conformation of dimers and crucially involves the D4 domain, was observed with highest 

frequency at pH 7.4, but was essentially absent at pH values below 6.8. However, below pH 6.8, the ratio 

of compact dimers increased with decreasing pH, in line with a previous TEM study. These findings 

indicated that compactness of dimers at pH values below 6.8 is promoted by other interactions possessing 

low mechanical resistance compared to the strong intermonomer interaction. By investigating deletion 

constructs, we found compactness under acidic conditions to be primarily mediated by the D4 domain, 

i.e., remarkably by the same domain that also mediates the strong intermonomer interaction. As our data 

suggest highest mechanical resistance of VWF at physiological pH, local deviations from physiological 

pH, e.g., at sites of vascular injury, may represent a mechanism to enhance VWF’s hemostatic activity 

where needed. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In order to prevent excessive blood loss at sites of vascular injury, damaged vessel walls need to be 

sealed rapidly and effectively by a hemostatic plug. A key player for the formation of a hemostatic plug is 

the multimeric plasma glycoprotein von Willebrand factor (VWF). Activated by increased forces at sites 

of vascular injury, VWF critically mediates hemostasis by binding to subendothelial collagen and by 

promoting platelet aggregation (1–3). VWF’s central role in hemostasis is underlined by a variety of 

mutations in VWF that cause the common bleeding disorder von Willebrand disease (4).  

The complex biosynthesis of linear VWF multimers (concatamers) in vascular endothelial cells and 

megakaryocytes involves extensive posttranslational processing (4, 5), some steps of which crucially 

depend on pH-regulated conformational changes of the protein (6, 7). After expression as pre-pro-proteins 

– comprising a short signal peptide sequence and pro-peptide domains D1 and D2 in addition to the 

domains present in mature VWF (D’D3, A1, A2, A3, D4, C1-C6, CK; see Fig. 1A) – and subsequent 

cleavage of the signal peptide, monomers are dimerized in the endoplasmatic reticulum (ER, pH 7.4) in a 

tail-to-tail fashion via disulfide linkage between their CK domains (5, 8). Dimers are equipped with N- 

and O-linked glycans in the ER and the Golgi, respectively (5). At the lowered pH values of the Golgi and 

trans-Golgi (pH 6.2), dimers were shown to preferentially adopt a compact conformation, as monomers 

zip up from the CK domains up to the A2 domains to form so-called dimeric bouquets (7). However, A2 

and A3 are not crucial for bouquet formation (7). Such compact dimeric bouquets are thought to favor the 
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formation of closely packed helical tubules built up from dimers in the trans-Golgi and Weibel-Palade 

bodies (6, 9). Latter are secretory granules of endothelial cells possessing a pH of approximately 5.4 (10), 

close to VWF’s pI (11). Tubule formation crucially depends on pH-regulated association of the pro-

peptide domains D1-D2 (5, 6) and goes hand in hand with orderly linear multimerization of dimers (6, 7). 

Templated by the tubule architecture, linkage of dimers occurs in a head-to-head fashion via formation of 

disulfide bonds between D’D3 domains (5, 7), resulting in concatamers built up from dimers as smallest 

repeating subunits, which after proteolytic cleavage of the pro-peptide possess a mass of ~ 500 kDa. It was 

speculated that histidine residues in VWF’s C-terminal segment D4-CK mediate pH-dependent bouquet 

formation (7). Indeed, several of VWF’s domains harbor a comparably large number of histidines 

(Fig. 1A). The highest density of histidines is found in VWF’s D4 domain, which is an assembly of 

distinct sub-modules (D4N, D4, C8-4, and TIL4) (12). 

Upon secretion into the vasculature, VWF encounters a pH of 7.4 and adopts an overall more 

flexible conformation (1). However, we recently showed that a strong intermonomer interaction is present 

in roughly half of VWF’s dimeric subunits under near-physiological conditions (13). In brief, AFM 

single-molecule force measurements on VWF dimers revealed two types of characteristic force–extension 

traces. While traces of type II only exhibited peaks corresponding to the well-characterized unfolding of 

the A2 domains (~ 10-20 pN) (14–17), type I traces revealed an additional peak at high force (> 50 pN), 

which was identified with the dissociation of a strong intermonomer interaction, providing additional 

length of approximately 80 nm to the elongation of dimers. Our data further revealed that this interaction 

critically involves the D4 domain and divalent ions. Importantly, elongational forces on VWF in the 

bloodstream result from the interplay of an elongational flow component and VWF’s extraordinary length 

(14, 18), which may exceed 15 µm in the plasma (2). Force sensing, i.e. conversion of flow into a 

physiological signal, is crucial for VWF’s hemostatic function, as VWF’s activation for collagen binding 

and binding to the platelet glycoprotein Ib (GPIb) was shown to be force-induced (2, 3). Increased forces 

acting on VWF are encountered where elongational flow components are elevated, as for instance at sites 

of vascular injury, but also in stenosed vessels, where VWF can provoke thrombosis (1). Importantly, by 

reducing the effective force-sensing length of concatamers, the strong intermonomer interaction in VWF’s 

dimeric subunits can be assumed to increase critical rates of elongational flow to activate VWF for 

hemostasis (13).  

While the pH crucially affects VWF’s conformation, it has not been clarified to what extent it 

influences VWF’s mechanics. It has been proposed that pH variations may play a pivotal role for VWF’s 

activation by affecting critical rates of elongational flow (19). Certainly, the pH in healthy blood vessels is 

precisely buffered to maintain a pH of 7.4, and small deviations of 0.1 already represent 

pathophysiological conditions. However, as suggested by several studies (20–24), the pH may locally vary 

at sites of injury and inflammation. Furthermore, to shed light on the nature of the molecular mechanisms 
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underlying VWF’s structure and mechanics, in particular of the strong intermonomer interaction, a 

comprehensive investigation of the influence of the pH is of general interest. 

Here, we present data from AFM single-molecule force measurements, AFM imaging, and small-

angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), showing that the ratio of dimers exhibiting the strong intermonomer 

interaction strongly depends on the pH, reaching a maximum at pH 7.4. Dimers were in the focus of our 

investigations, as they build up higher order concatamers without significantly changing their individual 

structure (13). Our data further reveal that compactness of dimers under acidic conditions is accomplished 

by another intermonomer interaction that has however a lower mechanical resistance. Overall, we 

combine force and imaging data to dissect and locate pH-dependent interactions within VWF’s dimeric 

subunits and to characterize their mechanical resistance, which crucially affects force sensing by VWF 

and thereby VWF's activation for hemostasis. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

 

Genetic engineering of recombinant proteins 

Heterodimeric VWF constructs were expressed in HEK 293 cells (DSMZ, Braunschweig, 

Germany), after initial co-transfection of cells with two different plasmids, encoding VWF sequence and 

N-terminal ybbR- or N-terminal Twin-Strep-tag, respectively (13). Constructs used for AFM imaging 

experiments possessed a Strep-tag instead of the Twin-Strep-tag. VWF monomers were expressed in HEK 

293 cells, after transfection of cells with a single type of plasmid, encoding VWF sequence and both N-

terminal ybbR-tag and C-terminal Twin-Strep-tag. Plasmid construction was carried out as previously 

described in detail (13). Transfection of cells occurred in DMEM (Life Technologies) containing 10% 

FBS (Life Technologies), 4 µg plasmid (for co-transfection 2 µg of both plasmids), and 15 µL 

Lipofectamine 2000 (Life Technologies). 24 h after transfection, cells were transferred into selection 

medium, which contained 500 µg/mL G418 (Invivogen, Toulouse, France). In the case of co-transfected 

cells, the selection medium additionally contained 250 µg/mL Hygromycin B (Invivogen). After 2 to 3 

weeks, the polyclonal cell culture was seeded for expression. After 72 h of cell growing, the medium was 

exchanged against OPTIPRO-SFM for secretion of recombinant VWF. The culture supernatant was 

collected after 72 h and subsequently concentrated using Amicon Ultra-15 MWCO 100 kDa. 

Strep-Tactin with a single Cysteine, which was used for pulling Twin-Strep-tagged VWF 

specifically, was prepared as described in (13, 26). 

 

Buffers 

For experiments under varied pH conditions, buffer solutions containing 150 mM NaCl and 20 mM 

of one of the following buffering agents were used: Na-acetate (pH 5.4), BisTris (pH 6.2, 6.6, and 6.8), 
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Hepes (pH 7.1 and pH 7.4) or Tris (pH 8.0 and 8.6). The pH was adjusted using HCl and NaOH, 

respectively. Buffers used for measurements in the presence of divalent ions additionally contained 1 mM 

CaCl2 and 1 mM MgCl2. Buffers used for measurements in the presence of free Imidazole further 

contained 200 mM Imidazole in addition to CaCl2 and MgCl2. Prior to measurements in the absence of 

divalent ions, proteins were incubated with 10 mM EDTA for 8 h and afterwards buffer exchanged to the 

measurement buffer. For SAXS measurements in the presence of EDTA, buffers contained 10 mM EDTA. 

 

Single-molecule force measurements 

For single-molecule force measurements, samples and cantilevers were prepared as previously 

reported (13). In brief, VWF constructs, carrying a ybbR-tag (DSLEFIASKLA) and a Twin-Strep-tag 

(WSHPQFEKGGGSGGGSGGGSWSHPQFEK), were covalently attached to a glass surface 

functionalized with Coenzyme A (CoA). For preparation of CoA functionalized surfaces, glass slides were 

initially silanized with (3-aminopropyl)-dimethyl-ethoxysilane (APDMES) (25). Afterwards, a 5 kDa N-

Hydroxy-Succinimide (NHS)-PEG-Maleimide linker (PEG linker, 25 mM) was conjugated to amine 

groups on the glass surface. The maleimide chemistry of the PEG linker allowed for subsequently 

coupling CoA (25 mM) to the PEGylated glass surfaces. Effective coupling was achieved in buffer 

containing 50 mM sodium phosphate, 50 mM NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, pH 7.2. Finally, CoA functionalized 

slides were incubated with VWF constructs (1 mg/mL) in OPTIPRO-SFM medium (Life Technologies, 

Darmstadt, Germany), in presence of Sfp-transferase and MgCl2. Incubation occurred overnight at 4°C. 

After incubation, slides were carefully rinsed with buffer, ensuring a permanent liquid environment for 

immobilized proteins and a loss of non-immobilized proteins. 

Similarly to surfaces, AFM cantilevers with a silicon tip (BL-AC40TS-C2, Olympus, Japan) were 

silanized with APDMES and incubated with the 5 kDa PEG linker (25 mM).  Afterwards, Strep-Tactin 

bearing a single Cysteine residue (Strep-Tactin-Cys) was covalently attached to maleimide groups at the 

cantilever surface (13, 26). Before incubating cantilevers with Strep-Tactin-Cys, the latter was reduced in 

the presence of tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) beads and then separated from them by filtering. 

Cantilevers were incubated with reduced Strep-Tactin-Cys (10 mM) for 3 hours. Prior to experiments, 

cantilevers were relocated into the respective buffer that was used in the experiment. 

Single-molecule force measurements were carried out as described (13), using custom built 

instruments (27), controlled each by an MFP-3D controller (Asylum Research, Santa Barbara, CA). 

Cantilever spring constants were determined using the thermal noise method (28). The cantilever was 

brought into contact with the sample surface and retracted at 6 different pulling speeds ranging from 0.2 to 

6.4 µm/s. The sample was displaced in x–y direction after each force–extension trace to probe different 

molecules. 
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Force–extension traces were subjected to total variation denoising (TVD), and then further analyzed 

(29). In order to separate specific pulling events from unspecific ones, we used A2 unfolding peaks as a 

positive fingerprint (13). To estimate the ratio of type I and type II traces for pH values of 6.8 and above, 

bimodal distributions of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak were fitted with a double Gaussian 

function. More precisely, five free parameters were fitted, involving peak amplitudes and positions for 

both peaks individually and a single value for the width of either peak, accounting for experimental 

uncertainties that are virtually the same for type I and type II traces. To generate characteristic overlays of 

force–extension traces, undenoised force–extension traces were used. Traces were offset (offsets within 

20 nm) along the extension axis, to achieve alignment with respect to the stretch prior to the rupture peak. 

 

AFM imaging 

 Heterobifunctional dimeric VWF constructs [either full-length dimers or dimers with a deletion of 

the D4 domain (aa 1873-2255)], carrying both N-terminal Strep-tags and ybbR-tags, were purified using a 

HiTrap StrepTrap column (GE Healthcare Europe, Freiburg, Germany). Eluates were buffer exchanged to 

the respective measurement buffer and concentrated by centrifuge filtration using Amicon Ultra-15 

MWCO 100 kDa (Merck Chemicals, Schwalbach, Germany). 

Substrate preparation was as previously described (13). In brief, freshly cleaved mica sheets (grade 

I, SPI Supplies, West Chester, PA) were incubated with 20 µL of a poly-L-lysine (PLL) solution (MW 

500-2000; 0.01% w/v; Sigma-Aldrich; in ultrapure water) for 30 s. Afterwards, they were thoroughly 

rinsed with 25 mL of ultrapure water and dried in a stream of nitrogen. 20 µL of buffer solution containing 

approximately 5 µg/mL of VWF constructs were deposited on the functionalized mica substrates and 

incubated for 30 s. Finally, the substrates were rinsed with 20 mL of ultrapure water and dried in a stream 

of nitrogen. 

AFM images of 1 µm x 1 µm and 1024 x 1024 pixels were recorded in tapping mode in air, using 

an MFP-3D AFM (Asylum Research) and cantilevers with silicon tips (AC160TS, Olympus). These 

cantilevers have a nominal spring constant of 26 N/m and a resonance frequency of approximately 300 

kHz. Raw image data were processed and analyzed using SPIP software (v6.4.4; Image Metrology, 

Denmark). Image processing involved plane correction (third order polynomial plane-fitting and flattening 

according to the histogram alignment routine) and Gaussian filtering. 

Dimer conformations were analyzed by tracing dimers individually along their contour, following 

local maxima in height, employing poly-line profiling. In order to quantify the compactness of a dimer, we 

measured its stem length, i.e. the distance along the contour between the CK domain and the position at 

which the two constituent monomers separate from each other. We additionally determined the distance 

from the CK domain to the beginning of higher N-terminal domains for the two constituent monomers and 

used the mean of these distances to normalize the stem length. 
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For the sigmoidal fit shown in Fig. 3C, the following function was used:  

y = ymax / {1 + exp[(xhalf – x) / rate]}. 

 

SAXS data acquisition and analysis 

For SAXS measurements, samples of A1-CK dimers, carrying an N-terminal Twin-Strep-tag, were 

prepared as described previously (13). Measurements were performed at beamline P12 (Deutsches 

Elektronen Synchrotron Hamburg, Germany) (Fig. 3D) (30), as described in (13), and at beamline X12SA 

(cSAXS) at the Swiss Light Source (Fig. S5). Measurements at beamline X12SA employed an X-ray 

energy of 12.4  keV and a sample-to-detector distance of 7 m, resulting in a q-range of  ~ (0.04 – 1.5) nm-1 

(with q = 4Ŋπ sin(θ) / λ, where 2θ is the total scattering angle and λ the X-ray wavelength). Sample 

solutions were added to 1-mm diameter quartz capillaries and kept at room temperature. Data were 

acquired with an exposure time of 1 s each at 10 positions along the length of the capillary. For all 

samples, the 10 profiles showed no signs of radiation damage. Matching profiles were averaged. 

Corresponding buffer samples were measured using identical procedures, and buffer profiles were 

subtracted for background correction. 

 

RESULTS 

Force response of dimeric VWF under varied pH conditions 

For single-molecule force measurements, we used heterobifunctional VWF constructs (13), 

composed of two A1-CK monomers with different N-terminal tags (Fig. 1B). Dimeric A1-CK constructs 

were preferred over full-length constructs, as they resulted in significantly increased yields of specific 

pulling events. Higher yields may be a result of better accessible tags when located at the native linker N-

terminal of A1 compared to being located directly at the N terminus of D’D3. A ybbR-tag at the N 

terminus of one of the A1-CK monomers enabled covalent attachment to a Coenzyme A functionalized 

glass surface (31), a Twin-Strep-tag at the N terminus of the other A1-CK monomer allowed for specific 

pulling via a Strep-Tactin functionalized AFM cantilever (32). We used polyethylene glycol (PEG) 

spacers both at glass surface and cantilever to minimize unspecific protein–surface interactions.  
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Figure 1. Single-molecule force measurements on dimeric VWF A1-CK constructs under varied 

pH conditions. (A) Domain organization of mature VWF (residues 764-2813), as described in (1, 

12). Positions of histidine residues are indicated by black lines beneath. (B) Schematic of pulling 

dimeric A1-CK constructs (not drawn to scale). (C-D) Denoised force–extension traces of type I 

and type II, characterized by A2 unfolding peaks (blue arrows) at low (type I) and at high extension 

values (type II), respectively. While type II traces were observed throughout the probed pH range, 

type I traces, showing the force response of dimers that were initially firmly closed via the strong 

intermonomer interaction (13), were essentially only obtained at pH values of 6.8 and above. At all 

pH values at which type I traces were observed, dissociation of the strong intermonomer interaction 

(green arrow) yielded unvaried characteristic length increments. The final peak (brown arrow) 

corresponds to tag unbinding, i.e. to the dissociation of the specific Twin-Strep-tag/Strep-Tactin 

interaction and rupture of the probed molecule from the AFM tip (13, 33). (E-F) Unimodal 

distributions of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak, obtained for pH 6.2 (E) and 6.6 (F). The 

distributions are well described by fits of Gaussian functions (solid lines). (G-K) Bimodal 

distributions of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak, obtained for pH values of 6.8 (G), 

7.1 (H), 7.4 (I), 8.0 (J), and 8.6 (K). To estimate the ratio of type I and type II traces, the 
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distributions were fitted with double Gaussian functions (solid lines). (L) Ratio of type I traces as a 

function of the pH. Error bars represent Poisson noise (1 SD). 

 

Single-molecule force measurements were performed under different pH conditions, ranging from 

pH 6.2 to pH 8.6, while keeping ionic conditions fixed (150 mM NaCl, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgCl2). 

Force–extension traces corresponding to specific pulling events were identified using the appearance of 

two A2 unfolding peaks as a positive fingerprint (13). For all probed pH values, traces corresponding to 

specific pulling events did not exhibit any further characteristic peaks except those of A2 unfolding and – 

in traces of type I – the high-force peak corresponding to the dissociation of the strong intermonomer 

interaction in initially firmly closed dimers. Traces of type I exhibited A2 unfolding peaks at low 

extension values, traces of type II at high extension values (first A2 unfolding peak at roughly 80 and 150 

nm, respectively) (13). 

While traces of type I were only observed at pH values of 6.8 and above (Fig. 1C), traces of type II 

were observed for all examined pH values (Fig. 1D). In other words, at a pH of 6.2 and 6.6 only type II 

traces were observed (Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material), whereas at pH values of 6.8 and above both 

type I and type II traces were obtained (Fig. S2), yet with markedly varied ratios. Accordingly, 

quantifying the position of the first A2 unfolding peak in force–extension traces yielded unimodal 

distributions for pH 6.2 and 6.6 (Fig. 1E and 1F), and characteristic bimodal distributions for pH values 

of 6.8 and above (Fig. 1G-K). These distributions revealed that the mean values of the positions of first 

A2 unfolding were, both for type I and type II traces, conserved throughout the probed pH range within a 

standard deviation of 5 nm, giving evidence that no domains were significantly destabilized by acidic pH, 

e.g. due to destabilized disulfide bonds. In line with this, force–extension traces of VWF monomers 

(D’D3-CK) at pH 6.2 were essentially identical to the ones obtained at pH 7.4 (Fig. S3).  We estimated the 

ratios of type I and type II traces for pH 6.8 and above from double Gaussian fits to the distributions of the 

first A2 unfolding position. The ratio of type I traces as a function of the pH exhibited an abrupt increase 

at approximately pH 7.0 and a maximum value of (66 ± 5) % at pH 7.4 (Fig. 1L), closely matching the 

ratio previously observed for full-length dimers (13). Upon further alkalization, the ratio of type I traces 

slightly decreased, resulting in a value of (44 ± 3) % at pH 8.6. It should be noted that both at pH 8.0 and 

8.6 the yield of specific pulling events, i.e. force–extension traces exhibiting two clear A2 unfolding 

peaks, was lower than at pH 7.4 and below. Overall, these data show that the formation of the strong 

intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits strongly depends on the pH. 

In order to test for reversibility of the underlying molecular mechanisms, we exchanged the buffer 

of immobilized proteins after measurements at pH 6.6 (histogram of first A2 unfolding position shown in 

Fig. 1F and Fig. 2A) to buffer solution adjusted to pH 7.4. Importantly, force–extension traces of type I 

were recovered, indicating that the pH-dependent mechanisms that critically affect the formation of firmly 
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closed dimers are largely reversible. However, the ratio of type I traces was lower [(35 ± 3) %] compared 

to experiments without prior incubation at acidic pH, as inferred from the bimodal distribution of the 

position of first A2 unfolding (Fig. 2B). 

 

 
Figure 2. Reversibility of the pH-dependent mechanisms affecting the formation of the strong 

intermonomer interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits. (A) Unimodal distribution of the position of 

the first A2 unfolding peak in force–extension traces of A1-CK dimers measured at pH 6.6 (same 

histogram as shown in Fig. 1F), indicating that only type II traces were observed. (B) Histogram of 

the position of the first A2 unfolding peak, obtained after buffer exchanging immobilized proteins 

to buffer solution of pH 7.4 and with the same cantilever that was used at pH 6.6. Bimodality of the 

distribution indicates that a significant number of type I traces were observed, proving that the 

molecular mechanisms that critically affect the pH-dependent formation of the strong intermonomer 

interaction are largely reversible. Fitting a double Gaussian (solid line) yielded a ratio of (35 ± 3) % 

type I traces. 

 

Conformational ensemble of VWF dimers under varied pH conditions 

Complementarily to single-molecule force experiments, we employed AFM imaging to assess the 

conformations of dimeric VWF constructs adsorbed onto a poly-L-lysine coated mica substrate under 

different pH conditions (see Materials and Methods, Buffers) (Fig. 3A and 3B). We quantified the ratio 

of compact dimers by analyzing the conformation of each dimer individually. More precisely, we 

analyzed the stem length for each dimer, i.e. the distance along the contour from the CK domain to the 

position at which the two constituent monomers separate from each other. We further measured the 

distance along the contour between the CK domain and the beginning of higher N-terminal domains for 

both monomers and used the mean of these distances to normalize the stem length. Dimers with a 

normalized stem length above 1, i.e. those possessing a fully formed C-terminal stem, were assigned as 

compact (13). It should be noted that at alkaline pH values, a non-negligible fraction of molecules – up to 

approximately 40 % at pH 8.6 – had to be discarded from analysis, as apparent self-aggregation repeatedly 

impeded unequivocal tracing, in line with observations from an earlier TEM study (7). 
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We determined the ratio of compact full-length dimers (D’D3-CK) as a function of the pH, both in 

the presence of divalent ions (Fig. 3C, blue circles), but also in the absence of divalent ions (Fig. 3C, red 

triangles), i.e., under conditions that obstruct the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction (13). In 

the absence of divalent ions, compactness decreased monotonically with increasing pH and was very well 

described by the fit of a simple sigmoidal function (dashed line) reaching its half-maximum at a pH of 

approximately 6.6. These findings suggest compactness to be mainly driven by a single mechanism in the 

absence of divalent ions. In the presence of divalent ions, for pH values of 6.8 and below, we obtained 

ratios of compact dimers essentially identical to the ones observed in the absence of divalent ions. Above 

a pH of 6.8, however, a second regime of compactness was observed. Intriguingly, the deviation to the 

data obtained in the absence of divalent ions was highest at a pH of 7.4. These findings are in line with the 

pH dependence of the strong intermonomer interaction observed in force measurements. 

For further structural characterization, we performed SAXS measurements on A1-CK dimers at 

pH 6.2 and 7.4, both in the presence and absence of divalent ions. SAXS is a solution-based technique that 

does not require immobilization of samples onto a surface, making it a complementary tool to dissect 

conformational changes of dimeric VWF upon varying solution conditions in bulk (34, 35). We observed 

a conformational transition upon changing the pH from 6.2 (Fig. 3D, top, dark blue) to 7.4 (light blue) in 

the presence of divalent ions, as revealed by the SAXS profiles in Kratky representation. For both solution 

conditions, the Kratky plots exhibit a plateau shape with two slight peaks. However, at the lower pH 

value, the peaks are more pronounced and the intensity is lower at higher q values, implying more 

compact and less flexible dimers at pH 6.2 than at pH 7.4. SAXS data were further acquired in the 

presence of EDTA, i.e., under conditions that obstruct the formation of the strong intermonomer 

interaction. At pH 7.4, we observed a transition to an ensemble of more flexible conformations (13), 

indicated by a more diverging shape at high q values and less pronounced peaks in the Kratky plot (Fig. 

3D, top, red). In contrast, at pH 6.2 no significant change was observed upon addition of EDTA (Fig. S5). 

These findings are further corroborated by comparison of the pair distance distribution functions P(r) 

(histograms of pairwise distances in the molecule) (Fig. 3D, bottom). In the presence of divalent ions, the 

shape of the P(r) function is indicative of a rather extended, rod-like molecule, even more pronounced for 

pH 6.2 than for pH 7.4. In contrast, upon addition of EDTA at pH 7.4, a shortening and steeper decay of 

P(r) was observed, indicating a more flexible and thus more globular ensemble of dimer conformations. 

Overall, the SAXS data are fully in line with results from AFM imaging. 

Furthermore, employing AFM imaging, we studied the compactness of dimers with a deletion of the 

D4 domain (delD4 dimers) in the presence of divalent ions (Fig. 3C, brown squares). Throughout the 

whole pH range, compact dimers were observed only occasionally (Fig. 3B), strongly suggesting the D4 

domain to play a key role not only for the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction (13), but also 

for promoting compactness of dimers under acidic pH conditions. 
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Figure 3. Conformation of dimeric VWF constructs under varied pH and ionic conditions. 

(A) Representative AFM image of full-length VWF dimers (D’D3-CK), adsorbed onto a 
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functionalized mica surface from buffer solution without divalent ions and adjusted to pH 6.2. 

Arrows mark positions of CK domains. A large fraction (> 50 %) of dimers exhibited a compact 

conformation with fully formed C-terminal stems. Insets exemplarily show a flexible dimer 

possessing a partially formed stem and a compact dimer with a fully formed stem, respectively. 

Numbers indicate values of the normalized stem length. Scale bar is 100 nm, range of color scale is 

2.4 nm. (B) Representative AFM image of VWF dimers with a deletion of the D4 domain (delD4 

dimers), adsorbed onto a functionalized mica substrate from buffer solution adjusted to pH 6.8 and 

containing divalent ions. White arrows mark positions of CK domains. Throughout the whole 

probed pH range, nearly all delD4 dimers exhibited a flexible conformation. The green arrow 

indicates an occasional compact dimer. Scale bar is 100 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. (C) 

Ratio of compact VWF dimers as a function of pH. Only dimers with a normalized stem length 

above 1 were assigned as compact. Shown are data of full-length dimers in the presence (blue 

circles) and in the absence (red triangles) of divalent ions, and of delD4 dimers in the presence of 

divalent ions (brown squares). The dashed red line is a sigmoidal fit (half-maximum value at pH 

6.6) to the data obtained for full-length dimers in the absence of divalent ions, i.e., under conditions 

that obstruct the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction mediated by the D4 domain (13). 

Error bars represent Poisson noise (1 SD). For each data point, n ≥ 100 dimers were analyzed. 

(D) SAXS profiles in Kratky representation (top) and computed distance distribution functions P(r) 

(bottom) for dimeric A1-CK constructs in the presence of divalent ions at pH 6.2 (dark blue) and 

pH 7.4 (light blue), and in the presence of 10 mM EDTA at pH 7.4 (red). 

 

We further observed that the pH also affected the formation of C-terminal stems (7, 13). In order to 

investigate this effect without the influence of D4-mediated interactions, we analyzed distributions of the 

normalized stem length for the delD4 construct (Fig. 4), exhibiting virtually only values of the normalized 

stem length below 1, corresponding to flexible dimers. In general, higher average stem lengths were 

favored by low pH, even in the absence of D4-mediated mechanisms promoting compactness. In 

particular, also the functional shape of the stem length distributions changed considerably with the pH. 

While at alkaline pH values the distribution of the normalized stem length exhibited an approximately 

exponential shape, at lower pH values it revealed a maximum centered at roughly 0.4 that became more 

prominent with decreasing pH, suggesting that the pH-dependent stem formation is not mediated 

uniformly by all C-domains. This maximum centered at approximately 0.4 corresponds to dimers 

possessing roughly half-formed C-terminal stems, i.e. stems that are formed from CK domains up to a 

region comprising domains C5 to C3, which interestingly exhibit a comparably low density of histidine 

residues (Fig. 1A). 
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Figure 4. Impact of pH on C-terminal stem formation within dimeric VWF constructs with a 

deletion of the D4 domain. (A-F) Distributions of the normalized stem length of dimeric delD4 

constructs and respective average values, obtained for pH 5.4 (A), 6.2 (B), 6.8 (C), 7.4 (D), 8.0 (E) 

and 8.6 (F), by tracing dimers in AFM images individually along their contour. It should be noted 

that at the alkaline pH values of 8.0 and especially 8.6, a non-negligible fraction of molecules had to 

be discarded from analysis due to apparent self-aggregation. (G-L) Distributions of the head-to-

head distance of dimeric delD4 constructs, obtained for pH 5.4 (G), 6.2 (H), 6.8 (I), 7.4 (J), 8.0 (K) 

and 8.6 (L). Values of the head-to-head distance indicate the direct distance between the two 

positions within a dimer at which the stem regions adjoin to higher N-terminal domains. 

Consequently, distributions of the head-to-head distance provide a means for estimating effective 

concentrations of N-terminal domains. It should be noted that immobilization of VWF dimers onto 

the poly-L-lysine coated mica substrate might not proceed identically for varying pH conditions, as 

VWF’s net charge changes with pH. Low pH conditions near VWF’s pI may allow dimers to more 

effectively equilibrate than at higher pH values (11), at which the higher (negative) net charge of 

VWF molecules might lead to faster trapping on the surface. Consequently, the actual difference 

between average head-to-head distances for varying pH conditions might be slightly higher than 

observed. 

 

Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by Imidazole 

The data presented above indicate that the strong intermonomer interaction is most favorable at 

pH 7.4, and only occurs in the presence of divalent ions. We aimed to gain further insight into the 

underlying molecular mechanism. To this end, we tested whether the role of divalent ions in the strong 

intermonomer interaction originates from an electrostatic effect or rather involves coordination chemistry, 
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possibly with the Histidine residues which are abundant in the D4 domain (Fig. 1A). We performed force 

experiments on A1-CK dimers at pH 7.4 in buffer solution supplemented with free Imidazole (200 mM) in 

addition to MgCl2 and CaCl2. In contrast to EDTA, which has only very low selectivity among the 

different divalent cations, Imidazole has virtually no affinity towards Mg2+ and Ca2+, but is capable of 

strong coordination bond formation with transition metal ions (36), which might be available during the 

biosynthesis of VWF. Strikingly, essentially only force–extension traces of type II were obtained (Fig. 

5A), as inferred from a unimodal distribution of the position of the first A2 unfolding event (Fig. 5B). 

Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by free Imidazole was further corroborated by AFM 

imaging on full-length dimers, adsorbed from the same buffer solution. In the presence of Imidazole, 

nearly all dimers exhibited a flexible conformation (Fig. 5C-D), which is in line with a scenario in which 

divalent (transition) metals are involved in the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. 

 

 
Figure 5. Obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by Imidazole. (A-B) Single-molecule 

force measurements on A1-CK dimers at pH 7.4 in the presence of divalent ions and 200 mM 

Imidazole. Force–extension traces of type II (A) were observed almost exclusively, as inferred from 

a unimodal distribution of the position of the first A2 unfolding peak (B). (C-D) AFM imaging of 

full-length VWF dimers adsorbed onto a functionalized mica surface from buffer solution adjusted 

to pH 7.4 and containing 200 mM Imidazole in addition to divalent ions. Nearly all dimers 

exhibited a flexible conformation (C). Scale bar is 30 nm, range of color scale is 2.4 nm. The ratio 

of compact dimers was close to zero (D, n = 81), similarly to the one obtained in the absence of 

divalent ions (see Fig. 3C). Further co-plotted is the markedly higher ratio observed for dimers 

adsorbed from buffer containing divalent ions, but no Imidazole (see Fig. 3C). Error bars represent 

Poisson noise (1 SD). 
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DISCUSSION 

In this work, we performed AFM-based single-molecule force measurements, AFM imaging, and 

SAXS to characterize VWF’s force response and conformational ensemble under different pH conditions. 

We initially found that the mechanical resistance of VWF’s dimeric subunits strongly depends on the pH, 

as quantified by the ratio of type I force–extension traces, i.e. traces corresponding to the force response of 

dimers that were initially firmly closed via the strong intermonomer interaction (13). Interestingly, at low 

pH values of 6.2 and 6.6, virtually no dimers exhibited the strong intermonomer interaction. At first 

glance, this finding may appear contradictory to imaging data, which revealed that, almost throughout the 

whole examined pH range, low pH favors a compact conformation of dimers, thereby confirming a 

previous TEM study (7). In fact, combining the results from force and imaging experiments leads to the 

conclusion that compact dimers below pH 6.8 have a low mechanical resistance (Fig. 6, top), and 

accordingly, that the strong intermonomer interaction in VWF dimers is absent at these low pH values. In 

other words, compactness of dimers under acidic pH conditions is not accomplished by the strong 

intermonomer interaction, suggesting a second pH-dependent process to promote compactness under 

acidic pH conditions (7). Indeed, in the presence of divalent ions, the compactness of dimers as a function 

of pH revealed two regimes, strongly suggesting at least two pH-dependent mechanisms promoting 

compactness. 

 

 
Figure 6. Strong and weak C-terminal rods in VWF’s dimeric subunits. Schematically depicted are 

force-induced conformational changes (indicated forces correspond to loading rates probed in 

single-molecule force experiments) of VWF dimers that initially possess a fully formed C-terminal 

stem (C-terminal rod, A). At pH values below approximately 6.8, C-terminal rods are by trend weak 

and can dissociate at forces clearly below the detection limit of AFM force experiments, i.e. 

dissociation occurs very likely well below 5 pN (B). At forces of roughly 10 to 20 pN, VWF’s A2 

domains unfold and add a contour length of approximately 60-70 nm (lengths in schematic are 

drawn roughly to scale) each to the elongation of dimers (14–17) (D). At pH values above 

approximately 6.8 however, C-terminal rods are by trend firmly closed via the strong intermonomer 
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interaction. In this case, unfolding of the A2 domains at 10 to 20 pN is the first critical step of 

elongation (C). At forces above 50 pN the strong intermonomer interaction can dissociate and add 

approximately 80 nm to the elongation of dimers (D). Importantly, forces on VWF result from a 

positive feedback between elongational flow and length. For a VWF concatamer subjected to 

elongational flow under acidic pH conditions, forces of for instance 10 to 20 pN, as required for A2 

unfolding, will be reached more readily, compared to near-physiological conditions, due to rapid 

initial opening of weak rods. 

 

The mechanism that promotes compactness above pH 6.8 is the formation of the strong 

intermonomer interaction (Fig. 6, bottom), as inferred from two observations: first, the critical pH of 6.8, 

above which a second regime of compactness was observed, equals the critical pH of the strong 

intermonomer interaction observed in force experiments, and second, compactness above pH 6.8 can be 

abolished by taking out divalent ions from solution, in line with a loss of the strong intermonomer 

interaction observed in force experiments after treating samples with EDTA (13). In the absence of 

divalent ions, a monotonic decrease of the compactness of dimers with increasing pH was observed. The 

fact that this decrease was well described by the fit of a sigmoidal function suggests unidirectional pH-

dependent interactions that do not rely on divalent ions. AFM imaging experiments on dimeric delD4 

constructs revealed a crucial role of the D4 domain for promoting compactness at acidic pH, by keeping 

C-terminal stems (C1-CK) closed. This finding strongly suggests the existence of a second intermonomer 

interaction mediated by D4, which is mechanically less stable than the strong intermonomer interaction. 

Importantly, C-terminal stem formation by itself, based on weak interactions between C domains 

(13), was also affected by the pH, as revealed by distributions of the normalized stem length obtained for 

delD4 dimers under varying pH conditions. While at alkaline pH values the distributions exhibited an 

approximately exponential shape, decreasing the pH led to the emergence of a maximum corresponding to 

dimers possessing roughly half-formed stems, suggesting that the pH dependence of the stem formation is 

not mediated uniformly by all C-domains. Going along with this observation, the average value of the 

normalized stem length increased by trend with decreasing pH, resulting in a decreased average distance 

between the two D4 domains within a dimer (Fig. 4). As a decreased distance between D4 domains in turn 

results in a higher effective concentration of these two putative binding partners, one could speculate that 

the pH dependence of the stem formation might be the only pH dependence underlying the increase of 

compactness of dimers with decreasing pH. A simple estimation, based on the observed distances between 

the D4 domains in a dimer (Fig. 4G–L) and the assumption that the effective concentration of D4 scales 

with the inverse cube of these distances, suggests that the pH-induced changes of the distance between the 

D4 domains of a dimer may well lead to an increase of their effective concentration by a factor of 4 over 

the probed pH range. However, the strong pH dependence of the ratios of compact dimers in the absence 
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of divalent ions (Fig. 3C, red), suggests that – assuming a constant affinity for the interaction between the 

two D4 domains – a change of the effective concentration by almost two orders of magnitude would be 

necessary to explain the observed increase of compactness with decreasing pH. Therefore, we assume that 

the mechanically weak intermonomer interaction mediated by D4 under acidic conditions possesses an 

intrinsic pH dependence. Remarkably, latter is opposed to the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer 

interaction mediated by the same domain. Both the pH dependence of the weak D4-mediated interaction 

and of the stem formation may play a pivotal role for orderly multimerization and packing of VWF in the 

trans-Golgi and WPB (7). 

Undoubtedly, a key finding of this study is the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer 

interaction in VWF’s dimeric subunits. Strikingly, decreasing the pH from 7.4 by less than one unit 

switches off the strong intermonomer interaction, thereby drastically decreasing the mechanical resistance 

of dimers. While at pH 6.6 the strong intermonomer interaction was virtually not observed, it could form 

again after buffer exchange to buffer solution adjusted to pH 7.4. This finding indicates that the molecular 

mechanisms that underlie the pH dependence of the strong intermonomer interaction are largely 

reversible. Importantly, the key domain D4 possesses a high density of histidine residues, whose 

Imidazole sidechains can be protonated, resulting in a change of their net charge, around a pH of 

approximately 6.5 [the pKa-value of free histidines (37)]. This value is very close to the pH range over 

which the strong intermonomer interaction was abruptly switched off. A possible role of histidines was 

indeed indicated by measurements in the presence of free Imidazole, which revealed obstruction of the 

strong intermonomer interaction. Given that the strong intermonomer interaction crucially depends on 

divalent ions (13), we propose that coordination of metal ions by histidine residues may play a 

fundamental role for the formation of the strong intermonomer interaction. Indeed, it is well-known that 

coordination chemistry through Imidazole is impeded by protonation. It should be noted that full 

obstruction of the strong intermonomer interaction by removal of divalent ions was not achieved by a 

simple buffer exchange to buffer not containing divalent ions, but required addition of, e.g., EDTA (see 

Materials and Methods, Buffers). This implies that also ion species not added to our buffer solutions, for 

instance ions of transition metals such as Zinc, could be involved in the formation of the strong 

intermonomer interaction. We further note that the effect of Imidazole should be taken into account when 

using it in protein purification procedures. 

Histidine residues might also play a role for mediating the increase in compactness of dimers under 

acidic conditions, as suggested by the sigmoidal fit to the data obtained in the absence of divalent ions, 

which reached its half-maximum value at a pH of approximately 6.6, close to the pKa-value of histidines. 

We believe that high-resolution structures, especially of the D4 domain and its constituent modules, will 

be of great value to elucidate pH dependencies within VWF. 
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In the vasculature, activation of VWF for hemostasis crucially depends on its ability to sense 

hydrodynamic forces (1, 2, 38), originating from an interplay of concatamer length and elongational flow 

components (14, 39, 40). Importantly, force sensing by VWF is tuned by the strong intermonomer 

interaction in its dimeric subunits, as it markedly shortens the effective length of a concatamer 

contributing to force sensing (13). For the pH values probed in our experiments, the fraction of firmly 

closed dimers reached a maximum at a pH of 7.4, indicating that VWF’s mechanical resistance is 

maximized with respect to the physiological pH of 7.4 in the blood. Accordingly, critical rates of 

elongational flow needed to activate VWF for hemostasis, i.e., to initiate collagen binding and platelet 

aggregation, will be highest at physiological pH, assuming that the interaction of VWF with collagen and 

platelets as such remains unvaried by pH. 

It is tempting to speculate on the role of this pH dependence, considering that locally the pH may be 

disturbed at sites of vascular injury. Indeed, it is widely accepted that local pH variations, especially 

acidification, occur in connection with injury and inflammation (20–24), although it remains unclear to 

what extent and on which timescales the blood pH might be affected. Clearly, our data suggest that 

deviations from physiological pH will lower critical rates of elongational flow to activate VWF for 

hemostasis. In particular, acidification is expected to very effectively reduce such critical elongational 

flow rates. Indeed, data obtained from flow experiments and published within the framework of a 

PhD thesis (Dr. Daniel Steppich, University of Augsburg, Germany) suggest that critical shear rates for 

elongation of VWF are lowered both upon acidification and alkalization (41). In principle, the relative 

impact of pH on critical elongational flow rates can be estimated based on the ratio of firmly closed 

dimers in VWF, observed at a given pH (13). For instance, at a pH of 6.6, where virtually no dimers 

exhibit the strong intermonomer interaction, the critical elongational flow may only be roughly half 

compared to the one at pH 7.4, as in the latter case VWF’s effective force sensing length is expected to be 

decreased by approximately 30 %, assuming approximately half of VWF’s dimeric subunits to be firmly 

closed via the strong intermonomer interaction. It should be noted that under acidic conditions, VWF’s 

force sensing length will initially be lower than under physiological conditions, due to compact, yet 

mechanically relatively unstable dimers. However, as strongly suggested by our force data, most compact 

dimers below pH 6.8 will open up at comparably very low elongational flow rates and consequently 

increase VWF’s effective force sensing length very rapidly, thereby triggering further elongation, due to 

the positive feedback between hydrodynamic force and length. In a nutshell, one could speculate that 

VWF’s pH-dependent elongation behavior represents a smart mechanism to enhance VWF’s hemostatic 

activity where needed. 

 

In summary, structure and mechanics of VWF are governed primarily by two distinct intermonomer 

interactions within its dimeric subunits (Fig. 6). Remarkably, the two interactions exhibit opposed pH 
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dependencies, while at the same time they both appear to be mediated by modules of VWF’s D4 domain. 

Strikingly, decreasing the pH by one unit from physiological pH yields a markedly increased degree of 

compactness of dimers, yet a considerably lowered mechanical stability. While high compactness at acidic 

pH can be assumed to be a prerequisite for orderly multimerization in the trans-Golgi and storage in 

Weibel-Palade bodies, low mechanical resistance at acidic pH may enhance VWF’s hemostatic activity at 

sites of locally lowered pH encountered in the wake of injuries. Therefore, our data should provide further 

insights into VWF’s activation for hemostasis. 

 

SUPPORTING MATERIAL 

Five supporting figures can be found in the Supporting Material. 
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SUPPORTING FIGURES 

 

 
Figure S1 Overlays of 100 force–extension traces of A1-CK dimers, measured at pH 6.2 (A) and 

pH 6.6 (B), respectively. 
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Figure S2 Denoised force–extension traces of type I and II showing the force response of A1-CK 

dimers at pH 6.8 (A), 7.1 (B), 7.4 (C), 8.0 (D), and 8.6 (E). While the functional shape of type I and 

type II traces was conserved within the specified range of the pH, the frequency of both types of 

traces was significantly affected by pH (see Fig. 1L) 
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Figure S3 Overlays of force–extension traces of VWF monomers (D’D3-CK), measured at pH 6.2 

(n = 54) and at pH 7.4 (n = 120). Importantly, monomer traces were essentially unaffected by pH. 

 

 

 

 
Figure S4 Overlay of 100 force–extension traces of A1-CK dimers, measured in near-physiological 

buffer, supplemented with 200 mM Imidazole. 

 

 

 

 
Figure S5 SAXS profiles of A1-CK dimers, collected at the X12SA (cSAXS) beamline at the Swiss 

Light Source. Data were acquired at pH 6.2 and 7.4 in the presence of divalent ions (dark blue and 

light blue, respectively) and upon addition of EDTA (orange and red, respectively). Data are 

displayed in Kratky representation (q2⋅I(q) vs. q) and were scaled by a constant factor. The 

background level for these measurements was somewhat higher than for the profiles shown in Fig. 

3D of the main manuscript – collected at the beamline P12 (Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron, 

Hamburg, Germany) – making reliable inversion to P(r) difficult. Nonetheless, it is apparent that – 
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within experimental noise – the two profiles at pH 6.2 match very closely, whereas the profiles at 

pH 7.4 exhibit the same trends as the ones shown in Fig. 3D. 
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